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S U M M A R Y

Over the time, ungulates have seen their populations continuously
changing under the e�ect of direct, i.e. hunting pressure, and indirect,
i.e. land-use changes, human activities. Under control until recently,
ungulates have progressively adapted to these modi�cations and are
now able to cope with human-shaped environments, consequently
their number and range have greatly and worryingly increased.
More particularly, among ungulates species, the wild boar Sus scrofa
raises important concerns due to its environmental, economic and
social impacts on modern societies. Understanding the ecology of
ungulates species and their ability to survive within highly dynamic
and seasonal ecosystems, such as agricultural environment, is thus
necessary to better mitigate their negative impacts and to sustainably
manage growing and expanding populations.

Although only recently studied, movement ecology of animal is an
important species trait that allows animal to adapt to rapid environ-
mental changes. Considering movement as the resulting interaction
of the animal’s internal state, navigation and motion capacity as well
as of the e�ect of the surrounding environment (“external factors”),
provides a clear conceptual framework enabling to study patterns,
mechanisms and processes, such as coping with land-use changes.

In this thesis, we study the case of an expanding wild boar popu-
lation in Southern Belgium and consider the movement ecology of
the species to understand how wild boar colonize and �ourish in
agroecosystems. More speci�cally, the thesis aims at i) reviewing
quantitatively and qualitatively the scienti�c literature about wild
boar movement ecology, and ii) analyzing the spatial response of wild
boar to agroecosystems in terms of movement and habitat selection
across three spatial and temporal scales.

The literature review highlights that wild boar is the least studied
ungulates species in terms of movement ecology. We suggest that this
is likely due i) to the relative complexity of �tting tracking devices
to this species, and ii) to its generalist diet making the species not
suitable to test foraging hypotheses. Among existing studies, a large
part focuses on the role of external factors (e.g. hunting, landscape
features) on movement while others components of the movement
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ecology framework (internal state, navigation and motion capacity)
remain poorly studied. However, when assuming behavioral sim-
ilarity between wild and domestic boars, experimental studies on
captive animals show how wild boar can develop complex movement
strategies by using their highly developed cognitive and sensory
abilities, and spatial memory.

The spatio-temporal analysis suggests a scale-speci�c response of
wild boar to agricultural habitat. At the intermediate scale (landscape,
seasonal), wild boar uses seasonal habitat shift strategies towards
agricultural areas, while at broader scale (regional, decades), wild
boar avoids this habitat, preferring the forest habitat to spread and
extend its occupancy range. This results in a contradiction with our
preliminary hypothesis that increased area of cultivations providing
cover (maize, rapeseed, cereals) facilitates wild boar population ex-
pansion. Furthermore, we show that besides the use of forest habitat,
high population density is a major driving factor of the colonization
of agroecosystems by wild boar. The �ne-scale analysis (home range,
daily), highlights the large variety of spatial behaviors (area restricted
search, central place foraging, nomadism, dispersing) wild boar is
able to use to cope with heterogeneous environments.

In terms of management of the species, the results of this thesis sug-
gest that it is required to lower the population density in order to limit
the population spread into agroecosystems, not only at the margin
of expansion but all over the species’ range. Furthermore, we recom-
mend developing more �exible control strategies taking into account
both the spatial abilities of the species and the complexity and dy-
namics of the environment. For example, the creation of a seasonal
landscape of fear could be promoted, i.e. reducing attractivity of agri-
cultural lands by increasing risk sensation (e.g. hunting with dogs all
along the growing season). However, in our opinion, the success of
any management strategy requires �rst to tackle the issue of the de-
creasing number of hunters observed in large part of Europe and to
improve communication among the di�erent stakeholders (hunting
associations, farmers, public administration). Indeed, while ungulates
have progressively adapted to human-induced changes, the capacity
of humans to adapt to this new human-ungulate relation is question-
able.
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R É S U M É

Au cours du temps, les ongulés sauvages ont vu leurs populations
constamment évoluer sous l’e�et direct de la pression de chasse et,
indirecte des changements d’occupation du sol liés aux activités hu-
maines. Encore sous contrôle récemment, les populations d’ongulés
se sont progressivement adaptées aux milieux anthropisés, avec
comme conséquence une augmentation inquiétante de leur nombre
et de leur aire de distribution au cours des dernières décennies. Le
sanglier Sus scrofa, en raison de son impact environnemental et socio-
économique négatif, est l’ongulé sauvage soulevant actuellement les
plus grandes préoccupations. Comprendre l’écologie de cette espèce
et sa capacité d’adaptation aux agroécosystèmes, est nécessaire a�n
de permettre une meilleure gestion de l’espèce dans ces milieux.

Un moyen aisé pour les espèces mobiles de s’adapter aux change-
ments de conditions environnementales, est leur capacité de déplace-
ment. L’ « écologie des mouvements », récent domaine de recherche
en écologie animal, décrit le déplacement d’un animal comme la résul-
tante de l’interaction entre son état interne, sa capacité de navigation,
sa capacité de locomotion et des facteurs externes (p.ex. prédateurs,
ressources, conspéci�ques, barrières naturelles ou anthropiques). Ce
cadre conceptuel clair et simple permet d’étudier les mécanismes et
les processus in�uençant le comportement spatiale de toute espèce
mobile.

Dans cette thèse, je considère comme modèle biologique l’expansion
d’une population de sangliers dans le sud de la Belgique et fait
l’hypothèse que l’écologie des mouvements de cette espèce est l’un
des facteurs principaux expliquant son adaptation aux agroécosys-
tèmes. Pour tester cette hypothèse, j’ai i) examiné quantitativement
et qualitativement la littérature scienti�que portant sur l’écologie des
mouvements, ii) analysé la réponse du sanglier aux agroécosystèmes
à trois échelles spatiales et temporelles, en termes de mouvement et
de sélection de l’habitat.

Les résultats de la revue de la littérature montrent que le sanglier
est l’ongulé sauvage le moins étudié en terme d’écologie des mou-
vements. Les raisons avancées relèvent de i) l’inadéquation des
dispositifs de marquage et suivi à la morphologie de l’espèce (absence
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de cou) et ii) son alimentation généraliste faisant du sanglier un
candidat non idéal pour tester des hypothèses et théories. Parmi les
études existantes, un grand nombre porte sur le rôle des facteurs
externes (par ex. chasse, structure du paysage) alors que les autres
composantes (état interne, capacité de navigation et capacité de loco-
motion) demeurent peu étudiées. Cependant, en prenant en compte
les études expérimentales réalisées sur des animaux en captivité,
nous avons pu mieux comprendre comment le sanglier peut mettre
en place des stratégies de mouvement complexes grâce à leur faculté
cognitive, sensorielle et de mémoire spatiale très développée.

L’analyse spatio-temporelle suggère une réponse échelle-dépendante
du sanglier à l’habitat agricole. À l’échelle intermédiaire (paysage,
saison), le sanglier utilise cet habitat de façon saisonnière, alors
qu’à plus large échelle (régionale, décennies), le sanglier évite cet
habitat, lui préférant l’habitat forestier pour coloniser des zones
inoccupées. Ce résultat est en contradiction avec l’hypothèse de dé-
part posée que l’augmentation des cultures o�rant un couvert et/ou
de la ressource alimentaire (p.ex. maïs, colza, céréales, miscanthus)
facilite l’expansion de la population de sangliers. L’analyse démontre
également que l’augmentation des densités est un facteur contributif
majeur de la colonisation des agroécosystèmes par les sangliers.
L’analyse à �ne échelle (locale, journalier), souligne la grande variété
de comportements spatiaux (zones de recherche restreintes, mou-
vements circulaires, nomadisme, dispersion) dont sont capables les
sangliers en milieu hétérogène.

En termes de gestion de l’espèce, les résultats de cette thèse suggèrent
que limiter la propagation de l’espèce dans les agroécosystèmes, né-
cessite de réduire la densité de la population non seulement dans
sa zone d’expansion, mais également dans toute l’aire occupée par
l’espèce. En outre, nous recommandons de développer des stratégies
de contrôle prenant en compte à la fois les capacités spatiales de
l’espèce et la complexité des agroécosystèmes. Par exemple, la créa-
tion saisonnière d’un « paysage de la peur », pourrait permettre de
réduire l’attractivité des terres agricoles en augmentant la sensation
de risque (par ex. chasse accompagnée de chiens durant la période
de culture). Cependant, le succès de toute stratégie de gestion néces-
sitera en premier lieu de s’attaquer à la question de la diminution
du nombre de chasseurs observée en Europe et d’améliorer la com-
munication entre les di�érentes parties prenantes (associations de
chasseurs, agriculteurs, administration publique). En e�et, alors que
les ongulés se sont progressivement adaptés aux changements in-
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duits à l’environnement par l’homme, (re)trouver un équilibre entre
les hommes et les grands ongulés, repose en grande partie sur la
capacité des humains à s’adapter à cette nouvelle donne et proposer
des mesures adaptées.
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1
R E S E A R C H C O N T E X T

Between humans and wild animal species they eat, there is a long
history of interactions, where abundance and distribution of animals
is continuously changing under the activities and willingness of
humans (Putman et al., 2011). At �rst, when humans were hunter-
gatherers (-1.8 million to 12 000 years ago) (Marlowe, 2005) hunting
animals was for feeding purposes only. With the development of
agriculture and the farmer-producer human societies during the
Neolithic period, the relation with hunted animals has been modi�ed
profoundly. These societies relied increasingly on domestic species
for their subsistence. Hunting activity kept its importance, though it
progressively turned into management of animal populations. During
the middle age (5th to 15th century) manorial societies emerged and
nobles developed hunting activities for recreational purposes. The
concept of “game animal” arose. This concept illustrates well the
willingness of human to control the nature which for example led to
the voluntary extermination of Europeans’ big carnivores (wolves,
lynx, bears) (Breitenmoser, 1998). Since then, game population size
and distribution largely depend on human’s willingness to increase
or lower them (Kareiva et al., 2007). Over time, the relation between
human and game species has thus became ambivalent. Ungulates
taxa provides a good illustration of this complex relation, being
simultaneously considered as ‘wild’ but also as ‘part of culture’ by
humans (Sykes and Putman, 2014).

Wild or culturally related to humans, recent increases in density and
range of some forest-dwelling ungulates (Apollonio and Andersen,
2010), e.g. wild boar Sus scrofa, roe deer Capreolus capreolus and red
deer Cervus elaphus, suggest that these species are no more under
human control or, at least, question the capacity of human to e�ec-
tively manage ungulates populations. How did we get there? Does a
threshold in the human-ungulate relation has been crossed? Recent
studies suggest that decreasing number of hunters (Milner et al.,
2006; Massei et al., 2014) and, so far, relatively poor contribution
of recolonizing natural predators (Chapron et al., 2014) prevent to
maintain populations at desired levels. Human-induced land-use
modi�cations (Sala et al., 2000) also provide animals with new suit-
able habitats (e.g. due to land abandonment, a�orestation, greener
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2 research context

urban areas) (Acevedo et al., 2011) and larger food resources (e.g.
from cultivations) from which they can bene�t (Putman et al., 2011).

Among habitats o�ering suitable alternatives to forest-dwelling un-
gulates are agricultural lands. These agricultural lands originate from
progressive reduction of the forest cover over the last centuries (Fyfe
et al., 2015). Dominated by closed canopy forests until the Middle
age, lowland European forests have been progressively clear-cut and
opened (Birks). During this period, woodland areas and its related
fauna have been excessively reduced, also in reason of the use of for-
est by domestic animals outcompeting wild ungulates. Since then, the
continuous growth of human population has strengthened the need
for arable lands (Kaplan and Zimmermann, 2009), so that agroecosys-
tems account nowadays for more than 40% of European land area
(Estreguil et al., 2012). Over the last decades, agricultural landscapes
have also undergone important modi�cations. Under the actions of
new European policies, some crops have been favored, e.g. maize
Zea mays cultivations for livestock silage, rapeseed Brassica napus at
the expand of wheat (Rondanini et al., 2012) and, more recently, the
development of energy crops (Baka and Roland-Holst, 2009). While
one could have thought that continuous opening of European land-
scapes would be detrimental for forest-dwelling ungulates, recent
observations demonstrate the ability of species from this taxa to cope
with human-shaped agricultural environments (Hewison et al., 2001;
Schley and Roper, 2003; Szemethy et al., 2003).

Agricultural landscapes are highly dynamic ecosystems, in which
quality of the resources and cover provided continuously change due
to the seasonal cycle of farming activities. To cope with these seasonal
habitat modi�cations, animals have to develop strategies (Smith et al.,
2014). Among possible strategies, two are commonly used by animals,
either by making use of their movement ability, e.g. to reach more
suitable areas (Mysterud, 1999), or modifying their physiology, e.g.
hibernating mammals during winter (Carey et al., 2003). Although
ungulates can use both strategies to cope with seasonality, e.g body
mass response of moose Alces alces to temperature (van Beest and
Milner, 2013), their ability to migrate over long distances (Singh et al.,
2012) is the most prominent and the most impacting strategy for
human activities. Particularly, in dynamic environment, movement
plays a key role by o�ering animals the ability to quickly respond to
any changes in habitat composition or con�guration.



research context 3

It has been shown that the homogenization of European rural
landscape (Jongman, 2002) potentially favors species with a large
ecological spectrum and an ability to coexist with humans (McKin-
ney and Lockwood, 1999). One such species is the roe deer which
demonstrates high ability to �ourish within agroecosystems, so
that di�erent species ecotypes, forested and agricultural, can be
distinguished within roe deer (Hewison et al., 2001). Wild boar is
also seemingly able to adapt to agroecosystems (Keuling et al., 2009),
can we however speak about an ’agricultural ecotype’ as for roe
deer? It is one of the expected outcome of this thesis to test and ob-
serve how wild boar adapt to agroecosystems at various spatial scales.

During the last decades, populations of wild boar have increased sig-
ni�cantly not only all over its native Eurasian range (Saez-Royuela
and Telleria, 1986; Massei et al., 2014) but also where the species has
been introduced by European explorers (Barrios-Garcia and Ballari,
2012). The phenomenon is thus global and causes numerous con�icts
with humans: management of peri-urban populations (Cahill et al.,
2012; Licoppe et al., 2014), risk of diseases transmission to livestock
(Barrios-Garcia and Ballari, 2012), damages to agricultural (Herrero
et al., 2006; Schley et al., 2008) and natural areas (Tolon et al., 2009).

In Southern Belgium (Wallonia), the picture is relatively similar as
the one described above: continuous increase in the annual number
of shot wild boars (Figure 1.1) and growing number of con�icts with
humans, e.g. increase of damages caused to crops and multiplication
of wild boar-vehicle collisions (Morelle et al., 2013). Furthermore,
over the last three decades, the population of wild boar has expanded,
invading progressively all agro-forested areas of Southern Belgium
(Prévot and Morelle, 2012). This spread of the species strengthens the
human-wild boar con�icts and raises the debate about the place of
the species in agricultural landscapes. While cultivations dedicated to
energy and fodder production have been shown to negatively a�ect
some farmland species (Gevers et al., 2011), wild boar demonstrates
a certain ability to make a pro�table use of such agroecosystem
environment. Structurally, the development of high cultivation, e.g.
maize and rapeseed, provides shelter for the species (Keuling et al.,
2009), while nutritionally, the energy-rich food seasonally available in
agricultural land (Schley and Roper, 2003) favours individual growth,
e.g. enhancing female fertility (Rosell et al., 2012), and consequently
population growth (Geisser and Reyer, 2005).
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of the hunting bags in Southern Belgium and neigh-
bouring countries (a) and the number of wildlife-vehicle colli-
sions between 2003 and 2011 in Southern Belgium (b).

The increased presence of wild boar in regions where agricultural ac-
tivities dominate questions the current knowledge of the species’ ecol-
ogy and of its ability to adapt with highly dynamic ecosystem. Spatial
plasticity of the species is likely to play a key role but the majority of
studies has so far focused on diet and life-history traits of the species.
Therefore, wild boar movement ecology and its role in the increasing
presence of the species in human-dominated landscapes yet remain
to be studied.
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T H E S I S O B J E C T I V E S

Studying the presence of wild boar within agroecosystems of South-
ern Belgium requires thorough understanding of the processes and
mechanisms that have contributed to its arrival and establishment.
This thesis aims at explaining how spatial behavior of the primarily
forest-dwelling wild boar has enabled the species to progressively
occupy and adapt to agroecosystems, consisting of a mixture of forest
and agricultural patches.

Considering the increasing body of evidences that animal habitat
selection is a scale dependent process (Boyce, 2006; DeCesare et al.,
2012) and that cross-scale analysis helps identifying limiting factors
of habitat selection (Senft et al., 1987), we have opted for a multi-scale
research design (Figure 2.1). Speci�cally, to understand processes and
mechanisms triggering the cross-scale response of wild boar to
agroecosystems, the thesis poses the following questions:

• At large scale (regional, decades): What are the mechanisms in-
�uencing the process of wild boar population range expansion
from forests to agroecosystems?

• At intermediate scale (landscape, seasonal): How wild boar sea-
sonally adapts its distribution in agroecosystems environment
and what are the driving factors?

• At the local scale (local, daily): Which spatial strategies are used
by wild boar to cope with agroecosystems?

Over the spatial and temporal dimension, we added a third dimension
relating to the scale at which we have studied the species (population,
sub-population and individuals) (Figure 2.1). This third dimension is
determined by the methods used (GPS, presence indices, hunting/-
damage data) in the di�erent thesis papers and manuscripts.
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Movement ecology framework – Paper I & II 
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Figure 2.1: Flow chart of the research design.

Spatial ecology of animals refers to numerous theories and methods
that can be used to address these questions. Speci�cally, our hypothe-
ses and predictions (Table 2.1) were built up from theories borrowed
to movement ecology paradigm (Nathan et al., 2008), habitat selection
(Johnson, 1980), species distribution (Franklin and Miller, 2009), and
population dispersal (Turchin, 1998).
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Table 2.1: Main hypotheses and predictions of the thesis.

Scales Hypotheses Theoritical framework

Regional Agricultural lands provide a
suitable cover for wild boar pop-
ulation to expand. This cover al-
lows wild boar to overcome de-
creasing forest cover when ex-
panding in agroecosystems

Population dispersal

High population density favors
spread into unoccupied areas

Density-dependence

Landscape Wild boar uses agricultural
lands when it provides cover
and/or food resources. However
this use is inversely propor-
tional to the distance to forest
patches

Habitat selection, Spill-over,
Landscape complementation/-
supplementation

Local Heterogeneous environment re-
quires wild boar to develop mul-
tiple movement strategies

Movement ecology paradigm
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M AT E R I A L A N D M E T H O D S

3.1 study area

The study area is located in Southern Belgium (Wallonia), southerly
bordered by Ardenne natural areas and northerly by the administra-
tive linguistic border between Flanders and Wallonia (Figure 3.1). The
area is characterized by a Southeast-Northwest forest gradient (80 to
less than 25 % of forest cover from Ardenne to loamy regions) o�ering
an interesting model to study the interactions between wild boar, for-
est and open agricultural lands. The study area is a mosaic of woods
and farmlands, these latters consisting of grasslands and crops (maize,
cereals, beetroot and rapeseed) while forest is patchily distributed and
patch size ranges between 1 and 300 ha. The study area lies at an al-
titude of 50 to 350 m above sea level. Climate is sub–oceanic with a
mean annual temperature of 8°C and a mean monthly temperature
varying between 2 to 16°C. The mean annual rainfall is 900 mm, and
the mean annual duration of snow cover is over 25 days.

Ard
en

ne

Study area

Sambre and Meuse rivers

Figure 3.1: Study area localisation.

Over the last three decades, following changes in European agricul-
tural policies, Belgian agroecosystems have rapidly evolved towards
increased surface dedicated to the cultivations of maize and rapeseed
o�ering more and more sheltering and feeding opportunities for the

9
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wild boar Figure 3.2. Also, the surface with cultivations of potato
Solanum tuberosum, largely appreciated by the wild boar has also
importantly increased between 1980 and 2008 Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Evolution between 1980 and 2008 in Southern Belgium of some
important cultivations potentially favoring the wild boar (in
terms of resources and cover).

Box 1. A brief history of wild boar in Southern Belgium
Discovery of wild boar bone remains in the North Sea attests the histor-
ical presence of the species over the entire territory of Belgium until the
Middle age (Toussaint and Pirson, 2011). Between AD 1500 and AD 1850,
forest clearance for the development of agriculture (Delhaise and Dev-
illez, 1991; Tallier, 2004b) together with population increase and hunting
pressure restricted the range of many forest-dwelling species in Europe
(Kaplan and Zimmermann, 2009). Consequently, the wild boar disap-
peared from many parts of its native range (Danilov and Panchenko,
2012) and, in Belgium, its distribution decreased from the North up
to the highland Ardenne forest (Tallier, 2004a). Starting mid-19th cen-
tury, hunting activities progressively gained in attractivity due to its
economic interest. At this time, �nancial incomes generated by hunting
were largely superior to those from forest management, so that acqui-
sition of forests aimed at constituting a “hunting capital” rather than a
“timber capital”. Between 1870 and 1940, the cost of hunting areas in-
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creased in average by 25-fold (Tallier, 2004a). As a result, game species
were arti�cially multiplied by re-introduction (Tallier, 2004a). The up-
ward trends slowed down during the second world-war and until the
1980’s, though wild boar population size continued increasing, it re-
mained restricted to the Ardenne forest areas. Since then the popula-
tion started to expand progressively Northwards and invaded more and
more agroecosystems. Despite population increase, wild boar lost his
status of pest species (’bête fauve’) in 1985 (Libois, 1993).

3.2 theoretical framework

3.2.1 Movement ecology paradigm (paper I-II-III)

Movement is the positional change of individuals or population
across spatial and temporal scales (Hansson and Akesson, 2014).
Because it allows feeding, mating or escaping behaviors, moving is
fundamental for all living organisms. Animal mobility is a relative
concept, largely in�uenced by the scale of heterogeneity that an ani-
mal can perceive (Hansson and Akesson, 2014) (Figure 3.3), varying
from few hundreds of meters, e.g. the home range of the Salamander
Salamandra salamandra (Denoël, 1996), to several thousand kilome-
ters, e.g. the seasonal migration of the Artic terns Sterna paradise
(Egevang et al., 2010).

The movement path followed by an animal is the resulting interaction
of four components, three related to the individual’s own capacities:
navigation, motion and internal state, and one related to external
factors in�uencing the movement (e.g. conspeci�cs, natural and
anthropogenic barriers) (Figure 3.4). To tell it di�erently, these four
components aim at answering the why, where, when, how and under
which external constraints an animal moves? This mechanistic view
of animal displacement forms the basis of the movement ecology
paradigm enabling the analysis of the spatial behavior of any moving
organism in a common framework (Nathan et al., 2008).

Since the thesis deals with wild boar spatial behavior across scales, for
movement both at the individual and population scale, the movement
ecology framework constitutes a large theoretical part of this docu-
ment. Speci�cally, the framework is used to review the scienti�c liter-
ature on a quantitative (Paper I) and qualitative (Paper II) basis. In the
analysis of the expansion process of wild boar population (Paper V),
we question the external factors and the navigation capacity (where
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Figure 3.3: Relation between the movement ability of various taxa and their
sensitivity to the heterogeneity of the environment they perceive
at various scales (from local to landscape context), from Smith
et al. (2014).

to move?) of the species at the regional scale. By delineating the vari-
ous spatial strategies performed by wild boar at the home range scale
(Paper III), we investigate the motion capacity (how to move?) of the
species (Table 3.1).

3.2.2 Habitat selection (papers IV-V)

When animals move within or towards a habitat, they usually are in
search of resources or conditions o�ered by this habitat. If animals
were moving randomly in space, they would use these habitats pro-
portionally to their availability (DeCesare et al., 2012). Movement
path of an animal, as explained in the prior section, is a response
to the surrounding environment, e.g. landscape structure (Turchin,
1991), and depends on its internal capacity, e.g. its memory (Fagan
et al., 2013), its locomotor capacity (Biewener and Daniel, 2010) and
its navigational capacity (Muheim et al., 2014). Therefore, movement
is unlikely to be completely random and, while moving, the use
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Internal State 

Why move? 

Motion capacity 
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factors 

Navigation capacity 

Where/when move? 

Movement  

path 

Figure 3.4: Components of the movement ecology framework. Adapted from
Nathan et al. (2008).

made by animal of di�erent habitats is rarely proportional to their
availability. The observed di�erence between the use and the avail-
ability highlights the animal’s needs for speci�c habitat resources or
conditions, i.e. delineate the habitat preferences of the animal. The
use-availability relation constitutes the basis of most of the habitat
selection and species distribution models (Johnson, 1980).

Animal resource selection is a complex scale-dependent process
(Johnson, 1980). Analysis of animal-habitat relation over di�erent
scales is essential to understand the habitat suitability patterns as
perceived by organisms in complex landscapes and the environmen-
tal factors that in�uence organism–habitat relationships. Johnson
proposes four scales at which behavioral response of animal can be
observed, i.e. scale over which animal makes a disproportionate use
(‘select’) of some landscape components: 1st- selection of the species’
geographical range, 2nd- selection of the individual or social group
home range, 3rd- selection of habitat components within the home
range and 4th- selection of food items within the habitat component.
In the framework of this thesis, we address three levels of selection
that we also adapt by considering the speci�c need of our research
questions (Meyer and Thuiller, 2006; DeCesare et al., 2012): 1st- selec-
tion of the habitat along the expansion process within the population
range (Paper V), 2nd- selection of seasonal home range within the
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Table 3.1: Components of the movement ecology framework tested within
this thesis.

Movement ecology
component

Scale Research qestion

External factors Seasonal Role of environmental variables on
the distribution?

Decades Role of environmental/population/-
climatic variables on the popula-
tion expansion movement – which
habitat is favored?

Navigation capacity Seasonal Going to which habitat at which
season?

Decades Where to spread?
Motion capacity Daily Which strategy to use? How to

move?
Internal state Decades Why spreading?

sub-population range (Paper IV), 3rd- individual level of movement
(and not selection) within the home range (Paper III).

Habitat selection, habitat suitability models and species distribu-
tion models take their roots in the species niche concept.The niche
is considered as a property of a species de�ning the environmen-
tal dimensions within which that species can survive and reproduce
(Hutchinson, 1957). This de�nition suggests that the distribution of
a species is in�uenced by multiple factors, and the aim of species
distribution/habitat suitability models or habitat selection analysis is
to identify those factors, i.e. habitat resources or conditions required
by a species. Models are indeed useful tools to understand the role
of environmental factors on a species’ distribution. They o�er the
possibility to extract from the species-niche relationship the most
in�uential factors and to convert the relation into levels of habitat
suitability (Hirzel and Le Lay, 2008). To convert niche concept into
model, the use of habitat can be inferred by the occurrence of indi-
viduals of the considered species, i.e. recorded locations of animals,
within that habitat (Gaillard et al., 2010).

In complex heterogeneous environments, the niche concept requires
to be complemented by concepts borrowed from landscape ecology.
In agroecosystems for example, resources are heterogeneously dis-
tributed in space and time so that movement of organisms between
patches is necessary to access to the resources. Habitat shift, spill-over,
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landscape complementation and supplementation refer to process of
multiple habitats use. In the case of a simplistic two habitat types land-
scape, e.g. made of forest and crop patches, these concepts di�er in i)
the spatial and temporal scale considered, and ii) the relative impor-
tance between the two habitat used. Landscape complementation oc-
curs at the individual scale and translates the need of complementary
(non-substitutable) resources available in di�erent habitats (Dunning
et al., 1992). Landscape supplementation refers to the use of additional
habitat to supplement insu�cient resources in prime habitat (Smith
et al., 2014). We de�ne habitat shift as the generic term encompassing
any spatio-temporal change between two main habitats of an individ-
ual/population range. The concept of spillover is a process acting at
the population scale and referring to the cross-boundaries movement
between two habitats, following human-induced land-use changes. It
is often observed in generalist species (Blitzer et al., 2012).

3.2.3 Population expansion (paper V)

Under the e�ect of environmental, e.g. climate change (Thomas et al.,
2001), land-use modi�cations (Acevedo et al., 2011) or human intro-
duction or translocation (Acevedo and Cassinello, 2009), the distribu-
tion and occupancy range of a species can see its margins evolving, i.e.
expanding or being reduced. Here, we consider population expansion
as the result of the movement of individuals located at the margin
of the range towards previously unoccupied areas. Linking individu-
als to population movement is one of the current challenge in animal
spatial ecology (Hawkes, 2009), since usually only a low sample of
the whole population can be tracked (making di�cult to reach a rep-
resentativeness). To overcome this limitation, one can use methods
enabling to track changes of population distribution over time and
space, e.g. information on historical presence/absence of animal, as
exampli�ed with data used in Paper V.

3.3 methods in brief

Depending on the research question and the spatial and temporal
scales addressed, we use di�erent types of data. Basically, four types
of data are used: scienti�c literature (paper I-II), GPS tracks of individ-
uals (paper III), hunting bag and farming data (paper IV) and hunter-
based knowledge (paper V). We considered that all these data can pro-
vide information on the spatial ecology of wild boar across di�erent
scales.
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For more details on the methods and material used we refer the inter-
ested reader to the di�erent Papers and manuscripts of the Appendix.
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M A I N R E S U L T S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Note: The thesis is split into �ve chapters, each presenting a published
paper or a manuscript.

In Paper I and Paper II, we use the movement ecology paradigm
(Nathan et al., 2008) as analytical framework to synthesize quanti-
tatively and qualitatively the current knowledge from the scienti�c
literature on wild boar movement ecology.

In the �rst review (PAPER I), we show that the study of wild boar
movement ecology presents some gaps. Overall, external factors have
been studied, e.g. impact of hunting or landscape features on habitat
use, while animal’s motivation, navigation and motion capacity
remain poorly considered. By comparing wild boar with other ungu-
lates species, we have highlighted that wild boar is currently the least
studied ungulate in terms of movement ecology. Among potential
reasons explaining this situation: the complexity of collar �tting and
the generalist behavior of the wild boar making the species not the
best candidate model for testing ecological theories, e.g. foraging
hypotheses. In our opinion, to �ll the gap in the movement ecology
of the species, e�ort shall focus on the development of tracking
devices adapted to the physiognomy and behavior of wild boar,
e.g. miniaturization of GPS technology and batteries. Furthermore,
there is a need to propose original and relevant hypotheses based on
ecological theories and adapted to generalist species.

Though wild boar is the least studied ungulate species in terms of
movement ecology, the scienti�c literature on this topic is not inexis-
tent. With the qualitative review (PAPER II), we synthesized current
knowledge on the navigation capacity, motion capacity, internal
state and external factor’s role on wild boar movement ecology. We
show that among external factors studied, e�ect of hunting on wild
boar spatial use is a central question of the species’ ecology. This
observation highlights the importance but also the issues related
to the management of this species. The review also demonstrates
how suids could easily adapt to various environmental conditions by
recalling on their well-developed spatial memory, cognitive ability
and sensory capacity. These observations however mostly originate

17
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from experimental studies on captive individuals (domestic, hybrid
but rarely wild boar). How individuals use their cognitive abilities in
the wild remains to be addressed. In Paper II, we �nally suggested
some recently developed methods taken from the scienti�c literature
as potential starting point to tackle these questions.

More generally, these two reviews illustrate how movement can
be directly measured or indirectly inferred by means of di�erent
approaches. There is indeed not a unique –telemetric (radio or GPS
tracking)- adapted method to study animal movement, but many
other methods, e.g. genetic tools, direct observations, animal indices,
that can be used to infer spatial displacement of animal at di�erent
scales. The combined use of advanced tracking methods, allowing ob-
servation of �ne-scale movement, together with these other indirect
methods, indicating on broader scale movement, provides an e�ective
way to study movement of animal across spatial and temporal scales,
as exempli�ed by this thesis.

In PAPER III, we proposed a new framework combining validated
methods to decompose the movement path of GPS-tracked individu-
als into short and coherent spatial behaviors. Firstly, we have used the
behavioral change point analysis (Gurarie et al., 2009) to segment the
whole track into hourly to daily bouts presenting similar movement
parameters (turning angle and speed). Secondly, by means of the
net squared displacement modeling (Bunnefeld et al., 2011), we have
classi�ed these bouts into coherent spatial strategies. Testing this
approach on GPS tracks of wild boar subadults, we have been able to
observe �ve main spatial strategies: area restricted search, dispersal,
nomadism, central place foraging behavior and stationarity. This
result extends prior attempt to classify daily movements of wild boar
by means of visual analysis of the net displacement-time relation
(Spitz and Janeau, 1990). Compared to visual analysis, this method
presents the advantage of being more objective but also fully automa-
tized. The method could be easily applied to any kind of other species
for which tracking data are available. It is easy to use and it is fully
implemented within R (Team, 2013), though tuning of parameters for
the behavioural change point analysis (BCPA) is required and should
be based on speci�c needs of the species of interest (Gurarie et al.,
2009).

Combined with information on spatial attributes, e.g. retrieved from
Geographic Information Systems (GIS), the outcomes of this analysis
allow the study of interactions between the movement strategies and
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the environment: which strategy is used in which habitat? At which
moment of the day one strategy is used over the other? Information
on the energetic budget of these di�erent strategies could be further
retrieved thanks to new generation of bio-loggers (Boyd et al., 2004).

While individuals can use di�erent movement strategies to cope with
landscape heterogeneities, understanding emergence of patterns
at the population scale implies to consider various mechanisms
which are not the scope of this thesis but important to bear in mind.
Movement is indeed the consequence of multiple mechanisms, e.g.
social interactions, predations risks and resources distribution acting
simultenously or not on individuals. In highly social species like
wild boar, movement of individuals will �rstly be in�uenced by the
presence of conspeci�cs. Wild boar are indeed organize in cohesive
group of individuals females and their o�springs (Dardaillon, 1988),
while males usually range around these groups. Associative move-
ment of individuals and group of individuals under the constraints
of these di�erent mechanisms �nally emerges into population scale
distribution and abundance (Owen-Smith, 2014). Understanding
mechanisms and processes occuring at the wild boar population
scale is the purpose of Paper IV and V.

In PAPER IV, we analyse the factors that drive the seasonal dis-
tribution of the wild boar in agroecosystems, where resources are
heterogeneously distributed. By means of indirect method (i.e. use
of presence indices), we compared wild boar distribution during the
growing (April-September) and the (main) hunting season (October-
December). Our results demonstrate the ability of wild boar to exploit
spatial variability in resources. Speci�cally the analysis shows that i)
during the growing season, suitable areas for wild boar almost double,
and ii) the probability of wild boar presence in agricultural lands
during the growing season is related to the distance to forest. As
expected, this probability of presence was higher in close proximity
to forest but, more surprisingly, also over a threshold distance of
about 1 kilometer. Together, these results suggest a seasonal shift in
habitat by wild boar (from forest to agricultural cultivations) and a
relative seasonal independence of wild boar towards forest habitat.

Seasonal variation in distribution suggests a mass movement of
individuals between forest and agricultural habitats. Yet, from the
approach we used, it is not possible to assess how the seasonal shift
in distribution occurs at the individual scale. Are all individuals
shifters? Do they expand their home range to cover both forested and
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agricultural areas? The relation between the distance to forest and
the probability of presence suggests that agricultural areas are used
at two levels. First, in direct relation to forest area, i.e. individuals
staying in the vicinity of forest, and, second, at distance higher than
1 kilometer, i.e. individuals leaving temporarily the forest to shift
completely to croplands. This hypothesis is corroborated by previ-
ous �ndings of variation in the individual response of wild boar to
agricultural areas (Keuling et al., 2009). Because individuals respond
di�erently to resource distribution and predation risk, it is however
unlikely that all individuals of a population shift to agricultural lands
during the growing season as illustrated in Keuling et al. (2009).

Seasonal habitat shift when performed only by a part of a population,
refers to process known as partial migration, in which only one part
of the population actually migrates and the other resides (Chapman
et al., 2011). Wild boar is not the only ungulate demonstrating this
ability to seasonally adapt its distribution in agricultural landscape.
Other cases of partial shift are known for red deer (Szemethy et al.,
2003) and roe deer. What are the reasons that could explain intra-
speci�c variation in behaviour? Seasonal environments with variable
and relatively unpredictable food resource and predation risk is
known to favor partial migration of ungulate species (Mysterud
et al., 2011). This partial migration is largely explained by forage
maturation hypothesis (Hebblewhite et al., 2008). Exported to the
speci�c case of wild boar and agroecosystems, this hypothesis would
suggest that energetic food provided by crops would solely explain
wild boar use of agricultural lands. Because wild boar not only uses
cultivations when they provide resources and not only uses cultiva-
tions that provided resources (e.g. use of rapeseed), we suggest that
otherfactors than food attractivity might play a role. For example, as
shown for red deer population, predation risk, competition avoidance
and social fences are other factors that can in�uence habitat selection
(Mysterud et al., 2011). The predation/food resource ratio can indeed
greatly vary at various temporal scales and shape animal propensity
to shift habitat.

In terms of landscape ecology, croplands and forests according to the
time scale considered constitute complementary and supplementary
habitats for wild boar. In summer, the use of both habitats relates
to a landscape supplementation process, in which forest does not
provide su�cient resources or is not attractive enough to retain
wild boars. In consequence they use highly energetic resources from
human-modi�ed habitat, i.e. agricultural lands. However, between
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seasons, the use of forest and agricultural habitats constitutes an
example of cross-season complementation of resources (Smith et al.,
2014), where resources provided by crops allow rapid individual
growth at a critical stage (piglet growth). Consequently, wild boar
seasonal habitat shift can be considered as a speci�c case of inter-
seasonal landscape complementation and intra-seasonal landscape
supplementation (Dunning et al., 1992).

Moreover, our results underscore the question whether agricultural
areas shall be considered as matrix or patch for the wild boar. Provid-
ing cover and food, the agricultural matrix favors movement between
forest patches (Prevedello and Vieira, 2010). Yet the physical struc-
ture of a crop cultivation is di�erent than one of a forest patch, and
probably requires more sensory ability for wild boar as well as prob-
ably does not allow the species to be protected from aversive weather.

While agricultural lands has a clear seasonal attractivity for wild
boar, does this habitat enhance broader scale population movement?

In PAPER V, we test the role of this hypothesis (i.e. increase in crops
providing cover) toghether with other hypotheses (population den-
sity, climatic conditions and natural habitat) on the range expansion
of wild boar in Southern Belgium. We show that spread of wild boar
is promoted by high population density at the front of expansion. The
result also demonstrates the relative preference of wild boar popula-
tion for forest cover to spread in the landscape. This suggests that
wild boar remains a relative forest-dwelling species and that to our
opinion we cannot yet speak of an ’agricultural ecotype’ as for the
roe deer (Hewison et al., 2001). While cultivations providing cover
and resources did not a�ect wild boar’s range expansion, we suggest
that it is likely that these resources have played an indirect role in
the process by sustaining population growth. Moreover, population
growth could have been favored also by the relative decrease in the
number of hunters over the last decades (Figure 4.1), though further
analyses would be required to con�rm this hypothesis (Massei et al.,
2014).

Box 2. Limits of hunting statistics data.
In our di�erent analysis, we make use of the hunting statistics provided
by the Administration (Département de la Chasse et la Pêche). Hunting
bags are controversial data and must consequently be analysed with
cautious (Imperio et al., 2010). Their reliability as index of population
abundance and consequently their use to make ecological inference
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the number of hunting licenses and the number of
hunted wild boars over the two last centuries in Southern Bel-
gium (Source: SPW-Direction de la Chasse et Pêche).

is often debated (Imperio et al., 2010). Validation via independent
and correction for hunting e�ort are the two methods suggested to
take into account bias in hunting data. In wild boar studies, hunting
bags are often used as a proxy for population abundance, sometimes
with correction for hunting e�ort, sometimes without (Bosch et al.,
2012; Massei et al., 2014). We tried to retrieve hunting e�ort data from
hunting associations (number of hunting days, and numbers of guns),
but due to the lack of standardized data collection, we quickly realized
using these information would increase our bias rather than reducing
it (pers. obs.).

In the absence of data on hunting e�orts, we tested the reliability of
hunting data by comparisons with independent data sets. This test sim-
ply measure the relation between the hunting statistics and an indepen-
dent measure of abundance. Here in our attempt to validate harvest in-
dices, we used wild boar-vehicle collisions as independent data. Road
accidents dataset is based on police accident statements (Morelle et al.,
2013; Lehaire et al., 2013). We tested the relation with the hunting bags
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statistics by �tting a linear model. The results showed a signi�cant rela-
tion (p=0.011, r-squared=0.58) with the roads collisions (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Linear relation between wild boar hunting bags and wild
boar-vehicle collisions for the period 2003-2011.

This result suggests that hunting statistics in our study area are able
to track trends in population changes. Does this make the use of hunt-
ing bags unquestionable for the purpose of our studies? As to concern
paper III, we used data from hunting associations located in the areas
recently occupied by wild boar. We used the hunting bag data not di-
rectly as a proxy of wild boar abundance but as a proxy of wild boar
presence in woodland during the hunting season. While potential bias
in the hunting statistics could occur and potentially provide misleading
results, the method used to estimate the species distribution model, Max-
ENT is based on presence and pseudo absence data (Elith et al., 2011).
With this method, a balanced number of presence and pseudo-absence
have to be provided or generated, so that bias in the hunting statistics
couldn’t have a�ected our results. Moreover, during the period consid-
ered by this study (2009-2010), a new system of traceability was set up in
Wallonia. With this new system, a bracelet is assigned to every shot wild
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boar. At the start of the season, hunting associations ask a de�ned num-
ber of bracelets, which potentially reduce the risk of bias considering
that the forest administration which delivers the bracelets also control
the process. As to concern paper IV, we used hunting bag statistics av-
eraged over grid of 10 x 10 km along period of �ve years. By working
at such a broad scale, we hypothesized that eventual bias in the data
is not susceptible to a�ect our interpretation of the result. Though the
use we made of hunting data insure a relative safety of our analysis to-
wards bias, we took care to bring as much cautious as possible in the
interpretation of our results.



5
P E R S P E C T I V E S

The main outcome of this thesis suggests a scale-dependent trade-o�
towards forests habitat for wild boar living in agroecosystems, i.e.
relative seasonal avoidance of forest during the growing season at
the landscape scale vs. preference of forest habitat at the regional
scale for population movement. This observation con�rms the ability
of wild boar to adapt its spatial response in dynamic ecosystems,
i.e. exhibiting overall independence at local scale from forest habitat
while, over large scale, the dependency on forest cover remains.

Within the framework of this thesis, the analysis of habitat selection
by wild boar at di�erent scales has been made relatively indepen-
dently. A major further step that shall be achieved is the combination
of the various levels of selection (local, landscape and regional)
within a common nested frame allowing to integrate inferences
across scale (Meyer and Thuiller, 2006; DeCesare et al., 2012). Indeed
nested multi-scale analysis present the advantage of conditionally
relating the di�erent orders of selection while we arbitrarily relate
them in our research design. By better integrating the di�erent scales
of analysis, we could more easily �ll the gaps existing between the
individual and the population level. Yet, integration of information
on dispersal (Prévot and Licoppe, 2013) and on social behaviour
mechanisms, e.g. fusion-�ssion of wild boar groups (Podgórski et al.,
2014b,a), would greatly help to our understanding of what really
happen between these two levels.

At the individual scale, studies on motivation of wild boar (i.e. its
internal state) to shift in agricultural areas should be addressed. As
highlighted by Papers I and II there is indeed a strong need for
better understanding of the individual traits that favors habitat shift
(who are the shifters?). The results of this thesis together with the
results from other studies on wild boar (Keuling et al., 2009) or from
studies on other ungulates (Szemethy et al., 2003) show a relative
repeatability in the behavior of individual using the agroecosystem,
suggesting potential learning process. Investigating this question is
important in order to improve our understanding of how individual
variability shapes population distribution (Hawkes, 2009). Addition-
ally, moving in relatively homogeneous cropland areas (compared to
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forest) probably requires from the animal to recall speci�c navigation
abilities.

The increased density of population at the margin of expansion
favors the Northwards spread of the species. Though, we suggested
that the decrease in the number of hunters and the increase surface of
maize cultivation are likely contributing elements of the population
growth, these aspects should be investigated.

Pattern of habitat use is the main driver of animal �tness perfor-
mance (Gaillard et al., 2010). Relating habitat use to individual and
population �tness (i.e. growth rate) remains a major ecological ques-
tion to be investigated. How do individual and population respond to
various spatial scales but also in various environmental conditions in
terms of �tness? In this thesis, we consider a population of wild boar
evolving in an agroecosystem. Fruitful comparisons with individuals
and population evolving in more forested or urbanized environments
would help highlighting potential phenotypic and behavioral di�er-
ences. This would allow to better understand the role of agriculture
use on the animal’s �tness, i.e. studying more thoroughly the costs
and bene�ts of seasonal shift in agricultural land versus residency
in forest habitat. This could be done by assessing di�erences in
the phenotypic response (weight, female fertility) of wild boar to
the various environmental conditions in which the species lives.
Ultimately it would provide insight on how adaptive ability of wild
boar to human induced environmental change arise from intrinsic
behavioral plasticity or from evolutionary adaptation (Tuomainen
and Candolin, 2011).

The adaptation of common ungulates, roe deer (Hewison et al., 2001;
Morellet et al., 2011), red deer (Szemethy et al., 2003) and wild boar
(the present thesis) to woodland fragmentation and agroecosystems,
suggests that these species have a relative high plasticity allowing
them to adapt to these human-shaped environments. This adapta-
tion of ungulates to agroecosystems requires speci�c management
actions, not only targeting one species but potentially a�ecting all of
them.

Preventing wild boar as well as any other ungulate species from using
cropland area is probably an impossible mission. In agroecosystem, it
is hardly possible to play on the seasonal distribution of the species
and its use of cropland areas. However, animal habitat selection is
driven by the growth/predation risk ratio (DeCesare et al., 2014).
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By playing on these components it is thus possible to in�uence
habitat selection. Acting on the ’growth’ component of this relation
is however relatively unfeasible. It would indeed mean modifying
agricultural practices, ruled by European policies and the global
market. Consequently, the only way to in�uence habitat selection
of animal is to act on the predation risk component. Manipulating
the landscape of fear in agroecosystems, e.g. increasing hunting
pressure, could be used since it is an e�ective manner to in�uence
animal distribution and reduce con�icting situations (Putman et al.,
2011; Cromsigt et al., 2013). Rettie and Messier (2000) propose that,
at broader spatial scales, animals select the factors with the most
limiting �tness. Considering that for wild boar these two factors are
access to food resources and to cover, selection of forest at broad
scale suggests avoidance of higher predation risk in agricultural
areas. However, according to our results this hypothesis is only valid
at the regional scale. At the landscape and seasonal scale, predation
risk within crops is seemingly not perceived high enough by wild
boar to avoid these areas. To be more e�ective, management actions
aiming at driving habitat selection should consequently insure that
spatial variation of the risk reaches levels that can be perceived by
animals (Hebblewhite2008).

Finally, to conclude this thesis, we propose in Box 3 to relate the
main results of this thesis to current management issues observed in
Southern Belgium (Wallonia), management issues however currently
encountered in most European countries (Apollonio and Andersen,
2010; Putman et al., 2011).

Box 3. Management implications
Hunting in agricultural plains
Our result have proven that wild boar not only uses agricultural areas
in the vicinity of forests but also move further away and really enters
the plains. Consequently, insuring hunting of wild boar over the whole
agricultural plains occupied by wild boar should be promoted. We are
aware that hunting in agroecosystems presents some di�culties that
should be taken into account. To allow more e�cient control measure,
new strategies should be set up (e.g. manipulation of the ’landscape
of fear’, authorizing hunting at night with adapted devices, or testing
unmanned aerial vehicle to detect more easily presence of wild boar in
cultivated areas.
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Arti�cial feeding

Arti�cial feeding can be de�ned as food brought by humans to wild
animals. It is usually used for two purposes. Firstly dissuasive feeding
which aims at preventing damage to agricultural crops. Secondly,
supplemental feeding which is brought during periods where natural
resources are rare or absent, usually corresponding to winter season
under our latitude. Our research suggests two things: i) use of cul-
tivations in agroecosystems is not a “one-night stand”, i.e. feeding
exploration back and forth from the forest. Rather, wild boar use this
habitat not only for its resource quality but seemingly for its sheltering
abilities; ii) high wild boar density results in spatial expansion of the
population. Consequently, factors contributing to sustain or increase
population densities should be avoided. Considering the unintended
consequence of arti�cial feeding to enhance population growth and its
relative une�ciency to reduce damages (Milner et al., 2014), we do not
recommend this practice.

Hunting plan

Currently in Belgium, only the red deer is managed by means of a hunt-
ing plan, annually set up by the administration. E�ective population
control of wild boar to our sense would greatly require such a hunting
plan. However developing an e�ective hunting plan requires annual
assessment of the population or indices used as proxy for inferring
population trends. Since accurate count of animal populations is a
di�cult task, more and more, management plans are based on ecolog-
ical indicators able to infer balance between population size and its
environment (Lehaire et al., 2014). Estimation of wild boar population
densities being highly di�cult (Morelle et al., 2012), we suggest that
such ecological indicators could be used to annually assessed the
population status and de�ne accordingly the hunting pressure level to
be achieved. Speci�cally, agricultural damages intensity and rooting to
natural/arti�cial regeneration in forest could be used as indicators to
measure the pressure exerted by wild boar on its environment.

Next to ecological indicators, the success of a management plan
requires knowledge on hunting e�ort and success at the lowest possible
scale, i.e. the hunting territory. Concretly, this would mean spatializing
the information on the number of wild boar hunted per hunting
territories as well as the timing, type of hunt, characteristics (weight,
age accurately measured) of the animals hunted and the number of
hunters involved. Ecological indicators toghether with accurate hunting
statistics would allow to develop tools enabling reliable assessment
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of the relation between wild boar and its environment and orient
accordingly management strategies.

In Belgium, hunting is basically organized around management units
("conseils cynégétiques") made of hunting territories ("territoires de
chasse"), supervised by the Walloon Hunting and Fishing Department.
Altoghether, these structures hold the means to develop a successful
management plan for the wild boar in Southern Belgium. However,
from personal observations made during our thesis, we suggest that
better communication and power transfer ("transfert de pouvoir")
are necessary to e�ectively implement a management plan. Mapping
hunting territories within a geographic information system and clear
statement of information required for any hunting events are necessary
and should urgently be discussed between management units and the
administration. Moreover we would like to suggest that not only wild
boar population should be estimated, but also hunters’ population.
Trends in the number of hunters should be more carefully considered by
the Administration in order to avoid future depletion of this necessary
but unfortunatly often misregarded activity.
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                             Is wild boar heading towards movement ecology? 
A review of trends and gaps      

    Kevin     Morelle  ,       Fran ç ois     Lehaire     and         Philippe     Lejeune            

  K. Morelle (morelle.k@gmail.com), F. Lehaire and P. Lejeune, Gembloux Agro Bio-Tech, Univ. of Li è ge, Passage des d é port é s 2, 
BE-5030 Gembloux, Belgium                               

 Studies about the movement of mammals have recently gained much emphasis thanks to the development of new tracking 
technology, allowing highly accurate recording of animal movement. However, the amount of data made available requires 
eff ective theoretical and analytical framework for appropriate scientifi c use, i.e. to answer questions of interest. Within 
this review, we used systematic reviewing technique and the movement ecology framework to assess current knowledge 
and gaps in wild boar  Sus scrofa  spatial behaviour, species of high economic, ecological and social interest. Specifi cally, we 
observed that the development of new tracking techniques (radio-telemetry and global positioning system) has promoted 
movement-related studies since the early 2000. However, the ecology of movement, i.e. the why, how, when and where 
exactly an individual is moving is rarely the focus of these studies, which instead lies in the consequences of wild boar move-
ment, e.g. the spread of disease, seed dispersal or damage. Most of the current studies are thus concerned with the interac-
tion between environmental factors and spatial behaviour of the species, while other components of movement, internal 
state, navigation, and motion capacity are seldom studied. Compared to others ungulates, we also observed that wild 
boar movement ecology is still poorly considered in the literature. Th is review highlights the need for more quantitative 
descriptions of movement and behavioural-based approaches relating wild boar movement to its internal, navigational, and 
motion capacities. We expect that facilitated access to tracking technologies, in terms of cost and miniaturization, along 
with current interest in movement ecology will greatly promote increased knowledge in wild boar spatial behaviour.   

 Movement is the result of proximate and ultimate factors 
aff ecting individuals (Ferreras et   al. 2004, Long et   al. 2008). 
Proximate factors, via external (e.g. attraction to food 
resources or avoidance of a predator) or internal (e.g. sexes, 
development stages, energetic reserves) stimuli, contribute to 
specifi c spatial behaviours, while ultimate factors act under 
the yoke of evolutionary processes that select for behaviours 
that favour individuals with higher fi tness, i.e. that increase 
the chances of survival and reproduction. Knowledge on 
movement of individuals can in turn help understanding 
and predicting population distribution, at a local, regional 
or biogeographical scale (MacArthur 1972, Pease et   al. 1989, 
Cumming et   al. 2012). 

 Considering the need for a unifi ed theory and integra-
tive paradigm for studies dealing with the movement of 
organisms, Nathan et   al. (2008) have introduced a frame-
work that is useful for exploring the causes, mechanisms, 
and patterns of movement at the individual, population or 
community scale. Th is conceptual framework defi nes the 
movement path of any mobile organism as the result of 
the interplay of four components: internal state, motion 
capacity, navigation capacity, and external factors (Fig. 1). 
Internal states refer to the physiological state and related 
motivation of the individual to move, which determines 
achievement of ultimate goals, e.g. gaining energy, seeking 

shelter, learning and reproduction (Martin et   al. 2013). 
Motion capacity refers to the various ways, e.g. running, 
swimming and fl ying, an individual executes movement 
based on its biomechanical and morphological (Reilly et   al. 
2007). Navigation capacity describes the ability of the 
organism to orient in space and time given its cognitive or 
sensory abilities (Etienne et   al. 1996). Th e last component 
of the framework, external factors, encompasses biotic and 
abiotic factors of the environment that can aff ect move-
ment, such as habitat structure (Podg ó rski et   al. 2013), 
ecological interactions (Keuling et   al. 2008) or weather con-
ditions (Lemel et   al. 2003). Th is framework can serve as an 
eff ective starting point for observing the current knowledge 
of any species ’  movement ecology as it off ers a particularly 
clear, coherent, and easy-to-use framework. For a complete 
description of the movement ecology paradigm, we refer 
the interested reader to the special feature of the Proceed-
ings of the National Academy of Sciences journal which is 
freely accessible (Nathan 2008, Nathan et   al. 2008). 

 Among the terrestrial mammal community, the 
Eurasian wild boar  Sus scrofa  has one of the largest 
geographic distribution (Oliver and Leus 2008). Th anks 
to their feeding (Schley and Roper 2003) and life history 
plasticity (Gamelon et   al. 2013) they are able to cope with 
various environmental conditions (Podg ó rski et   al. 2013). 

  ©  2014 Th e Authors. Th is article is Open Access 
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Worldwide their populations have hugely increased these 
last decades (Apollonio et   al. 2010) due mainly to changes 
in farming practices, e.g. increase in maize cultivation 
area (Kr ü ger 1998, Geisser and Reyer 2005) and land 
abandonment (Garc í a et   al. 2006), milder winter condi-
tion (Melis et   al. 2006), artifi cial feeding, and increase in 
mast frequency and abundance (Koenig and Knops 2000). 
Population increase combined with the plasticity of the 
species have facilitated the spread of the species within 
human-infl uenced habitats (agricultural land, peri-urban 
areas and abandoned industrial areas) where the animal 
bring up management (Kristiansson 1985, Hone 1995, 
Onida et   al. 1995, Schley and Roper 2003, Geisser and 
Reyer 2004, Herrero et   al. 2006, Schley et   al. 2008), social 
(Cahill et   al. 2012), and biodiversity (Galhano-Alves 2004) 
concerns. Th ese concerns raise the need for more under-
standing of wild boar spatial ecology. 

 In this review, we aimed at describing and categoriz-
ing literature dealing with wild boar movement ecology, to 
better understand what has been studied and provide a 
map of movement ecology components and processes with 
well-studied areas and identifi ed gaps. Our research question 
was thus relatively simple: What has been published about 
wild boar movement ecology and which components and 
processes of this framework have been considered so far? It is 
important to notice that with this review, we did not aim to 
consider the outcomes of the literature, but rather to gain a 
better understanding of the questions that have been tackled 
on the movement ecology of wild boar. To complete our lit-
erature mapping, we fi nally analysed position of wild boar in 
a broader context by comparing attention brought by move-
ment ecology literature to wild boar with that brought to 
other ungulate species.   

 Material and methods 

 To scan and map the literature we used the techniques of 
systematic reviewing based on clear and explicit search terms 
method in a scientifi c database (Littell et   al. 2008). A system-
atic review must be based on a 1) well-defi ned question, 2) 
search terms/criteria, 3) database searching procedure and 4) 
clear defi nition of exclusion/inclusion criteria (Lowry et   al. 
2012). To focus our review on papers dealing with movement 
ecology of wild boar, we adapted the search terms list used by 
Holyoak et   al. (2008) (review on movement ecology across 
taxa) in combination with one of the four following words: 
 ‘ wild boar ’ ,  ‘ feral pig ’ ,  ‘ feral hogs ’  or  ‘ Sus scrofa ’  (Table 1). 
Next to the broad term  ‘ movement ’ , we used the following 
search terms to screen the database: dispersal, home range, 
spread, colonisation, expansion and migration. Applied to 
wild boar,  ‘ dispersal ’  consists of natal and breeding disper-
sal, and refers respectively to movement of juveniles between 
the birth place and their fi rst breeding site, and the inter 
breeding sites movement of individuals that have reproduced 
(Greenwood 1980). Th e  ‘ home range ’  is the area used by 
an individual to meet its requirements in terms of growth 
(resource intake), reproduction, and survival (avoiding pre-
dation), although we found the recently proposed defi nition 
from Powell and Mitchell (2012) well adapted for wild boar: 
 ‘ part of an animal’s cognitive map of its environment that it 
chooses to keep updated ’ .  ‘ Spread ’ ,  ‘ colonisation ’  and  ‘ expan-
sion ’  are grouped together and refer to an increase in the area 
occupied by the species. Th ey refer to large regional-scale 
movements and are most common in areas where wild boar 
have been reintroduced or exhibited a strong change in dis-
tribution (Erkinaro et   al. 1982, Danilkin 2001).  ‘ Migration ’  
also covers large-scale movements and concerns mainly 

  Figure 1.     Illustration of the conceptual framework for movement ecology, adapted from Nathan et   al. (2008). Th e framework is com-
posed of four main components: internal state (physiological state aff ecting motivation to move), motion capacity (biomechanical or 
morphological properties of the individual enabling movement), navigation capacity (cues and sensory abilities used by the individual 
to move in space) and external factors (biotic and abiotic) aff ecting the animal movement. Th e result of the interactions between these 
four components is the movement path followed by the animal. Th e arrows indicate the diff erent processes included in the movement: 
the motion process in blue (realized motion capacity resulting from the eff ect of external factors, internal state and the current location 
of the individual), the navigation process in red (realized navigation capacity resulting from the eff ect external factors, internal state and 
the current location of the individual), the movement propagation process in green (observed movement resulting from the motion and 
the navigation processes.  
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seasonal movements away or back to new or established home 
range made by animals to cope with a change in food distri-
bution or climatic conditions (Singer et   al. 1981). We also 
included in the list the following terms: telemetry, homing, 

nomadism and foraging but compared with Holyoak et   al. 
(2008), we added the terms  ‘ GPS ’  and removed those not 
applicable to wild boar ( ‘ larva ’ ,  ‘ pollen ’  and  ‘ seed ’ ). Within 
the SCOPUS database, we searched in titles, abstracts, or 
keywords, limiting our screening to the  ‘ Life Sciences ’  sub-
ject areas and excluding literature from  ‘ Physical Sciences ’ , 
 ‘ Health Sciences ’  and  ‘ Social Sciences and Humanities ’ . 
Th e resulting  ‘ hits ’  papers were then classifi ed according 
to: 1) their general relevance to ecology; 2) the species of 
interest (single wild boar/feral pig species, multispecies or 
others species); 3) the research topic; and 4) their relevance 
in movement ecology (was movement focal or not?). A paper 
was considered as  ‘ movement focal ’  if displacement of an 
individual or a population was clearly stated or measured 
(e.g. rate or distances) or could be inferred from the results 
(e.g. genetically related populations used as a proxy to infer 
movement between subpopulations). For example, we con-
sidered as movement focal, studies dealing with the use or 
eff ect of human infrastructures, e.g. road or wildlife passages 
crossing, and studies about historical analyses of population 
spread, e.g. archaeological observations of fossils. We did not 
consider as movement focal papers those dealing with the 
role of wild boar in disease spread, seed dispersal, and dam-
age, unless movement was clearly measured, evaluated, or 
observed by any means. Papers in which wild or feral boar/
hog/pig was the species of interest as well as papers consider-
ing multiple species, including wild boar, were considered 
for frequency terms analysis of words appearing within the 
abstract. Next, for papers in which movement was focal, we 
noted the method used to measure movement and the year 
the paper was published for temporal trends analysis. By 
careful reading of the abstract, we then classifi ed movement 
focal papers according to the links of the movement ecology 
framework they consider (Fig. 2). Specifi cally, we defi ned the 

  Table 1. Terms used for the systematic search in the SCOPUS 
databank. The search procedure was: term 1  “ AND ”  term 2, and 
when there was a third term, it was also with an  “ AND ”  and the 
semi-colon in term 3 indicates an  “ OR ” . For example, for the 
6th search (    �    6th line), the search was the following: (wild boar OR 
feral pig OR feral hog OR Sus scrofa) AND (Foraging) AND (gps 
OR telemetry OR migrat * ). The  “  *  ”  represented words with the pre-
ceding root, so that migrat *  could represent any words with this 
root: migratory, migration, migrate, etc. The  “ ? ”  in gene? fl ow 
represented both gene-fl ow and gene fl ow as both could be found 
in the literature.  

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3

Wild boar; feral 
pig; feral hog, 
Sus scrofa

Telemetry none

Homing none
GPS none
Nomad * none
Dispersal none
Foraging gps; telemetry; migrat * ; 

ecosystem
Orientation gps, telemetry; migrat * ; 

coloni * ; expansion
Movement * forag * ; gene fl ow; gps; radio; 

telemetry; migrat * ; coloni * ; 
spread * ; population; 
habitat; mortality

Gene?fl ow behavi * ; migrat * ; expansion; 
colonization

Migration population; patch; individual; 
mortality; habitat; gps; 
telemetry; spread

  Figure 2.     Schematic description of the method used to assess components and links of the movement ecology framework considered by the 
movement focal studies.  
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frequent words. Landscape-related words that appeared most 
frequently were related to  “ agriculture ”  (35.6%),  “ water ”  
(22.2%), or  “ topography ”  (11.1%). Th e two last groups were 
predator-prey relationship (11.1%) and weather-related 
words (23.3%). 

 In the  consequences of movement  category, the words  “ dis-
ease ”  (28.9%),  “ seed dispersal ”  (12.2%),  “ damage ”  (10.0%), 
 “ disturbances ”  (6.7%), and  “ economic loss ”  (6.7%) were the 
most common. 

 In the  other words  category, words  “ population ”  (61.1%), 
 “ radiotelemetry ”  (54.4%),  “ management-control ”  (43.3%), 
 “ density ”  (28.9%),  “ distance ”  (25.6%), and  “ distribution ”  
(28.9%) were the most frequent. 

 Comparison between movement focal and not focal stud-
ies highlighted important diff erences in the most frequent 
words (Fig. 3). In movement focal studies (Fig. 3, upper 
part), frequent terms were more related to the invasive char-
acter of the species ( “ feral ” ,  “ pigs ” ), and the scale of study 
investigation ( “ home ” ,  “ range ” ,  “ population ” ). In contrast, 

links within the movement ecology framework as follow: link 
A (external factors to motion capacity): studies considering 
the eff ect of external factors (biotic or abiotic) on the ability 
or way of moving (e.g. seasonal or hunting eff ects on home 
range size); link B (external factors to navigation capacity): 
studies considering the eff ect of external factors on the spa-
tial (e.g. direction, orientation) or temporal (e.g. dispersal 
timing) movement response of the animal; link C (internal 
state to motion capacity): studies considering the role of the 
internal state (e.g. sex, age, physiological condition, stress) 
on the movement mode (e.g. speed) of the animal; link D 
(internal state to navigation capacity): studies consider-
ing the role of the internal state on the spatial or temporal 
movement response of the animal; link E (motion capacity 
to movement path): studies revealing movement occurrence 
but in which movement is not systematically measured, i.e. 
movement assessed qualitatively. Link F (navigation capacity 
to motion capacity): studies highlighting that navigation or 
orientation occurred without being related to external fac-
tors or internal state .  When more than one link was con-
sidered in a paper, we counted it as many time. In most 
cases, the required information could be retrieved from the 
abstract but in cases where it was not possible, we examined 
the entire text of the article. 

 Th e last point of our review aimed at comparing move-
ment ecology literature for wild boar and other common 
ungulates. For this part, we used Google scholar and com-
pared the total number of hits for every selected species as 
well as the temporal evolution of this number. For every sin-
gle ungulate species, we used the following search method: 
 ‘ common name of the species ’  AND  ‘ movement ecology ’ .   

 Results 

 Th e search in the SCOPUS database resulted in a total of 
468 papers of which 34% were wild or feral boar-specifi c, 
9% addressed multiple species including wild or feral boar, 
and 57% were related to other species. Th e low percentage 
of successful hits ( �    50%) is explained by the high number 
of studies dealing with domestic pig  Sus scrofa domesticus  that 
were removed from subsequent analysis.  

 Word frequency analysis 

 For the frequency analysis, words were classifi ed in fi ve cat-
egories: 1) general terms used for describing movement; 2) 
the modes and/or patterns of movement; 3) external factors; 
4) consequences of movement; and 5) other movement-re-
lated (Table 2). It revealed that the most frequent general 
terms were  “ movement ”  (appearing in 34.4% of studies), 
 “ gene fl ow ”  (23.3%),  “ dispersal ”  (17.8%), and “migration” 
(15.2%). 

  Modes and patterns of movement  highlighted words such 
as  “ home range ”  (42.2%),  “ foraging ”  (45.6%), and  “ activ-
ity ”  split into seasonal (33.3%) and diel (26.7%) activity. 
 “ Ranging ”  and  “ habitat shift ”  appeared but less frequently, 
in 12.2% and 5.6% of the studies, respectively. 

  External factors  were subdivided into four groups. 
In human-related factors,  “ hunting ”  (30.0%),  “ fences ”  
(5.6%),  “ road ”  (10.0%), and  “ urban ”  (3.3%) were the most 

  Table 2. Frequency table of the terms included in the abstract of the 
relevant papers.  

Frequency Percent of studies

 General terms for movement 
   gene fl ow 68 23.3
   movement 60 34.4
   dispersal 52 17.8
   migration 20 15.6
   other general terms (mainly 

broad-scale movement)
83 42.2

 Modes and patterns of movement 
   home range 151 42.2
   foraging 131 45.6
   seasonal activity 124 33.3
   diel activity 52 26.7
   habitat shift 15 5.6
   ranging 12 12.2
   other modes/patterns-1 34 21.1
 External factors 
 Human-related 
   hunting 137 30.0
   fence 35 5.6
   road 21 10.0
   urban 7 3.3
 Landscape-related 
   agricultural 114 35.6
   Water-related terms 53 22.2
   topography 19 11.1
   other landscape elements 38 20.0
 Predator – prey 38 11.1
 Weather-related 55 23.3
 Consequences of movement 
   disease 125 28.9
   seed dispersal 42 12.2
   damage 16 10.0
   disturbance 10 6.7
   economic losses 7 6.7
 Other related words 
   population 138 61.1
   radiotelemetry 107 54.4
   management-control 96 43.3
   density 65 28.9
   distance 44 25.6
   distribution 43 28.9
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means of genetic analyses (15.5%), ground surveys (17.3%), 
and model-based approaches (8.2%). Other, more marginal 
methods included archaeological search, isotope analysis, 
review of the literature and questionnaire. 

 Temporal trends revealed that the observed increase in 
the number of movement focal studies was linked to the 
increased use of radio and GPS-tracking methods (Fig. 4). 
During the period 1980 – 2012, we observed a mean annual 
increase rate of 12.4%.   

 Movement ecology framework 

 Link E, expressing the relation between motion capacity 
of the animal and movement path, was addressed in 96% 
of studies (Fig. 5). It relates mostly to genetic studies, such 
as the one from Watanobe et   al. (2003) in which the 

studies where movement was not focal (Fig. 3, lower part) 
highlighted mostly the role of wild boar as a seeds disperser 
( “ seeds ” ,  “ plants ” ) and as a vector for diseases ( “ virus ” ,  “ out-
break ” ,  “ infected ” ).   

 Movement focal analysis 

 Th e next results considered movement focal studies, made of 
a corpus of 101 papers. Unsurprisingly among these studies, 
the most common method used for measuring movement was 
telemetry (42.7% of the studies), split into radio-telemetry 
with 30.0% and GPS with 12.7% of studies. Th is means 
that more than half of movement focal publications did not 
use radio or GPS tracking method. Among other methods 
used, capture – recapture studies accounted for 4.5%. Indi-
rect measures of wild boar movement were obtained by 

  Figure 4.     Temporal evolution of the number of movement focal studies (black bar) and those based on telemetry tracking methods (grey line).  

  Figure 3.     Word cloud representing the 70 most frequent words in the abstract of the  ‘ hit ’  papers. In the upper part (black) are words related 
to the movement focal studies, and in the lower part (grey) are words related to wild boar but where movement was not focal to the study. 
As indicated by the frequency with which a word appears in the title, abstract and keywords of the papers.  
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papers in movement ecology by Holden (2006) and Nathan 
et   al. (2008). In contrast, publications concerning wild boar 
movement ecology hardly follow this upward trend though 
we can notice a slight increase since 1990 (Fig. 6).    

 Discussion 

 Th is review aimed to investigate how the ecology of move-
ment of wild boar was considered in the scientifi c literature. 

migration distance (motion capacity) and the movement 
path of wild boar is inferred from genetic comparison of 
geographically distant populations. Link between external 
factors and motion capacity was the second most consid-
ered link (A, 55% of studies). Example of link A study is the 
study from Podg ó rski et   al. (2013), demonstrating among 
others the eff ect of human presence and habitat structure 
(the external factors) on the travelling speed (how to move?, 
motion capacity) or the one by Hone and Atkinson (1983) 
that studied the eff ect of diff erent fences types (the external 
factor) on the ability of feral pigs to move between paddocks. 
Link B was studied in 19% of cases. Example for link B is a 
study about the eff ect of human presence on the directional 
response of the wild boar (Marini et   al. 2009). Th e internal 
state of wild boar was considered in 22% of cases, more spe-
cifi cally its eff ect on motion capacity (link C, 19% of cases) 
and on navigation capacity (link D, 3% of cases). Most of 
these studies considering internal state referred to develop-
mental stage or sex diff erence eff ect on movement, e.g. study 
by Keuling et   al. (2010) for link D or Janeau et   al. (1995) 
for link C. Th e link F between navigation and orientation 
mechanisms was considered in only 2% of studies.   

 Ungulates and movement ecology 

 Comparison of the importance of movement ecology 
between wild boar and other ungulates species showed that 
wild boar belongs to the group of ungulates species with the 
least interest, as it can be observed on the Table 3 showing the 
total number of hits for the search combining the common 
name of the species and  “ movement ecology ” . Compared to 
elk, moose, red deer or roe deer, there are respectively 7, 5, 
4 and 3 times less publications on movement ecology for 
wild boar (Table 3). Temporal analysis revealed an increase in 
the number of movement ecology publications for most of 
the ungulates species since the early 2000, helped by seminal 

  Table 3. Comparison between the number of Google scholar hits for 
different ungulates species. Search terms used were the following: 
 “ the common name of the species ”  AND  “ movement ecology ” .  

Species No. of hits

Elk  Cervus canadensis 267
White-tailed deer  Odocoileus virginianus 227
Moose  Alces alces 171
Caribou  Rangifer tarandus granti 165
Red deer  Cervus elaphus 127
Mule deer  Odocoileus hemionus 124
Roe deer  Capreolus capreolus 93
Zebra  Equus burchelli 91
Bison  Bison bison 80
Wildebeest  Connochaetes taurinus 71
Reindeer  Rangifer tarandus 67
Bighorn sheep  Ovis canadensis 54
Pronghorn  Antilocapra americana 40
African buffalo  Syncerus caffer 40
 Wild boar  Sus scrofa   36 
Mountain goat  Oreamnos americanus 12
Soay sheep  Ovis aries 10
Alpine ibex  Capra ibex 6
Greater kudu  Tragelaphus strepsiceros 4
Feral horse  Equus caballus 3
Dall sheep  Ovis dalli 2
Chillingham cattle  Bos taurus 1

  Figure 5.     Percentage of studies per link between components of the movement ecology framework. An example of link A is a study 
on the eff ect of season on the movement pattern (feeding and exploring) and rate (mean distance walked) of wild pigs. An example of 
link B is a study on the eff ect of geographic features (hydrographic network) on the migration ability and the distribution of a 
sub-population. An example of link C is a study on the eff ect of sex on the movement rate between resting sites. An example of link D 
is a study on the eff ect of age and sex on the dispersal distance to capture site. An example of link E is a study that investigates the genetic 
relationship between wild boar and domestic pigs, highlighting human-induced displacement, but confi rming that movement occurred. 
An example of link F is a study on anisotropy in direction of recaptures events and home range shape, demonstrating that navigation or 
orientation occurred.  
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scales, e.g. roads and highways (Woess et   al. 2002), though 
wild boar demonstrate abilities to cope with these infrastruc-
tures (Frantz et   al. 2012). 

 Wild boar is also largely studied for its negative impacts, 
e.g. disease spread, disease transmission to livestock 
(Serraino et   al. 1999) or domestic pigs (Fritzemeier et   al. 
2000, Zanardi et   al. 2003, Boklund et   al. 2008), and dam-
age to agriculture (Schley et   al. 2008). However, the positive 
eff ect of wild boar on other organisms (plants and inverte-
brates), dispersal via both epi- and endozoochory, is more and 
more studied (Heinken et   al. 2001, Schmidt et   al. 2004). As 
an illustration, although we removed the term  ‘ seeds ’  from 
the literature search, many studies about seeds dispersal were 
found with the systematic review, highlighting the growing 
importance for studies on the role of mammals in forest spa-
tial dynamics and structure (Heinken et   al. 2006), but also 
in the propagation of exotic or invasive plants (Dovrat et   al. 
2012). In this sense, the movement ecology framework is 
also opportune as it helps to consider multiple-species-based 
processes and interactions (Tsoar et   al. 2011 ). For example, 
wild boar considered in a seed dispersal study becomes part 
of the motion capacity of the plants it transports (Matias 
et   al. 2010). 

 To make sense, the diff erences in spatial scales of the anal-
yses related above have to be linked to the level at which the 
species was considered: were individuals or part of the entire 
population the subject of analysis? Here the papers found 
via the search terms method included both population- and 
individual-based studies, so that the level at which analyses 
were performed ranged from experimental studies, based on 
few individuals, e.g. impact of fences on movement (Reidy 
et   al. 2008), to regional and population level studies, e.g. 
genetic analyses (Spencer and Hampton 2005, Iacolina et   al. 
2009). Th e level of analysis was mostly dependent on the 
techniques used, i.e. genetic-based studies focus on the pop-
ulation scale and with tracking techniques on individuals, 
a scale-dependent type of movement and research question 
can be investigated. More and more, however, we observed 
a positive trend towards greater use of individual-tracking 
methods, revealing increasing awareness of the importance 
of considering individual variation in movement. Th is varia-
tion, coming from age, sex, genetics, or experience, has been 
shown recently to be one of the main factors to consider for 
inference analysis of the role of navigation and motion capac-
ity in movement ecology (Hawkes 2009). With the develop-
ment of telemetry technology, more accurate and recursive 
position data can now be acquired in the fi eld (Baubet 
et   al. 2003). Advanced tracking techniques are indeed more 
and more accessible and used, and the next step will bring 
researchers towards the use of bio-loggers. Compared with 
traditional tracking devices, bio-loggers include equipment 
able to retrieve information about the animal ’ s physiology 
(e.g. stress, temperature, and pulse), allowing researchers to 
go deeper in the understanding of the readiness of an animal 
to move. 

 Compared to Holyoak et   al. (2008), we obtained similar 
percentage of studies in the diff erent links of the movement 
ecology framework, with the following order of importance: 
link E  �  link A  �  link B    �    link C. Diff erence appears for 
link D (3% versus 2% in the study by Holyoak et   al.) and 
link F (2% versus 12%). As expected, a vast majority (link 

Th e words frequency analysis showed that many studies have 
focused on large-scale processes, e.g. gene fl ow between sub-
populations. Although movement is generally not their cen-
tral goal, these studies are of high interest to demonstrate 
the role of environmental and human-related features on the 
dispersal or migratory patterns of wild boar (Cowled et   al. 
2008). However, because these studies are made over large 
geographical scale at the population level, they lack detailed 
information on navigation capacity, motion capacity, and 
readiness to move and their interactions. Modes and patterns 
of movement addressed mostly in fi rst place home range and 
foraging studies, tending to prove that what came under 
 ‘ movement ecology ’  is still mostly habitat- and resources-
related (McIlroy 1989, Xu et   al. 2011, Wurster et   al. 2012). 
Most research indeed studied what habitat type are preferred 
by wild boar and how they use them (Cahill et   al. 2003, 
Hayes et   al. 2009) rather then the way they move between 
and within these habitats. Th ough, we did not include  ‘ activ-
ity ’  as a search terms, we observed high occurrences of papers 
dealing with activity patterns ,  defi ned here as the percent of 
active time (Massei et   al. 1997), demonstrating the close rela-
tionship between movement and activity. It also highlights 
the likely mismatch in the use of these terms. Indeed, when 
considered in parallel to movement, activity, usually mea-
sured by means of a sensor integrated into telemetry devices, 
off ers the opportunity to disentangle the behaviour, resting, 
lying, feeding, and moving (Massei et   al. 1997), likely expla-
nations why most studies dealing with activity patterns of 
animals refer in some way to movement. Foraging is also an 
important movement-related term and is generally studied 
under the frame of damage or potential threats brought by 
wild boar to vegetation or agriculture (Nogueira-Filho et   al. 
2009). Habitat shift and ranging behaviour are other rele-
vant characteristics of the spatial strategies used by wild boar 
(Spitz and Janeau 1990, Keuling et   al. 2009). External fac-
tors showed that the species and its interaction with humans 
is an increasing concern and is widely related to barriers to 
movement at lower, e.g. fences (Reidy et   al. 2008), and larger 

  Figure 6.     Evolution of the number of hits resulting from a Google 
scholar search about diff erent ungulates species and movement 
ecology. For every of these species, we used the following search 
terms:  “ common name of the species ”  AND  “ movement ecology ” .  
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large database of localisations, compared with other ungu-
lates for which radio and GPS track research was started 
decades earlier (Hawkins and Montgomery 1969). 

 We found many papers in our review that dealt with more 
than one component at the same time, e.g. a study consid-
ering both the eff ect of conspecifi cs (external factors) and 
age-sex (internal state) on movement within and between 
groups of wild boar (Hirotani and Nakatani 1987). Maybe 
it would have been interesting to classify the studies under 
the view of a panel of experts, as Holyoak et   al. (2008) did, 
to obtain a mean response that is probably closer to the real-
ity. We proposed that studies considering the movement of 
organisms in their research should more clearly state the 
components and interactions investigated in the study. 

 Another limitation of this review is that the terms search 
method used here prevented us from being exhaustive, so 
that a large part of the scientifi c literature dealing with wild 
boar and movement remained unconsidered by this selection 
process. We suggest that this quantitative review could be 
extended purposely with a more exhaustive literature search. 
Such a review of the literature would bring more insight 
into movement ecology of the species rather than a literature 
trend. 

 Wild boar is able of complex spatial behaviour and we 
need analytical as well as mechanistic movement mod-
els that could help us understand their behaviour. Move-
ment ecology framework provides such a tool that enables 
scientists to study the causes, mechanisms, and patterns of 
organisms ’  movement with a common conceptual frame-
work. We used this framework as a reviewing tool but it 
could also be adapted purposely to develop meta-analysis 
studies, researches on missing links of movement ecology, 
e.g. C, D, F in the case of wild boar, or simply to get an 
overall understanding of movements of any mobile organism. 
In this sense, we encourage researchers working in the fi eld of 
movement ecology to consider their species, guild or com-
munity of interest under the prism of this framework. Using 
a common structure would indeed greatly facilitate compari-
son of results among studies and enable the development of 
fruitful intra- and inter-specifi cs comparative studies.                     
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ABSTRACT

1. In recent decades, the wild boar Sus scrofa has simultaneously increased
its population size and colonized new habitats, causing more ecological and
socio-economic concern than perhaps any other ungulate species. However, the
drivers and mechanisms of the species’ spatial ecology remain poorly under-
stood. Thanks to a recently developed framework, the movement ecology of any
organism can now be tackled within a consistent and unified theoretical
approach.
2. Based on this framework, we reviewed the literature on wild boar movement
ecology to assess current knowledge and to identify important gaps.
3. By using important navigational (e.g. olfactory sense) and cognitive (e.g.
spatial memory, learning from conspecifics) abilities, wild boar have developed
complex movement strategies to cope with external factors. However, there is a
lack of detailed information on the role played by the internal state (motivation)
and motion capacity in shaping the spatial ability of the species.
4. Specific aspects of the movement ecology of the wild boar, together with its
high diet plasticity and its high prolificacy, are probably the most important
causes of the rapid spread of wild boar worldwide.
5. We hope our review will inspire other scientists to apply their biological
models to the movement ecology paradigms. Furthermore, we suggest that future
researchers dealing with the movement ecology of any species should explicitly
state the components and interactions of the framework investigated to facilitate
further understanding and comparison among studies.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, numbers of wild boar Sus scrofa have
steadily been increasing (Apollonio & Andersen 2010). This
increase has been accompanied by expansion in geographic
range (Apollonio & Andersen 2010) and colonisation of
new habitats, such as densely populated urban areas and
landscapes dominated by agriculture (Cahill & Llimona
2004, Keuling et al. 2009, Podgórski et al. 2013). Recent
studies on wild boar diet (Ballari & Barrios-García 2013),
reproductive ability (Bieber & Ruf 2005, Gethoffer et al.
2007, Gamelon et al. 2013) and the interaction between
these two factors (Bywater et al. 2010) have provided
important insights into the causes of geographical expan-
sion. However, the process that drives population spread,
the movement of individuals, is often forgotten in the scien-
tific literature. The socio-economic and ecological concerns
generated by wild boar are such that this important element
of the wild boar spread equation should be considered.

Movement decisions made by animals are the result of
complex interactions between intrinsic and extrinsic factors
and can have profound consequences for individual fitness,
population dynamics and species distribution (Morales et al.
2010). Modern monitoring techniques (e.g. satellite telem-
etry) allow the collection of substantial numbers of high-
resolution data on the spatial behaviour of animals. These
kinds of data not only offer in-depth insights into movement
patterns at different spatio-temporal scales, but also allow
better understanding of the effect of physiological, demo-
graphic and ecological contexts on spatial behaviour.

A recently developed movement ecology framework
(Nathan et al. 2008) provides a unified theory and an inte-

grated approach for studying the spatial behaviour of any
type of organism and offers a novel way to make use of the
full potential of large datasets on movement. This concep-
tual framework (Fig. 1) defines movement as the result of
the interplay between intrinsic factors (motivation/internal
state, motion capacity, navigation capacity) and external
factors (e.g. type of habitat, presence of a predator).

Knowledge of each of the components determining
movement is important for many species, as it can greatly
improve understanding of their spatial behaviour and how
it is related to the environment. However, comprehensive
reviews of the movement ecology of most species, including
the wild boar, have not been carried out.

The aim of this paper is to summarise current know-
ledge of the drivers and mechanisms of the spatial
behaviour of wild boar in relation to the movement ecology
framework. For this, we made an exhaustive review of the
current literature on movement ecology, based around the
four components of the framework (motivation/internal
state, motion capacity, navigation capacity and external
factors) in relation to free-ranging wild boar, feral pigs
(originating from feralization of the domestic pig), captive
wild boar and domestic pigs Sus scrofa f. domesticus. Indeed,
captive individuals demonstrate a return to behaviours
observed in the wild soon after release (Boitani et al. 1992),
and experimental studies on domestic animals provide a
better understanding of the cognitive abilities of suids than
studies of wild animals. Graves (1984) stated that the ‘study
of wild and/or feral pigs provides insights into the
behaviour of the domestic pig’; we make the inverse
assumption, that the behavioural characteristics of domestic
pigs reflect the behaviour of their wild ancestor. We did not

Fig. 1. The movement ecology framework,
showing the four interacting components:
motivation/internal state, motion capacity,
navigation capacity and external factors.
Adapted from Nathan et al. (2008).
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consider studies on domestic pigs where the observed
behaviour was attributed by the authors to the retention of
the pigs in captivity.

INTERNAL STATE: WHY MOVE?

There are multiple internal motivations that drive explora-
tion of the surrounding environment. Extrinsic exploration,
with an acute need driven by physiological state (e.g. to gain
energy, escape predators or reproduce), and intrinsic explo-
ration, driven by cognitive abilities (e.g. scanning the envi-
ronment, assessing resources), are two key components of
movement decisions (Studnitz et al. 2007).

Energy gain and expenditure

The search for food is the mechanism by which mobile
organisms fulfil energetic requirements, and it is one of the
main drivers of the movement of ungulates (Leblond et al.
2010, Wilson et al. 2012). Depending on resource abun-
dance, quality and distribution, wild boar are active for 40%
to 65% of their time, either foraging or travelling (Graves
1984, Cousse & Janeau 1992, Russo et al. 1997), so their
energetic requirements are important. Wild boar are highly
adaptable and can quickly change their movement
behaviour in response to environmental conditions
(Podgórski et al. 2013), giving them the ability to adjust for-
aging behaviour and balance their energetic yields. When
environmental conditions change or when energy demands
increase, they employ an anti-starvation strategy: they
intensify visits to sites where food with higher energetic
value is available (Held et al. 2005) and increase their move-
ment rate within their home range to fulfil their needs
(Singer et al. 1981, Massei et al. 1997). Studies on foraging
strategies have shown that crossbred pigs (one domestic
parent and one wild parent) employ a costlier ‘win–shift’
strategy, moving between patches more frequently, com-
pared with domestic pigs, which adopt a ‘win–stay’ strategy
(Gustafsson et al. 1999). This difference in behaviour can be
explained by the adaptation of wild animals to cope with
predation risk (Tolon et al. 2009) and conspecific competi-
tion (Újváry et al. 2012), an adaptation that is redundant in
captivity.

Reproduction

The spatial behaviour of males and females differs, largely
due to differences in energetic requirements (Harestad &
Bunnell 1979, Saunders & McLeod 1999), mating strategies
(Clutton-Brock 1989) and parental behaviour (D’Eath &
Turner 2009). Adult males and females rarely interact
outside of the reproductive period. During the mating
season, interactions are more frequent, and adult males
temporarily join groups of females (Dardaillon 1988). After

giving birth, females restrict their movement to a small area
around the farrowing site and are isolated from their social
groups for 1–2 weeks (Mauget 1983). During this period,
females move less and show a high degree of fidelity
(D’Eath & Turner 2009) to a limited number of resting sites
surrounded by habitats that maximize safety and resource
availability, thus helping to ensure the successful rearing of
the litter (Janeau et al. 1995). However, lactation increases a
female’s energetic needs, so more time is devoted to forag-
ing activities (Russo et al. 1997). The movement range of
females gradually increases with the age of their piglets
(Spitz 1992).

Learning

Experience gained from the environment and from conspe-
cifics plays a major role in the development of the spatial
memory and social behaviour of wild boar (Spitz & Janeau
1995). Domestic pigs exhibit cooperative behaviour and
learn conditioning tasks rapidly (D’Eath & Turner 2009),
and social reinforcement is an important incentive to com-
plete spatial tasks (Laughlin & Mendl 2000, Mendl et al.
2010). Through social interactions, piglets learn what food
resources can be acquired as well as where and when to find
them (Nicol & Pope 1994). This is confirmed by observa-
tions in the wild of similar spatial behaviours adopted by
individuals in groups (Zaı̆tsev 1996).

Personality

Individual behavioural variations can lead to different
spatial abilities and perceptions of the surrounding environ-
ment. Back-test experiments on piglets (i.e. placing the
animal in the supine position and quantifying the amount
of time spent struggling and the number of struggle
attempts) can be used to assess personality in the early
stages of life (Hessing et al. 1993). Proactive individuals
showing active responses to the back-test tend to develop
dominance and out-competing behaviour. Relying on previ-
ous experience and developing behaviour based on rou-
tines, they are well adapted to stable environments. Reactive
individuals showing passive responses to the test rely more
on environmental stimuli and demonstrate a better ability
to cope with environmental changes (Coppens et al. 2010).
Differences in explorative behaviour tested in release experi-
ments show that some individuals adopt constant and pro-
gressive explorative behaviour, while others prefer to
explore a whole area extensively before starting detailed
exploration and beginning to utilise particular areas
(Boitani et al. 1992). Personality is also demonstrated in the
wild by individuals expressing various spatial strategies
within the same study areas (Keuling et al. 2008a) and from
year to year (Keuling et al. 2009).
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MOTION CAPACITY: HOW TO MOVE?

Motion capacity is the overall ability to move, which
encompasses factors such as speed (slow, medium, fast),
mode (intermittent, steady state, acceleration, deceleration)
and substrate (surface, slope, compliance, obstacles), and
the results of evolutionary pressures such as the need for
food acquisition, predation avoidance and social interac-
tions (Reilly et al. 2007).

Mechanically and functionally, like all artiodactyls, wild
boar transverse-gallop by moving diagonal legs forward at
the same time (Jansen et al. 2009). In their evolution, Suidae
have maintained an unguligrade foot posture, but they lack
the elongated distal segments present in other living
unguligrades (e.g. deer, pronghorn) that are necessary for
fast running for extended periods (Clifford 2010). Wild
boar are thus not generally regarded as fast runners,
although they can run fast for a few minutes. They compen-
sate for their short step size – 20–25 cm for piglets and up to
45 cm for adults – by adopting a high step frequency
(Briedermann 1990). Compared with the digitigrade foot
posture, unguligrady allows animals to take a longer move-
ment step, thus reducing the per-distance cost of locomo-
tion. Consequently, wild boar unguligrady is an adaptation
providing an energetic advantage at lower speeds, rather
than an adaptation for fast running (Briedermann 1990).

Wild boar can move at different speeds depending on the
situation. Movements slower than 1 km/h are used for
feeding, exploring, wallowing and marking, while fast
movements, such as trotting and galloping, are associated
with excursions and escape behaviours (Mainland et al.
2007). When trotting, wild boar can reach speeds of
6–10 km/h. This mode is used during social contact (e.g. by
juveniles playing) and for inter-patch movement. When gal-
loping, mostly in fleeing circumstances, wild boar can reach
speeds of 10–40 km/h (personal observation). This rela-
tively low speed compared with that of other animals of
similar size (Garland 1983) could be the result of an evolu-
tionary predator–prey arms race in which selection pressure
generated by chasing predators is rather low: wolves, the
only significant predator of wild boar, cause less than 20%
of natural mortality (Jędrzejewska & Jędrzejewski 1998,
Wagner et al. 2012). Adult wild boar can defend themselves
against predators and are rarely attacked by wolves, which
predominantly target young cohorts (Jȩdrzejewski et al.
2000, Wagner et al. 2012).

Wild boar are able to employ different movement strate-
gies. Daily, they exhibit three clear patterns of movement
(Spitz & Janeau 1990). The staying strategy consists of
remaining within a limited area, the activity zone, and
moving short distances at different speeds. This strategy is
mostly used by females accompanied by piglets, for activi-
ties such as resting or social interaction. The ranging strat-

egy, usually employed by males at night, consists of ranging
outside the activity zone. The third strategy, any combina-
tion of the two first strategies, results in complex movement
paths, e.g. looping or zigzag patterns.

Daily movements that are longer than the home range
radii are commonly observed (Spitz & Janeau 1990), and
daily ranges often cover large parts of wild boars’ entire
annual range. The annual home range size of wild boar is
thus quite small considering the movement ability of the
species, and they are able to move over their entire seasonal
range within a 24-hour period, confirming their generally
sedentary behaviour. Podgórski et al. (2013) showed that
the daily range covered by wild boar was 1.3 km2 in a
natural environment, corresponding to 45% of the annual
range, and 2.4 km2 in urban areas, corresponding to 90% of
the annual range. The mean daily distances travelled were
estimated to be 7.2 km in a natural environment and
11.4 km in urban areas. In agro-forested landscapes, Keuling
et al. (unpublished data) found a daily moved distance
ranging in average between 3 and 4 km and reaching a
maximum of 12 km. The duration of wild boar activity
ranges from 6.8 hours/day in natural habitats through 7.2
hours/day in agro-forested environments to 12.9 hours/day
in peri-urban areas (Spitz & Janeau 1990).

Wild boar have good swimming and jumping capacities
(Briedermann 1990). Observations of wild boar swimming
across large rivers and off coastlines are common, and they
have also been seen to make long jumps and jumps of up to
1.20 m in height (Hammell et al. 1975).

NAVIGATION CAPACITY: WHERE AND
WHEN TO MOVE?

Understanding an animal’s navigational capacity requires
information about its perceptual, sensory and cognitive abili-
ties. Navigational capacity is often associated with targets (e.g.
food items, refuges, mates) and cues that individuals are able
to use (Nathan et al. 2008). Two sorts of cues, allothetic or
ambient cues and idiothetic or self-movement cues, drive
animals’ orientation in space and define the movement strat-
egies employed (Whishaw et al. 2001).

By using ambient cues (e.g. sights, sounds, smells and the
Earth’s magnetic field), animals can create a spatial map of
the environment and move with a strategy called piloting
(Whishaw et al. 2001). In wild boar, olfaction is the most
developed sense and plays an important role in navigation,
foraging, social interactions and vigilance (Briedermann
1990). According to Lemel et al. (2003), the olfactory ability
of wild boar is more effective under humid than dry air
conditions, which could explain why they are more active
when the relative air humidity is higher. Piglets use olfac-
tion to find their way back to the nest or family group in the
early stages of life (Kittawornrat & Zimmerman 2011).
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Olfaction plays a major role in searching for food at small
spatial (metre) scales (Suselbeek et al. 2012) and in detect-
ing the potential presence of predators (Kuijper et al. 2014).
In dense forest habitat, the assessment of predation risk
by wild boar seems to be more dependent on the use of
olfactory cues than on habitat visibility (Kuijper et al. 2014).
The visual acuity of pigs is indeed poorly developed
(Zonderland et al. 2008) compared with olfaction (Croney
et al. 2003). When assessing environmental factors, pigs can
barely discriminate by using vision (Lomas et al. 1998) and
are also poor at discriminating colours (Jankevicius &
Widowski 2004). However, they do seem able to rely on
their vision to collect information on what is immediately
in front of them, which could explain their use of directed
movement in fleeing circumstances (Tolon et al. 2009). The
auditory capacity of wild boar covers a spectrum from 42 to
40500 Hz and is mainly used in social interactions
(Briedermann 1990).

By means of idiothetic cues, animals can use information
directly recorded from their own movement (e.g. speed, dis-
tance and direction) via their vestibular system, muscle and
joint receptors, or optic flow (Whishaw et al. 2001). Animals
use these cues in a strategy called dead reckoning, path inte-
gration or route-based navigation, which is based on the
assumption that animals are able to estimate the direction
of their movement by using the position of the sun or stars
or the Earth’s magnetic field. It can be used by an animal to
find its way back to familiar areas, such as resting or feeding
places, within the home range (Etienne et al. 1996). In an
experiment in which they had to find a hidden bowl of
food, pigs demonstrated an awareness of their own actions
and movement ability that may demonstrate a dead reckon-
ing strategy (Broom et al. 2009).

Global cues

Magnetic cues have been shown to influence the body ori-
entation of resting and grazing ungulates (Begall et al.
2008), including wild boar (Červený et al. 2012). Wild boar
seem to display magnetic alignment by preferentially orient-
ing their body in a NNE–SSW direction, facing NNE.
Resting pairs seem to adopt an anti-predation strategy
by positioning themselves facing in opposite directions
(Červený et al. 2012). Observations of synchronized
behaviour between individuals in a group, such as parallel
body orientation, confirm this (Zaı̆tsev 1996). However,
how the magnetic field is used for navigation in the land-
scape remains unclear and requires further investigation.

Spatial memory

Suids are able to solve complex spatial memory tasks, e.g. by
remembering the locations of foods of different values

(Held et al. 2005) and utilizing previous experiences (Mendl
et al. 1997, Laughlin & Mendl 2000), highlighting the use of
memory rather than food-related cues in systematic
searches (Mendl et al. 1997, Suselbeek et al. 2012). In the
wild also, regular re-use of the same resting areas suggests
the use of memory by wild boar for navigation (Spitz &
Janeau 1990). In relocation trials, wild boar found food in
fewer visits than would be expected by chance, indicating
that they could remember locations of food. In the wild,
foraging activities, e.g. grassland rooting (Bueno et al.
2009), mainly occur in the vicinity of resting sites, through
exploration of the environment or by re-visiting of known
profitable food sites (Spitz & Janeau 1995). Wild boar do
not select resting places and activity zones randomly, but
rather by means of directed or memory-based movement
between familiar environments (Spitz & Janeau 1990).
Remembered landmarks in the environment seem to allow
wild boar to create internal maps or route systems
(Dardaillon & Beugnon 1987). They also use scent marks to
navigate within their home range (Bracke 2011). Memory-
based mechanisms may also facilitate escape movements via
routes known through previous experience (Tolon et al.
2009).

EXTERNAL FACTORS

Resources

The distribution and abundance of resources greatly affect
movement patterns. The homogeneous distribution of
high-quality and abundant food, water and shelter on a
small spatial scale usually leads to a small home range.
When supplementary food is provided, artificially increas-
ing the quality of the habitat, wild boar can modify their
spatial behaviour around baiting areas, which leads to
smaller home range sizes (Keuling et al. 2008a). In a rich
habitat that provides easy access to food all year and safe
resting sites, wild boar restrict their movement to a smaller
area and thus reduce energy expenditure (Massei et al.
1997), in accordance with the food-exploitation hypothesis.
In poor nutritional conditions, wild boar move more in
search of food and water, consequently increasing their
home range (Caley 1997, Massei et al. 1997); however, when
animals are near starvation, saving energy becomes the pri-
ority, and home ranges thus become very small. The effect
of food abundance on home range size is widely debated:
some research suggests that home ranges are smaller when
food is easily available (Singer et al. 1981, Boitani et al.
1994), some that they are smaller under poor natural condi-
tions (Caley 1997, Massei et al. 1997). Wild boar activity is
more evenly spread throughout the day in natural habitats
than in human-dominated landscapes (Podgórski et al.
2013). In these peri-urban environments, depending on the
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resource distribution, wild boar can exhibit contrasted
spatial behaviour, either restricting (Dinter 1991) or
increasing (Podgórski et al. 2013) displacement between
focal foraging areas. Density-dependent effects of resources
also strongly affect wild boar spatial behaviour. The density-
dependent hypothesis predicts smaller home ranges (Massei
et al. 1997) and increased activity (Andrzejewski & Jezierski
1978) when population size increases. Bertolotto (2010)
related this hypothesis to food availability, showing that
when population density is high and food availability low,
competition increases, and wild boar increase their move-
ment rate to search and compete for food. In contrast,
when population density is low and food availability high,
there is less competition and movement because wild
boar can find high-quality resources in their immediate
surroundings.

Seasonality of resources

Wild boar can adapt to the seasonality of food resources
by adjusting spatial behaviour accordingly, e.g. by reducing
movement and home range in areas rich in masting trees
in autumn (Kurz & Marchiton 1972, Singer et al. 1981,
Bertolotto 2010). In summer, cultivated crops provide
highly attractive food and shelter for wild boar, and migra-
tions towards cultivated lands are observed (Cargnelutti
et al. 1990, Keuling et al. 2009). Range shifts or seasonal
dislocations have been observed under various environ-
mental conditions (Singer et al. 1981, Keuling et al. 2009),
highlighting the plasticity of the species. The distance
moved during habitat shifts varies between individuals
(Gerard et al. 1991) and depends on the distance from the
resting site to the crop fields. Animals located more than
2 km from the cropland remain in the forest at night
(Singer et al. 1981). Seasonal dislocations can also have cli-
matic drivers. In mountains, wild boar tend to shift their
ranges towards lower elevations in summer synchronically
with mast production (Singer et al. 1981). Inter-annual
and unpredictable variations in resource availability can
play an important role in shaping wild boar movement
patterns. For example, in Mediterranean areas drought can
temporally limit water availability, and consequently, wild
boar move closer to ditches as water levels in them
decrease (Bertolotto 2010).

Conspecifics

Social interactions are important in shaping wild boar
movement (Cousse et al. 1994). Females forming social
groups tend to show similar spatial behaviour (Boitani et al.
1994, Keuling et al. 2008a, 2009). Their close movement
association is stronger during the day, e.g. in the choice of
resting sites, and weaker at night and in poor-quality habi-

tats (Hebeisen 2007). Access to food resources within wild
boar groups, as in many foraging groups of social
mammals, seems to be achieved by means of a scrounger–
producer interaction between foraging individuals
(Giraldeau & Caraco 2000). In this strategy, a dominant
individual, the scrounger, obtains information about the
location of lucrative feeding sites from its group mates, the
producers (Krosniunas 1979). Using this strategy, the domi-
nant individual limits its energy expenditure in searching
for food (Giraldeau & Caraco 2000).

Predator avoidance

Within its current geographic range, mortality of the wild
boar from wild predators is outweighed by mortality from
hunting (Toïgo et al. 2008, Keuling et al. 2013). The species
exhibits natural and hunting-induced anti-predatory strate-
gies which affect movement patterns. If disturbed (e.g.
by hunting), wild boar try to reduce the distance they
move between resting sites to limit predation risk
(Fernández-Llario 2004). However, if resting sites are scarce,
searching for refuges can lead to an enlargement or shift in
the home range (Sodeikat & Pohlmeyer 2007). The shift can
be related to the duration of the hunting season and is
directed towards refuge areas, mainly within forests and
crop fields, which provide both cover and food resources to
avoid competition (Thurfjell et al. 2013). Disturbance has a
great effect on the daily distances travelled and habitat
selection patterns of females (Janeau et al. 1995), which may
lead to increased sexual segregation during high-risk
periods (Saïd et al. 2012).

The spatial behaviour of wild boar changes according to
the varying intensity of hunting pressure. Fleeing behaviour
is common where hunting pressure is high; hiding
behaviour is more common where hunting pressure is low
(Thurfjell et al. 2013). Driven hunts may increase the mean
area of the resting range (Sodeikat & Pohlmeyer 2007) and
cause temporary emigration from the home range (Sodeikat
& Pohlmeyer 2003), while single hunts, i.e. individual
hunters stalking or shooting from hides at baiting stations
or at the edges of fields, may reduce movement (Tolon et al.
2009, Thurfjell et al. 2013) and home range size (Keuling
et al. 2008b). Apart from a shift in daytime resting sites to
locations farther away from hunting sites, Keuling et al.
(2008b) found no clear differences between the effects of
driven hunts and single hunts on the spatial behaviour of
wild boar. However, Thurfjell et al. (2013) found that when
hunting takes place but wild boar are not the target, as well
as when still hunting (waiting for game) is used, individuals
react by lowering their activity and adopting hiding
behaviour. Lower hunting pressure favours diurnal activity
patterns (Keuling et al. 2008b) and movement inside the
usual range (Scillitani et al. 2010). Thus, disturbance created
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by hunting only seems to affect wild boar on a small spatial
scale; this is confirmed by the more limited daily move-
ments of wild boar after hunting (Singer et al. 1981).

Weather conditions

Adverse weather, such as snow and drought, affects the
movement patterns of wild boar (D’Andrea et al. 1995) by
reducing their movements (Thurfjell et al. 2014). Activity
levels and distances moved decrease as the temperature
drops (Briedermann 1971, 1990, Massei et al. 1997, Keuling
et al. 2008a). In captive wild boar, activity decreases with
temperature (Blasetti et al. 1988). When the temperature
drops below −5 °C and there is snow, wild boar use more
directed foraging searches (Lemel et al. 2003) in order to
reduce periods of activity by 1.5 hours per day and save
energy (Truve 2004). Snow is supposed to be a limiting dis-
persal factor for the geographic expansion of wild boar
(Erkinaro et al. 1982, Rosvold & Andersen 2008) and may
restrict local movements (Lemel et al. 2003).

In hot and dry air conditions, wild boar, physiologically
constrained by their lack of a thermoregulation system,
search for shade, water and cool moist forest areas (Howe
et al. 1981, Dexter 1998). When the constraint of high tem-
peratures decreases, food availability again becomes the
central factor driving wild boar distribution (Dexter 1998).
Windy conditions can also affect the movement of wild
boar by reducing their activity (Lemel et al. 2003, Truve
2004).

Landscape structure

Landscape features such as crop fields, hedges and ditches
(Thurfjell et al. 2009), riparian corridors (Caley 1997),
ridges offering protective cover (Gérard et al. 1992) and
forest corridors favour the movement of wild boar over
long distances, allowing exchange between populations and
range expansion (Garcia et al. 2011). In contrast, human
infrastructures such as highways can reduce rates of diurnal
movement (Corlatti et al. 2009). However, wild boar do
cross bridges, motorways, adapted culverts and overpasses,
which demonstrates the ability of the species to cope with
human infrastructure (Mata et al. 2008). Local movement
can also be restricted by fences along roads and cropland
areas (Hone & Atkinson 1983, Massei et al. 1997). On farm-
land, electrification of fences lowers intrusion into crop
fields by 65% (Reidy et al. 2008). In an experimental trial,
Hone & Atkinson (1983) showed that only 6.3% of pigs
cross electric fences.

Human-induced movement

The current distribution of wild boar originates in part
from post-glacial natural expansion (Alexandri et al. 2012),

but the role of humans is significant. Historically, agricul-
tural development and the domestication of wild pigs
played a role in large-scale movements (Larson et al. 2005),
and human-mediated gene flow has occurred in the Euro-
pean population of wild pigs (Scandura et al. 2008). More
recently there have been local reintroductions, illegal
releases and individual escapees from farms (Goulding
2001). Illegal translocations are usually undertaken by
hunters to supplement recreational hunting stock and can
allow the species to make large jumps in its geographical
range, from 50 to 400 km (Spencer & Hampton 2005).
Truvé et al. (2004) found that the wild boar population
expansion velocity in Sweden (4.8 km/year) was higher than
expected (3.0 km/year), which could be explained both by
an underestimation of long-distance dispersers and by
introduced populations.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown the importance of navigational and cogni-
tive abilities (e.g. spatial memory, learning from conspecif-
ics) in shaping the spatial behaviour of wild boar and in
enabling them to develop complex movement strategies.
Table 1 synthesises most of the current knowledge concern-
ing the four components of the movement ecology frame-
work. In summing up what is known about wild boar
spatial behaviour, we also exposed existing knowledge gaps,
such as the lack of information in the literature about the
role played by internal state and motion capacity in shaping
the spatial ability of the species. Table 2 synthesises the gaps
in the literature on wild boar movement ecology and gives
examples of studies dealing with these missing components.

Integrating the internal state of the animal into studies
would allow researchers to consider inter-specific variability,
recently shown to be an important parameter in beha-
vioural ecology (Roshier et al. 2008), and occurring in wild
boar, as illustrated in this review. Quantifying individual
variability in movement behaviour is a prerequisite to
understanding the emergence of population-scale patterns
(Singh et al. 2012). However, in free-ranging populations, it
is easier to study the influence of extrinsic than intrinsic
stimuli (e.g. physiological states or cognitive processes,
genetic traits, sensory acuteness) on spatial behaviour. Wild
boar can adapt their spatial strategies, e.g. by reducing or
increasing their home range size depending on the external
environment, the weather or food availability, but it is
unknown exactly how their internal state triggers their deci-
sion to move. Obtaining relevant information on the physi-
ological state of the individual, such as the heart rate,
temperature or stress level, is now possible thanks to a new
generation of tracking devices (Jachowski et al. 2013).

When considering the motion capacity of wild boar, inte-
grating the energetic cost of locomotion into research may
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Table 1. Synthesis of current knowledge on wild boar Sus scrofa movement ecology, organised around the four components of the movement
ecology framework (Nathan et al. 2008)

Component Effect on movement Animal Representative references

Internal state
Energetic balance Food intake at the patch

level
Win–shift strategy: increased movement

between patch resources
Domestic and crossbred

pigs
Laughlin and Mendl (2000)

Social foraging Scrounger–producer strategy: decreased
movement for dominant individual

Feral boar Krosniunas (1979)

Safety Large spatio-temporal scale Complete home range shift during hunting
season to hunting-free area

Wild boar Tolon et al. (2009)

Small spatio-temporal scale Hiding and fleeing behaviour only in direct
contact with disturbance

Wild boar Maillard and Fournier
(1995)

Reproduction Female Decreased movement during parturition and
weaning

Wild boar Janeau et al. (1995)

Male Increased movement during mating season Wild boar Singer et al. (1981)

Learning From birth to maturity Development of memory and social behaviour
during growth

Wild boar Singer et al. (1981)

Learning to cope with environmental changes;
e.g. seasonal altitudinal migration

Domestic pigs Mendl et al. (2010)

Sex Male Move more than females Wild boar Caley (1997)

Have generally larger home range than females Wild boar Singer et al. (1981)

Female Spend more time on slow movement Wild boar Spitz and Janeau (1995)

Age From birth to maturity Movement similar for individuals of the
sounder (social unit organised around 2–3
adult females and their most recent litters)

Wild boar Cousse and Janeau (1992)

At maturity Dispersal Wild boar Truve and Lemel (2003)

Personality Temperament, from
back-test

Proactive individuals move more and develop
routine in stable environment

Reactive individuals move less and cope better
with environmental changes

Domestic pigs Coppens et al. (2010)*

In the wild Dominance, aggression and increased
movement

Wild boar Singer et al. (1981)

Motion capacity
Locomotion mode Unguligrady provides energetic benefits at low

speed
Wild boar Briedermann (1990)

Ability to switch from slow to fast locomotion
mode

Wild boar, domestic
pigs

Mainland et al. (2007)

Navigation capacity
Ambient cues Olfactory Important role in navigation, foraging, social

interactions and avoidance of predators
Wild boar Briedermann (1990)

Acts at small scale (metres) Wild boar Suselbeek et al. (2012)

Vision Poorly developed but efficient for directed
movement (e.g. fleeing)

Wild boar Tolon et al. (2009)

Domestic pigs Zonderland et al. (2008)

Sounds Well developed, mostly used for social
interactions

Wild boar Briedermann (1990)

Self-movement cues Evidence of awareness of own movement Domestic pigs Broom et al. (2009)

Global cues Resting individuals display magnetic alignment.
Potential role in movement not yet
understood

Wild boar Červený et al. (2012)

Spatial memory Landmarks Ability to memorize environmental features
(relief, flora, soil)

Wild boar Lozan (1995)

Use of internal maps, route-navigation Wild boar Dardaillon and Beugnon
(1987)

Scent marks Use of scent marks to navigate within the
home range

Wild and feral boar,
domestic pigs

Bracke (2011)*

External factors
Local resources Habitat quality Increased movement in poor quality habitat,

decreased movement in rich habitats
Wild boar Russo et al. (1997)

Water Riparian areas favour extensive movement Wild boar Caley (1997)
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provide interesting insights into constraints and benefits
associated with movement (Nishii 2006). Studies on gait,
mechanics and limb kinematics could complete our under-
standing of time and energy budgets, and observation of
skeletal adaptations might highlight differences between
wild boar populations from forests, plains and peri-urban
areas (Reilly et al. 2007).

Information on acceleration on the x, y and z axes
has been made available by the new generation of
satellite telemetry collars. This information could help us
understand motivation for movements and behavioural
responses to various intrinsic and extrinsic stimuli (Löttker
et al. 2009). However, disentangling behaviour (e.g. lying
down, standing, foraging, walking, loping, galloping)

Table 1. (Continued)

Component Effect on movement Animal Representative references

Ephemeral resources Water In dry areas, movement restricted to water
resources

Wild boar Bertolotto (2010)

Acorns Increased movement in poor crop conditions Wild boar Singer et al. (1981)

Seasonal resources Crops Seasonal movement between low/high
elevation

Wild boar Singer et al. (1981)

Seasonal migrations to cropland when present Wild boar Dardaillon (1987)

Predators Hunting pressure If pressure low: increased movement within the
home range
If pressure high: excursions outside the home
range

Wild boar Keuling et al. (2008b)

Hunting method Hunting with dogs increases distance between
resting sites

Wild boar Maillard and Fournier
(1995)

Conspecifics High density results in increased long distance
(>10 km) dispersal

Wild boar Cargnelutti et al. (1992)

Weather conditions Temperature Decreased movement at low temperatures Wild boar Singer et al. (1981)

Relative air humidity Increased activity in humid air conditions Wild boar Lemel et al. (2003)

Snow Snow cover limits movement at local and
regional scale

Wild boar Lemel et al. (2003)
Rosvold and Andersen
(2008)

Barriers Road infrastructure Limits movement partially but does not affect
gene flow

Wild boar Frantz et al. (2012)

Can be a barrier for dispersal Wild boar Jerina et al. (2005)

Mountains Movement occurs along mountain ridges Wild boar Jerina et al. (2005)

Protection fences Prevent local movement Feral boar Reidy et al. (2008)

Period of the day Increased movement around dawn and dusk Wild boar Caley (1997)

*Review.

Table 2. Identified knowledge gaps in the four components of wild boar movement ecology

Component Gap Available method Data requirement
Example of studies
from other species

Internal state Physiological state Bio-loggers Energetics, stress levels Jachowski et al. (2013)
Motion capacity Defining behaviour associated

with movement
Satellite tags with accelerometers Acceleration data Brown et al. (2012)

Energetic cost of displacement in
contrasting environmental
conditions

Locomotion parameters, e.g.
stride period/length, leg
trajectory

Nishii (2006)

Navigation
capacity

Perception range Fractal analysis Experimental design and
movement patterns analysis

With (1994)

Disentangling cues used:
memory, landmarks

Translocation, environmental
change, ontogenic tracking

Movement patterns analysis,
long-term tracking data

Fagan et al. (2013)

Drivers of dispersal timing: when
to start and where to stop

Ontogenic tracking Environmental and satellite
tracking data at fine
spatio-temporal scale

Clobert et al. (2012)

External
factors

Intra-specific and inter-specific
interactions

Satellite tags, proximity loggers Böhm et al. (2009)
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from accelerometer sensor data is still in its infancy and
requires further testing and assessment with the help of
controlled experiments (Wevers et al. 2011).

Though use of cues seems to play an important role in
creating an internal map of the environment, e.g. by identi-
fying locations of resource patches, predation risk or con-
specifics, many questions about the navigational and
cognitive abilities of the species remain. The perceptual
range over which wild boar are able to sense environmental
cues is still poorly known, and this lack of knowledge has
many management implications (e.g. in agricultural prac-
tices, baiting and hunting strategies).

Studying the role of spatial memory has so far only been
possible in controlled experiments with captive or domestic
individuals. With precise information on movement paths
from satellite tracking data, it is now possible to tackle this
issue with wild individuals. Various methods are used to
assess the role of memory in animal movement: transloca-
tion of individuals into an unknown environment, modifi-
cation of resources or barriers to movement within the
landscape, and ontogenic tracking (monitoring of juveniles
during their different developmental stages; Fagan et al.
2013). Experiments could be used to determine how wild
boar use memory, though landscape feature modification
and translocation may be difficult to implement directly in
the field. Displacement of individuals causing problems, e.g.
in peri-urban areas where shooting is prohibited, may offer
an opportunity to observe reactions in a novel environment.
Using satellite data, analysis of return points or the recur-
sion distribution by means of Fourier or wavelet analysis
(Riotte-Lambert et al. 2013) may clarify how individuals use
memory. For example, loop movements from resting sites in
wild boar suggest a central place foraging strategy that
requires either path integration or a mind map of resting
areas and nearby foraging areas.

Knowing what environmental and internal conditions
make an animal move and establish a new home range is
important for understanding processes occurring at the
population scale, such as the expansion of the geographical
range. More specifically, precise remote tracking of dispers-
ing individuals could provide information about (i) the
influence of the environment on the path followed, (ii) the
reasons a final location is selected for establishment, (iii)
the cues that are used when dispersing and (iv) the func-
tional connectivity of the landscape. Following individuals
from their birth could provide information about the
complete historical movements of an individual and the
development of memory-enhanced movement abilities and
patterns. From a behavioural and locomotion perspective,
this would help explain exactly what happens when an indi-
vidual decides to disperse.

Studying the movement tracks of individuals within a
subset of the species’ range can provide only limited infor-

mation (Avgar et al. 2013). Analysis of animal movement
abilities within different landscape configurations and com-
positions is required for a complete understanding and to
provide reliable predictive models on which management
recommendations can be based. In this framework, building
a spatial database, taking EURODEER (Urbano et al. 2010)
as an example, may offer opportunities for large-scale analy-
sis and comparison of movement tracks of wild boar under
various environmental conditions and geographical areas,
giving a better understanding of their movement ecology.

Animal movement cannot be comprehensively explained
by internal state, by motion and navigation capacities or by
external factors considered solely. Rather, the interaction of
all components needs to be taken into account for a thor-
ough understanding of observed movement paths. Such
interactions can be incorporated into individual-based
models simulating movement in a range of physiological
and behavioural states, as well as environmental conditions
(Patterson et al. 2008). Since many parameters of the four
components are not yet readily available for modelling, it is
necessary to use approximations to inform the models, but
an influx of data in the near future will enable model verifi-
cation and realistic predictions. For this reason, we empha-
size the need for models on wild boar movement that
incorporate all the different components of movement
ecology.
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Abstract 

Thanks to the continuing development of animal tracking tools, such as GPS devices, detailed 

data on the movement tracks of individual animals are now attainable for many species. 

However, straightforward methods to decompose GPS tracks into meaningful spatial 

behaviours occurring at small scalesare currently lacking. We develop an analytical approach 

that combines separately-validated methods into a powerful tool for decomposing animal GPS 

tracks and classifying short-range movements. Decomposition of tracks is achieved through 

detection of structural changes in movement behavior using behavioural change point analysis. 

The net squared displacement of subsequent segments is then classified into movement 

strategies based on the fit of competing linear and nonlinear least squares regression models.  

We illustrate our approach for movement of three wild boar Sus scrofa tracked using GPS 

collars that reported fixes at 15 min intervals. Our approach successfully classified 81% of the 

tracks into meaningful behavioral states that persisted for between 1.2 and 31.2 hours. We 

detected four main spatial behaviours (area restricted search, central place foraging, 

nomadism and dispersing) which corresponded well with previous reports of the movement 

ecology of boar in our study area and demonstrate a high diversity in spatial strategies for this 

species. Our results validate this approach for classifying tracking data into high-resolution 

movements over short temporal scales. 

 

 

 

Keywords: behavioral change point analysis, fine scale movement, net squared displacement, 

FlexParamCurve, , wild boar 
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Introduction 

The development and use of tracking technology for a multitude of species worldwide has 

resulted in high resolution movement data which has greatly improved our understanding of 

animal spatial ecology [1].  This, in turn, has facilitated more effective conservation efforts 

and management strategies for endangered [2] or pest species [3]. Many animals are almost 

continuously on the move for different purposes, e.g. feeding, avoiding predators, following 

conspecifics, or dispersing. Recent research has resulted in the emergence of the movement 

ecology paradigm [4]: an integrated approach to understand animal movement based on 

interactions among its internal state, motion capacity, navigation capacity and the 

environment. This provides a useful predictive framework to investigate numerous questions 

related to these different components of animals’ lives. Our understanding of animal 

movement is, however, highly dependent on methods for comprehensive analysis of 

extensive, high resolution, time series data.  

 

Detailed understanding of long-term tracks, i.e. knowing what precisely what animal are 

doing over short spatial and temporal scale, is required since these short range processes (e.g. 

feeding, dispersing, exploring, mating or escaping [5, 6]) actually drive the fitness of 

individuals and influence population distribution [7, 8].  Integrated analysis of an animal 

movement path is a two steps process involving firstly track segmentation and secondly 

segment classification. Diverse methods exist to segment (record a high likelihood that an 

animal has changed behavior) animal tracks into shorter spatial and temporal behavioral states: 

for example clustering or filtering techniques [9-11] and statistical description of movement 

parameters (e.g. behavioural change point analysis [12]). These methods essentially group 

segments of the data representing similar movement patterns by matching their expected 
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structure against a time series’ of various parameters, e.g. step length (distance between 

successive GPS points) and turning angle (direction change between two successive steps), 

derived from animal relocations. Most commonly, segmentation methods try to remove one 

dimension of analysis (usually a spatial dimension) to facilitate one-dimensional time-series 

analysis. To do so, they convert consecutive animal relocation (xt, yt) into movement 

parameters, e.g. speed, azimuth, turning angle, and plot it in the shape of time series with the 

aim of detecting natural breakpoint assumed to represent behavioral change of the individual. 

Though this approach has been successful in segmenting animal tracks it often misses a clear 

classification of the movement strategy performed by the animal. Most of these methods are 

not able to suggest underlying behavioral patterns (i.e. what the animal is doing and what kind 

of behavior is involved). Commonly, segmentation methods simply describe the segment 

based on the movement parameters the segmentation was built up, e.g. fast/slow and 

straight/sinuous segment when based on speed and turning angle [13], or adopt a simplistic 

binary view of animal spatial abilities, e.g. foraging/travelling, foraging /resting [14] or 

intensive/extensive search [15] or over small scale (foraging vs. non foraging movement) and 

large scale (migratory vs. non-migratory). Moreover, existing methods are often based on 

complex statistics, require extensive computer processing [16] or are based on highly 

recursive point sampling not always available when tracking large mammals over long time 

scale.  

 

Once an animal track has been segmented, the next step involves identifying the relative 

behavioral states to which the segment corresponds. Going further than simple composite 

classification as exemplified above is a difficult task because states i) are dependent on a large 

number of internal, i.e. motivation, navigation and motion capacity, and external factors [4], ii) 

vary according to spatial and temporal scales considered [17]. Conversion of animal tracks 
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into meaningful movement strategies has been achieved through use of mixed movement 

models [18], state-space models [19] behavioral movement segmentation [16] and behavioral 

state augmentation [20]. However, all these methods are based on complex statistical models, 

often not easily accessible to biologists, and have restrictive assumptions that make them 

unsuitable for most datasets (Table 1). + or require simplification algorithm and high 

sampling rate [13] not always available when tracking large mammals, while some other 

doesn’t take autocorrelation into account though successive animal relocation are per 

definition autocorrelated. +applied to detect movement over broad scale, e.g. migration but 

not fine scale changes [21]. Though these methods considerably improve our understanding 

of animal interaction with their environment, none really offers an integrated approach that 

take into account the wide range of movement strategies an animal is able to perform. 

 

Here, we use a user-friendly analytical approach combining separately-validated methods to 

develop a powerful tool for segmenting and classifying animal GPS tracks into short-range 

movement strategies. We first segment the data using behavioral change point analysis [12] 

and then classify behavior by fitting competing linear and non-linear curves [22, 23] to the net 

squared displacement in each segment. This is easily executed in currently available software, 

has less restrictive assumptions than existing methods, and is combines already-validated 

approaches for analyzing movement data. We illustrate the strength of this approach for 

movement track data from wild boar Sus scrofa tracked by GPS through agro-forest 

landscapes.  
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Materials and Methods 

Our new analytical approach uses a straight-forward, two-step process to decompose the GPS 

track: i) the entire animal track is split into segments using behavioral change point analysis 

[12], ii) net squared displacement is calculated and classified by linear and non-linear least 

squares (nls) curve-fitting [22-24]. 

 

Step 1: Segmenting GPS track into short trips 

We applied behavioral change point analysis (BCPA) to automatically segment the complete 

GPS tracks [12]. This method converts raw GPS data (sequential, temporal latitude and 

longitudinal positional fixes) into a time-series’ of step length and turning angle and then 

further transforms these into orthogonal persistence velocity (the magnitude of movement) 

and turning velocity (tendency toward a particular direction) [12]. As well as providing 

meaningful movement parameters, this new time-series can be modeled as a stationary, 

Gaussian, autoregressive process [12]. BCPA assumes that any significant change in 

parameters (either mean, variance or continuous autocorrelation) of the time-series represents 

a change in the animal state.  Such changes are assessed via a user-defined, moving window 

passed in which significant structural shifts between homogenous patterns are assessed [12].  

Identification of change points is based on the weight of statistical evidence for a change in 

the mean, variance and continuous autocorrelation using Bayesian Information Criterion 

(BIC). If a change point is identified, its location is recorded. The window is then shifted 

forward by one data point and the operation is repeated. Once the entire track has been 

analyzed, the parameters on either side of change point locations are averaged across all 

moving windows to maximize change point detection [12].  
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Detection of changing point is sensible to the temporal range over which changing points are 

observed. This range is measured by the clusterwidth parameter, corresponding to the 

bandwidth of the density of the break distribution [25]. Since we had no prior information on 

the outcome of the BCPA we tested various values of clusterwidth to observe what temporal 

scale of movement is detected. We used detected change points to segment GPS tracks (the 

original raw data) into multiple, shorter segments associated with potentially different 

behaviors.  We tested values ranging from 1 to 5 which gave a range of segment lengths from 

4.3±2.2 hours to 42.0±22.1 hours (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Effect of clusterwidth parameters on the temporal resolution and size (number of fixes) of detected 

segments. Values are means across all three tracked individuals. 

 
Clusterwidth Length of identified segment 

(hours) 

Number of positional fixes 

 mean sd mean sd 

1 4.3 2.2 17 8 

2 6.5 2.6 26 10 

3 10.6 5.0 40 18 

4 19.4 9.8 74 37 

5 42.0 22.1 156 85 

 

We opted for a clusterwidth of 3 to permit analysis of movement at the half-day scale (Fig. 2), 

also ensuring a sufficient number of relocations per segment [14].  

 

Step 2: Movement modelling 

We then calculated net squared displacement (NSD) separately for each segment [27]. NSD, 

which is the Euclidian squared distance between the first location of a segment and any 

consecutive relocations [26], is an effective method to characterize GPS data because it 

transforms movement data from 3D (x, y, t) to 2D (x from origin, t) permitting the application 

of simpler statistical models [24]. Recently, modelling net squared displacement of animal 
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over time has been used successfully to characterize patterns of movement of migratory 

animals over large distances [6, 22, 27] [24]. Despite its success at modelling movement of 

animals at very large scales, this approach has rarely been applied at smaller spatio-temporal 

scales [14] and is still dependent on  visual analysis (see [28, 29]) for classification.  

 

To classify segments into behavioural movements, we modified the model-driven approach of 

Bunnefeld et al. [22] to permit analysis of movements performed at finer scale. To model 

NSD over short temporal scales, we assumed that behavior observed at large scales (i.e. 

residency, migrating, nomadism, dispersing [22]) also occur at daily scales within an animal’s 

home range. To classify segments correctly, the user must first decide on a candidate set of 

ecologically-appropriate movement strategies to select between. As in information theoretic 

model selection approaches (Burnham and Anderson 2002), correct and comprehensive 

selection of candidate models is vital to ensure that segments are correctly categorized. If a 

strategy is omitted from the candidate set it cannot be identified by subsequent model 

selection and thus will prevent complete classification of behavioural strategies. For wild boar 

we identify four broad movement strategies (circular, dispersal, nomadic and residency Fig 

1). While resident behaviour over large scale describes non migrating animal, over short 

scale, we define residency as movement performed in the vicinity of the starting point, and 

that can be assimilated as area restricted search behaviour [30] (Fig.1). Circular or partially 

circular movement are short-range migratory behaviour related to central place foraging and 

consists of longer movements away from the bedding site followed by a return to this starting 

location [31] (Fig.1). Nomadism and dispersing are both behaviors leading animals away 

from an initial starting point with no return (Fig.1). They differ in the initiation of the 

movement process, being a gradual linear increase in the distance to the starting point for 
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nomadism and a fast and directed movement followed or preceded by slow movements for 

dispersing [32] (Fig 1). 

 

Figure 1. Expected movement strategies chosen to illustrate analytical method using wild boar movement data 

(adapted from Bunnefeld et al. [22] to be appropriate for small scale movements. For description of the different 

movement strategies see text). 

 

Before classifying segments into behavioral movement strategies, we excluded stationary 

segments (those representing the residency behavior), those with a maximum NSD < mean 

location error, estimated from the literature at a value of 20 m [33, 34]. In total across the 

three observed individuals, we excluded 13.6% of stationary segments. For the remaining 

segments, we statistically classified movement strategy for each behavioral segment by fitting 

three candidate models (one nonlinear and two linear models) to predict NSD as a function of 

time. To model complex movement strategies (circular and dispersing behavior), we used 

reductions from an 8-parameter nonlinear equation (double Richards curve) : 

))'('exp(1))(exp(1 /1 itkm

A

itkm

A
NSD

m 





     (Eqn. 1) 
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where A is the asymptote, t the time since start of the trip, k the rate parameter, i is the 

inflection point,  m the shape parameter for the increasing portion of the curve and A’, k’ and 

i’ are their equivalent parameters for the subsequent decreasing portion of the curve [23]. By 

fixing redundant parameters as constants, we developed the most appropriate reduced curve 

equation [23] to model a variety of behaviors. Since we could predict the shape of expected 

behaviors a priori (Fig 1) we chose the following models available in the FlexParamCurve 

package of R: #32 [3-parameter logistic] (for dispersal behavior) and #2 [7-parameter 

Richards] [23] (for circular behavior). These selected curves were then initially parameterized 

using the modpar() function FlexParamCurve package [23] in R to optimize model 

convergence. 

The linear equations took two forms. First: 

 NSD = at          (Eqn. 2) 

with t corresponding to the time since departure and a to the slope parameter. This equation 

represented the nomadic movement strategy (a gradual increase in NSD). The second linear 

equation was an intercept-only model: 

NSD = c  

        (Eqn. 3) 

where c is a constant and the relation is expected to represent residency movement. 

The linear equations were fitted by least squares regression in R [35].  

 

Goodness of fit for each of the three candidate models was assessed for each segment using 

the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Concordance Criterion (CC) [6, 36] , which 

outperforms traditional goodness of fit measures in the case of non-linear models [36]. CC 

values fall between -1 (perfect negative fit) and 1 (perfect positive fit) for the concordance 
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between observed and predicted values. If convergence failed for any non-linear model it was 

assigned a CC value of 0. 

 

Since intercept model (linear Eqn 3) give CC value of zero, we firstly discriminated residency 

behavior based on the combined AIC (lowest from the four models) and CC value (equal to 

zero). For the remaining segments, the model with the highest CC value was accepted as most 

appropriate but models with CC values   > -0.7 or < 0.7 were determined to be failed 

classification cases. Then if linear Eqn 2 gave the best fit it was classified as nomadic 

behavior. If the non-linear model provided the best fit, to further distinguish between 

dispersal and circular movement strategies, we extracted three parameters from the fitted 

curve: distance from origin at the end of the trip (distEnd), the peak distance (largest distance 

from origin in the behavioral segment: peakD) and the ratio distend/peakD. If distEnd ≥ 

peakD, we classified movement as dispersal behavior. Because dispersing events can occur at 

various spatial scales, we further classified these into short-, medium-, or long-dispersal 

movements by calculating the minimum total within-cluster variance (using Ward’s minimum 

variance hierarchical clustering [37] implemented in hclust() in R [35]) based on the error 

sum of squares. If distEnd < peakD, we classified the segment as a circular movement 

behavior and further categorized it as either a complete loop (distEnd/ peakD < 0.2) or 

incomplete loop (distEnd/ peakD > 0.2).  

 

 Testing the method: A case study on wild boar movements 

We illustrate our approach using movement data from wild boar, a species known to exhibit 

many, complex movements and a high spatial plasticity [38, 39]. In our agricultural study area 

(Wallonia, Belgium [50°25’N, 4°53’E]; an agricultural area with small-to-moderate sized 
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forest stands [1-20 ha]), boar can adapt to the seasonal dynamics of resources provided 

alternatively by crops and forests by appropriate movement strategies  [40] which has large 

economic significance in terms of consequent crop damage.  

 

We use GPS data collected from three subadult males. The animals were caught in Autumn 

2011 and tagged with GPS/GSM Plus 3D collar (Vectronics Aerospace GmbH). To avoid 

effect of hunting disturbances [41, 42], we only used tracking data collected between 1
st
 of 

January and 31
st
 of April 2012. During this period, a total of 8265, 7968 and 8491 positional 

fixes for each tracked individual were recorded, each fix separated by 15 min intervals.  

 

Raw GPS data were “cleaned” by removal of locations presenting error estimated. 

Specifically, we used a method based on unlikely distances moved within the sampling 

interval (15 min in our case) and erroneous spike, described as unlikely back and forth 

movement of the animal (determined by certain speed and turning angle) [43]. We specified 

these parameters as followed: maximum moved distance to 2 km, speed to 1.5 m/s and angle 

spike to 180º, and consecutively removed 1.5% of the total number of locations.  

 

We followed the method described above to segment and classify the tracks into spatial 

movement strategies. Subsequently, we analyzed the scale at which they occurred, i.e. within 

or outside the home range boundaries. To do this  we calculated, for every individual, the 

distance of every location from the barycenter (mean x, mean y) and took as home range limit 

the 95% quantile of theses distances [44].  
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Results 

BCPA spell out  

The BCPA highlighted 202, 197 and 210 break points, respectively, for each of the 

individuals (#1, #2, #3). These break points were used to split the whole track into shorter 

behavioral segments (Fig 3).  
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Figure 2. Smoothed (averaged over all estimated parameters [45]) trajectory of the whole track of 

three wild boar (#1, #2, #3) recorded between January and April 2012. Each categorized segment has a 

different value of Tau (color-coded) indicating the timescale/auto-correlation from BCPA. Segment 

width is proportional to the estimated mean persistence velocity. 
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Movement strategies 

Comparing the two nonlinear models used, the 3-parameter logistic (Equation XX) gave 

higher fitting success than the XX (Eqn XX) (Fig.4). 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of the concordance criterion (CC) between the tested models: the linear 

nomadic model (linear mod) and the non linear #32 [3-parameter logistic] and #2 [4-

parameter Richards] models [23]. Note that the intercept model (residency behavior) is not 

shown since this model could only be assessed by means of Akaike Information Criterion. 

 

In total, 81% of segments were adequately classified into meaningful movement behaviors 

(Fig 6) (absolute CC value > 0.7). This represents 422 of the 521 segments (not including 
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stationary behaviour) over the three individuals. Of those adequately classified, for wild boar 

#1,  15% were classified as residency behavior, 8% were nomadic movement behavior (Eqn 4, 

Fig 1), 38% were dispersal behavior (nonlinear equation, distEnd ≥ peakD, Fig 1) and 39% 

were either circular or partially-circular movement behaviors (nonlinear equation, distEnd < 

peakD, Fig 1). For the wild boar #2 we observed the following sequence: 5% residency, 8% 

nomadic, 64% dispersal, 23% circular/partially circular. For wild boar #3: 8% residency, 8% 

nomadic, 46% dispersal, 38 circular/partially circular Behavioral segments durations ranged 

between 3.5-26.7 hours for wild boar #1,  1.2-31.2 hours for wild boar #2 and 1.5-27.2 hours 

for wild boar #3.   

 

We further distinguished among dispersal strategies based on the scale at which movement 

occurred. Dispersal events ranged between 0.2 and 9.9 km with 43% were classified as short 

dispersal, 6% as medium dispersal and 1% as long-distance dispersal (Table 1, supporting 

information S1). Residency, circular full and short dispersal occurred within the home range 

boundaries while, depending on the individual, the other strategies could lead the animal 

outside of this limit (Fig.4). 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the different movement strategies according to distance between the starting 

and the ending point. The dashed (---) vertical line indicates for each individual, the limit of the home 

range scale (see Method section). 

 

The total distance travelled and speed reached their minimum and maximum in respectively 

the residency (1.2-3.8 km and 0.04-0.08 m/s) and the long dispersal behaviour mode (8.9-21.9 

km and 0.32-0.76 m/s) (Table 1, supporting information S1). Though segment classified occur 

over a wide temporal range (1.2-31.2 hours), the average observed range was of 10.4±4.7 
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hours, roughly the half-daily scale. Among the spatial strategies delineated, we observed 

important variation between the three tracked wild boar, potentially suggesting the importance 

of  individual variability (Fig.5). 

 

Figure 5. Fitted curves of Net Squared Displacement over time for the different identified behavioral 

segments. 

Discussion 

In this study we provide a straightforward analytical framework, using existing and validated 

techniques, to facilitate segmentation and classification of animal GPS track into high 

resolution (short temporal and spatial scale) behavioral states. In 81% of the cases, the 

segments extracted from GPS fixes of free-ranging wild boar could be successfully classified 

into 7 different movement strategies in four general movement types.  Though the used 

sample is relatively small, we found consistency in frequency and patterns among the spatial 
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strategies used by the different individuals. These strategies or states occur at various spatial, 

within and outside the home range, and temporal scale (hourly to daily). Specifically these 

states related to common spatial behavior observed in animal, such as dispersal, residency (i.e. 

area restricted search), nomadic  and central place behaviors [32, 46]. If we consider 

stationary behavior, our approach successfully disentangles GPS tracks of animal into 8 states. 

Currently (see Table 1) most analytical method to segment and/or classify are restricted to 2-4 

behavioral patterns (see table 1).  

 

Until recently, analysis of animal space use was restricted to home range analyses or 

analyzing paths (straight lines between a starting and ending point). Improvements in tracking 

technology have extended this view of animal space use by allowing collection of fine scale 

movement data. Over the last fifteen years, numerous methods have been developed to 

improve our understanding of animal movement. However, the classification of such tracking 

data into meaningful, short-scale movement behaviors has been only achieved using complex 

and restrictive analytical techniques. In other studies, the segment length, duration and the 

success rate of classification is often missing. Moreover our approach is based on relatively 

few assumptions and Compared to other methods we did not fixed arbitrary an initial and 

ending point for the segment [14]. 

 

Our approach only requires assumption of the behavioral change point analysis, as to know 

the variable used (here the persistence velocity) follows a stationary continuous-time 

Gaussian process [45]. Though this assumption is not inherent to all movement data, a 

diagnostic of the BCPA model residuals can easily be implemented to check whether a 

normality assumption is satisfied. The main advantages of the BCPA method are that it 

considers correlation in the movement data over a certain temporal range and does not require 
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a priori assumptions on behavioral categories. However, BCPA still requires parameters 

tuning, it is dependent of the temporal scale, resolution and the error linked to the movement 

data set used [45]. We showed in the present study, how the clusterwidth parameter affected 

temporal resolution of the BCPA output.  

 

By means of linear and nonlinear regression of the net squared displacement we could classify 

segments extracted from the BCPA analysis into movement strategies. Nonlinear regression 

has successfully been used in other studies to model long distance movement of animal at the 

yearly scale [6, 22]. However, the method was primarily based on visualization to disentangle 

among animal spatial strategies. While differentiating among migratory or non-migratory 

animal based on NSD is relatively easy, applying the method over short scale where more 

spatial patterns requires a more automatic procedure. We showed with this study that the 

method could be effectively applied to lower scale movement processes without using eye-

vizualization. 

  

Our method could be extended to any other potential relation between NSD-time since 

regression method to model complex relation is now available [23]. Depending on potential 

existing behavior one could imagine extend the model to other varieties of NSD-time relation 

since the relative flexibility of nonlinear regression made it possible. The results of the nls 

analysis suggested that a minimum number of six relocations could already be used to model 

animal movement. Low sample rate (4-6/day) as often perform in terrestrial mammal tracking 

as to get year-round information of animal space use could already be modelled by mean of 

our approach.   
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We found result consistent with current knowledge of wild boar spatial ecology. Indeed, the 

large temporal range observed (1-30 hours) corresponds to what has been previously observed 

in free-ranging wild boar, with important variability in the duration of active bouts [47]. The 

number of states observed and the differences among the three individuals boars tracked 

confirm the high important behavioral heterogeneity of the species. The results of these study 

confirm and extend previous findings on the spatial strategies performed by wild boar at the 

daily scale [31]. The advantage of our approach is based on a automatic, assumption-free and 

repeatable method. We classified between 2-4 times more partial than complete circular 

movement. This result is in agreement with the known behavior of wild boar that use multiple 

resting sites within their home range [48, 49], rather than being central place foragers that 

return to their initial starting position. 

 

In the case of wild boar, the option to limit the classification process to segments for which a 

mean net displacement higher than 20m of distance, estimated as or mean location error, 

considering this segment as part of a ‘stationary state’. Under this threshold scale, wild boar if 

not stationary can perform foraging search, an experimental study has shown that at low scale 

the search strategy of wild boar was mostly driven by random processes [50]. Moreover, in 

the specific case of wild boar, estimation of population level movement patterns can help 

managers to develop efficient strategies to control the population in sensible agro-forested 

landscapes. Our approach if combined with results of studies on the effect of hunting on wild 

boar movement [42, 44] could significantly improve our ability to …  

 

In the field of movement ecology, it would be interesting to combine the outcome of our 

study with explanatory analysis of the external, i.e. the direct environment, and internal (e.g. 

energetic or stress constrains, if sensor are available on the tag) factors influencing the 
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observed movement behaviors. What promote a strategy over the other? Individual variability, 

landscape context, local disturbances? include seasonal changes, comparison between 

different context [18], different species. Using our approach also allow to directly take into 

account individual variability, and possibly could highlight the role of temperament in the 

observed behavior, a factor shown to be important in the movement pattern of animal at large 

and small scales [22, 51].  In which habitat are a particular strategy used? At which time of 

the day? Are movements out of the home range related to natal dispersal? Now understanding 

why and under which circumstances a strategy is chosen over another is the next exciting 

challenge. Our result prove that combined used of a robust segmentation method such as bcpa, 

able to detect complex behavioural patterns, combined to the ability of net squared 

displacement to provide good description of animal movement [24] offers a unique 

opportunity to increase our understanding of animal movement over short scale. 
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Abstract Seasonal changes in the distribution of animals can
have an important impact on the ecosystem. In agricultural
landscapes, the seasonal movement of the wild boar Sus
scrofa towards field crops often results in damages and makes
control of the population difficult. The plasticity of the species
to cope with different habitats is largely proven, but the
environmental and human drivers of this seasonal habitat shift
at the population scale remain largely unknown. Using
MaxEnt and two seasonally distinct presence datasets, we
contrasted the distribution of wild boar in southern Belgium
during the growing and hunting seasons to (i) analyse seasonal
drivers of the distribution and (ii) forecast the potential spread
of the species north to its current distribution. We demonstrat-
ed that during the growing season, wild boar range almost
double, owing to the cover and food provided by agricultural
areas, thereby enhancing the movement and spread of the
species. We found that the seasonal distribution of wild boar
in agricultural lands is mostly influenced by the search for
cover and food provided alternatively by forest and field
crops. Interestingly, it seems that this search for cover operates
under the constraint of a threshold distance. Our results indeed
reveal an increased probability of presence not only in the
vicinity of forests but also above a threshold distance of 865 m
from the forest edge, suggesting that wild boar can overcome
the dependence to forest cover. The forecast distribution of
wild boar highlighted a potential increase of the current range
into suitable habitat between 63 and 168 km2. To counteract
the potential spread of the species into agricultural habitats
and the consecutive damages, we insist on the need for the

development of integrated management strategies, combining
land use spatial configuration and wild boar spatial behaviour.

Keywords Growing season . Habitat shift . Hunting season .

MaxEnt .Wallonia

Introduction

The facilities that the environment offers to animals, from
food resources to thermal or safety cover, are continuously
changing under human, climatic or weather constraints
(Schloss et al. 2012; Sih et al. 2011). Therefore, animals have
to develop strategies and adapt their space use with respect to
these changes (Fryxell and Sinclair 1988). Understanding
drivers and strategies developed by animals to cope with
changing environments has become a challenging research
topic in science (Winkler et al. 2014). To respond to environ-
mental fluctuations, animals can either adapt their physiology,
e.g. decrease the metabolic rate (Brinkmann et al. 2012) and
change the daily activity rhythm (Cloudsley-Thompson
1966), or their spatial ecology (Birkett et al. 2012; Ramanzin
et al. 2007), e.g. migrate at various distances to reach better
environment (Mysterud 1999; Singh et al. 2012). The decision
to change of habitat rarely involves only one cause but rather
implies a trade-offs estimation between benefits and costs
associated with habitat change (Brönmark et al. 2008).
Though changing the habitat may increase the predation risk,
e.g. while crossing a hostile matrix (Russell et al. 2003),
migrating or shifting has usually in common to increase
individual fitness, e.g. enhancing body conditions (Gaidet
and Lecomte 2013), survival (Skov et al. 2013) or prolificy
(Rosell et al. 2012).

Within its native Eurasian range, not only wild boar Sus
scrofa population size has increased during these last decades
but also it distribution area. The species has indeed expanded
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its distribution in the Northern Hemisphere, by re-colonizing
Fenno-Scandinavian and Baltic territories (Erkinaro et al.
1982; Rosvold and Andersen 2008; Veeroja and Männil
2014), but has also gained areas in agricultural (Herrero
et al. 2006; Keuling et al. 2009), mountainous (Baubet et al.
2004; Sarasa 2013) and peri-urban (Cahill and Llimona 2004;
Cahill et al. 2012) environments. Owing to its diet (Schley and
Roper 2003), spatial behaviour (Podgórski et al. 2013) and life
strategy (Gamelon et al. 2013) plasticity, the species can
indeed easily cope within these fluctuating environments. In
wild boar, it seems that the strategy adopted to cope with
seasonal changes is based on their movement abilities
(Morelle et al. 2014). These movements are generally the
consequence of variations in resource availability (Herrero
et al. 2006; Keuling et al. 2009; Schley and Roper 2003;
Singer et al. 1981), protection cover (Keuling et al. 2009) or
predator avoidance (Tolon et al. 2009). From an evolutionary
perspective, wild boar is a species that is well adapted to
landscapes providing shelter, e.g. forest and its understorey
(Briedermann 1990) or bushland in Mediterranean regions
(Acevedo et al. 2006; Meriggi and Sacchi 2001). Since the
development of modern agriculture by human at the expense
of forest, together with wild boar domestication and consecu-
tive interbreeding, wild boar could progressively adapt to
agro-forested landscapes (Rosvold et al. 2010), e.g. enabling
the species to take advantages of hedges and high crops as an
alternative cover for their movement (Thurfjell et al. 2009).
Use of agricultural crops by wild boar is thus probably not a
recent fact but is rather concomitant to the development of
agriculture by human, explaining why wild boar has now
become so common in these agro-forested landscapes that
cover 40 % of Europe (Estreguil et al. 2012). In these areas,
use of field crops by wild boar generally induces damages that
can result in important economic consequences and cause
conflicting issues between hunters and farmers (Amici et al.
2012; Barrios-Garcia and Ballari 2012; Herrero et al. 2006;
Schley et al. 2008). Shifting to agricultural environments
during the growing season not only offers energetic advan-
tages to wild boar (Rosell et al. 2012) but also provides a quiet
environment, preserved from the numerous human activities
observed in forests (Colson et al. 2010). After the growing
season, when fields have been harvested, the main hunting
season starts in most European countries (Apollonio et al.
2010) and wild boar return to forest areas. Thus, this change
in resource availability and predation risk between the grow-
ing and the hunting season forces the wild boar to adapt its
spatial behaviour (Keuling et al. 2009; Tolon et al. 2009). To
date, little is known on the process and drivers of this habitat
shift at the population scale and how the seasonal range of
wild boar is affected.

The present paper aims to compare the distribution of wild
boar during two contrasted seasons, the growing and the
hunting season, and to forecast the potential distribution of

wild boar in northern Wallonia where the species recently
started to spread. We hypothesized that the seasonal adapta-
tion of wild boar to changing environment should be reflected
in a change of its distribution; therefore, we decided to take a
species distribution modelling approach (Franklin and Miller
2009). The identification of distribution drivers and potential
spread of wild boar is fundamental to inform in advance game
managers and to develop effective management and control
strategies in order to prevent agricultural damages (Saito et al.
2012). Therefore, the results of our study will be helpful for
farmers and wildlife managers in order to identify target areas
in which the management of the species is urgently required
for avoiding coexistence issues. Such knowledge is particu-
larly important because the propensity of the species to cause
damages to crops and to spread into novel habitats greatly
depends on this shifting ability.

Material and methods

Study area

Owing to a south–north gradient of transitional landscapes
between forest and agriculture, Southern Belgium offers a
particularly interesting context to study the behaviour of wild
boar (Cellule Etat de l’environnement wallon 2010). The
population initially bounded to large forest areas of Ardennes,
progressively spread since the 1980s to the North (Prevot and
Morelle 2012). We focused our analysis on the Condroz and
Loamy regions, located in Wallonia, South of Belgium
(Fig. 1a). These regions are separated by the presence of a
long channel made by the Meuse and Sambre rivers. The
channel partially acts as a natural barrier slowing down
the spread of large animals northwards. South to the
channel, in Condroz, the presence of wild boar is con-
firmed for more than 20 years, while North to the Chan-
nel, in the Loamy region, the presence of wild boar is
more sporadic (Prevot and Morelle 2012). We built the
species distribution models on presence data of wild boar
from Condroz ecoregion and forecast the potential distri-
bution in the Loamy region. The Condroz region oc-
cupies an area of 1,689 km2, mainly comprising a mosaic
of forests, pastures and agricultural lands, representing
29.5, 28.8 and 37.2 %, respectively, of the total area.
The Loamy region covers 5,463 km2 and is more agri-
cultural, with 58.9 % of its area composed of field crops
and 19.3 % of pastures, while forests constitute 9.6 % of
the total area. The region is characterized by sub-oceanic
climate with a mean annual temperature of 8 °C, 900 mm
of mean annual rainfall and 25 days in average of snow
cover. Elevation ranges from 50 to 350 m.a.s.l (Cellule
Etat de l’environnement wallon 2010).
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Wild boar occurrences

To model the wild boar distribution in southern Belgium, we
adopted a presence-only method because it offers the oppor-
tunity to model the distribution of species without providing
absence data, usually difficult to collect, and presenting un-
certainty (Lobo et al. 2010). We used presence datasets cov-
ering different periods of the year, assuming they inform on
the seasonal distribution and requirements of wild boar. We
gathered occurrences from damages to agriculture,
representing the growing season and covering the 1st of April
to 30th of September period and from hunting bag records
representing the hunting season, covering the 1st October to
31st December period.

Hunting bag records were collected from the five game
management units (GMU) included in the study area. GMU
are organized into hunting territories lead by game managers
whom are responsible to report yearly hunting bag records.
Although the participation of hunting territories to GMU is
not mandatory in Wallonia, 382 hunting territories covering
82 % of the total study area . These hunting territories have a
mean area of 2.5±2.0 km2. As the exact location of the
animal shot was not known but only the forest parcel, we
applied non-point technique to generate occurrences (Koren
et al. 2011). For each forest parcel, an equal number to the
mean number of individuals shot in 2009 and 2010 was
randomly generated within the boundary of the plot. We
used the mean between two hunting seasons to avoid a
potential bias due to higher or lower shooting due to unfore-
seen causes, e.g. harsh or mild winter conditions or particular
local game management policies. We assumed that the meth-
od used was devoid of errors because the mean size of the
forest parcel was of 8.8 ha and thus smaller than the chosen
resolution of 9 ha (300×300 m cell size), and far under the
5 km location errors assessed by Graham et al. (2008) as
influencing SDM performance. In total, 1,724 occurrences

were generated to represent the distribution of wild boar
during the hunting season (Fig. 1b).

Damage location records were obtained from annual ad-
ministrative statistics reported by farmers. For each of their
parcel, farmers can mention the presence of wild boar damage
if more than 5 % of the total parcel area is affected. The
location of the damages is then attributed to the centre of the
parcel. As for the hunting occurrences, we considered dam-
ages occurring in 2009 and 2010, and those damages that
occurred in the following crop type: maize Zea mays L.,
cereals Triticum spp. and rapeseed Brassica napus L. We
restricted our analyses to these three crops because they are
commonly cultivated in the region and provide cover and/or
resources for wild boar. In 2009 and 2010, maize was harvest-
ed at the end of September, which ensured that there was no
overlap with the hunting season. This results in a total of 1,967
occurrences, representing the distribution of wild boar during
the growing season (Fig. 1b).

Predictors

To build up environmental and human-related variables, we
used the 1:10,000 National Geographic Institute (NGI) vecto-
rial map (source, SPW-DGARNE) and the farmer declaration
form, containing the type of crop of each agricultural parcel.
From these maps, we derived distance and density-based
covariates expected to influence wild boar distribution. For
distance-related variables, we rasterized the NGI vector map
and calculated the distance to the edge of forest, agricultural
and human features, and the perpendicular distance to linear
features (roads and watercourses). In addition, for the density-
related variables, we converted the two maps into a point
pattern layer, with one point per hectare for polygonal features
and one point per hundred of metre for linear features. From
these point layers, we then calculated the relative density of
each features. Topographic features, i.e. altitude, slope and

Fig. 1 a Location of the study area and the area of model projection; b distribution of hunting and damage occurrences in the study area
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aspect, were derived from a digital elevation model. All the
layers created were set at a resolution of 300×300 m. We
prepared these layers using R (R Core Team 2013) and the
following packages: raster (Hijmans and van Etten 2013),
spatstat (Baddeley and Turner 2005) and SDMTools
(VanDerWal et al. 2014). We considered potential
multicollinearity among our predictors using the Pearson’s
coefficient. This analysis did not reveal any relation >0.75
(Dormann et al. 2013). Therefore, all the variables were
considered for the modelling step (Table 1).

Data analysis

We built models not only for each season but also for a
combination of the two seasons that we named all seasons.
We used MaxEnt, a machine-learning technique that requires
only presence data (Elith et al. 2011; Phillips et al. 2006).
MaxEnt estimates a probability distribution by finding the
function that maximizes information entropy between the
distribution of predictors in the whole study area, and the
constraint imposed by the set of presence points. The result
is a probability of occurrence assigned to each cell of the
study area. In MaxEnt, the distribution of the values taken
by the predictors in the study area is called ‘background’.
Background was set to 10,000 locations for all models.
Models were fitted using k-fold cross-validation method
(Fielding and Bell 1997). During the cross-validation pro-
cess, presence dataset is randomly sampled, without replace-
ment, and split into two independent datasets. The training
data, representing 75 % of the occurrences, are used to
calibrate the model and the test data, made of the 25 % left,
allows to evaluate the model performance, i.e. its ability to
discriminate among presence and absence (Phillips et al.
2006). We assessed model predictive performance using
the area under the receiver operating characteristics curve
(AUC), a threshold independent metric. AUC score close to
1 indicates model with good discriminatory abilities between
suitable habitat and a random background sample, while
AUC score of 0.5 indicates that the model prediction is as
good as a random guess.

Sampling bias: systematic sampling, spatial filtering and bias
grid

Recent studies have demonstrated the negative effect of sam-
pling bias on model performance (Boria et al. 2014; Fourcade
et al. 2014; Kramer-Schadt et al. 2013). To consider this issue
in our analyses, we tested four methods accounting for bias in
sampling: (1) systematic sampling, (2) filtering, (3) bias grid
and (4) combination of bias grid and filtering. Systematic
sampling helped in reducing partially spatial aggregation by
randomly sampling one occurrence per single cell of 300×
300 m (Fourcade et al. 2014). Through spatial filtering

(Kramer-Schadt et al. 2013), we decreased the spatial aggre-
gation for the second time by randomly selecting one occur-
rence in a buffer zone of 300 m. These two methods, though
they have been proven to improve model quality, do not
consider the absence or lack of sampling effort in part of the
study area. Our presence datasets come from the sampling
conducted in forest and agricultural areas and are thus clearly
affected by sampling bias towards these two habitats. To
consider this issue, we used bias grids (Elith et al. 2010),
which are simple maps containing information on the sam-
pling probability across the whole study area. We created two
bias grids, one for the hunting season, with a sampling prob-
ability of 1 in forests and 0 outside, and one for the growing
season, with sampling probability of 1 in agriculture habitat
and 0 outside. We predicted that the models considering
sampling bias should perform better than those that do not.
We thus had a total of 12 models, three seasons (growing,
hunting and all) times four sampling bias methods (systemat-
ic, filtering, bias grid, combined). For each model, 20 repli-
cates were run to generate standard deviation values on our
measures of model performances and response variables.
MaxEnt analyses were run from R using the dismo package
(Hijmans et al. 2013).

Seasonal distribution

To observe change in the seasonal distribution of wild boar,
we compared the importance of each variable in the hunting
and the growing model. We also used response curves to
observe the relationship between the logistic predictions and
the variables that contributed the most to the model. Finally,
we compared the difference in range occupied between the
two seasons by generating binary suitable/unsuitable maps
with the maximum of the sum of specificity and sensitivity
as threshold value.

Forecast distribution

To predict the potential distribution of wild boar in northern
Wallonia, we used the best model of the hunting, growing and
all season model, ranked according to their AUC value. From
the continuous probability of occurrence, we derived binary
suitable–unsuitable map by means of thresholding rules. We
applied five threshold probability values above, which we
considered the species as present, and under, the species as
absent: (1) equal sensitivity and specificity (Fielding and Bell
1997), (2) maximum of the sum of training sensitivity and
specificity (Manel et al. 2001), (3) maximum Cohen’s kappa
statistic (Beerling et al. 1995), (4) the balance training omis-
sion, predicted area and threshold value and (5) the equate
entropy of thresholded and original distributions (these last
two threshold being provided byMaxEnt). To assess which of
these thresholds performs the best, we compared the overlap
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between the predicted binary map and the observed distribu-
tion map of areas where wild boar are already present,
resulting from an independent survey conducted in 2010 in
northern Wallonia (Prevot and Morelle 2012). To measure the
overlap between the predicted and observed prediction, we
used the similarity statistic D of Warren et al. (2008). D
statistics value lies between 0 and 1, with a value of 1 reveal-
ing a perfect overlap and a value of 0 revealing an absence of
overlap.

Results

In general, models gave low to good performances, ranging
from AUC=0.655 to AUC=0.797. In two out of three cases,
for the growing season (AUC=0.797±0.039) and all seasons
(AUC= 0.791±0.023) models, the methods combining spatial
filtering and bias grid gave much higher quantitative estimates
of performance than those not considering sampling bias
(Table 2). However, for the hunting season model, the
methods considering the full dataset gave the best

performance (AUC=0.767±0.029). Based on the test sets,
the predictive ability of the three best models gave the follow-
ing results: AUCtest hunting=0.820, AUCtest damages=0.812
and AUCtest hunting + damages=0.851.

Seasonal distribution of wild boar

During the growing season, the variables that contribute the
most to the model were the distance to forests (34.6 %)
followed by the density in cereals (26.0 %), the density in
rapeseed (12.6 %) and the road density (7.4 %). During the
hunting season, the most contributing variables were the dis-
tance to crops (30.9 %), the density in coniferous (22.7 %) and
in deciduous (13.4 %) forests and the road density (6.6 %)
(Fig. 2). For the model combining the two seasons, distance to
crops (60.5 %) and distance to forests (24.5 %) were the most
contributing variables followed by the density in cereals
(3.9 %), coniferous (2.4 %) and deciduous forest (1.9 %).

The analysis of the relationship between the distance to
cover and the probability of presence showed that during the
growing season, there was a decrease in the probability of
presence with a minimum at 865 m from the forest edge,

Table 1 List of predictors used for modelling wild boar distribution

Variables Definition Model

Forest Deciduous Density in deciduous forest Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Coniferous Density in forest edge Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

DistForest Distance to forest (deciduous and coniferous) Growing, All Seasons

Agriculture Maize Density in maize fields, derived from a point
pattern of 1 point/hectare

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Cereals Density in cereals fields, derived from a point
pattern of 1 point/hectare

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Cover Density in other crop types providing cover
(miscanthus, sunflowers, hemp, linen)
derived from a point pattern of 1 point/hectare

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Rapeseed Density in rapeseed fields, derived from a point
pattern of 1 point/hectare

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Grassland Density in permanent grasslands, derived from a
point pattern of 1 point/hectare

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

DistCrop Distance to crop areas providing cover
(=all but grasslands)

Hunting, All Seasons

Human Roads Density of roads Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

DistRoads Distance to road network Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Human Density in human features (towns, buildings, facilities) Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

DistHuman Distance to human features Hunting, Growing, AllSeasons

Hydrogaphy Hydro Density in water network, derived from a point pattern
(1 point/100 m)

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

DistHydro Distance to closest water network Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Topography Elevation Mean altitude, derived from a
30-m resolution digital elevation model

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Slope Mean slope, derived from a
30-m resolution digital elevation model

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Aspect Mean aspect, derived from a
30-m resolution digital elevation model

Hunting, Growing, All Seasons

Density function from spatstat package (R), SDMTools package
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followed by an increase of presence above this distance
(Fig. 3). During the hunting season, we observed a similar
but inverse pattern of increase and decrease in the probability
of presence in relation to distance with crops (Fig. 3). Between
the two seasons, suitable area for wild boar almost doubled
with an estimated 488.9 km2 during the hunting season to
798.8 km2 during the growing season.

Forecast distribution

Based on the comparison of the thresholding methods and the
similarity values obtained, we found that for the different
models, different threshold gave the best similarity value with
the independent presence survey (Table 3). In the case of the
growing season model, the maximal training sensitivity and
specificity method was the best; for the hunting model, we
obtained the equate entropy of threshold and original
distributions as the best, while for a combination of the
hunting and growing models, maximum kappa was the best
method (Fig. 4). We consequently used these three cut-off
methods to transform the continuous logistic probability pres-
ence maps into binary predictive maps of wild boar distribu-
tion in the Loamy region (Fig. 5). According to each models,
we obtained the following suitable area: 366 km2 with the
hunting season model, 395 km2 with the growing season
model and 471 km2 with the all season model. At present,
the range occupied by wild boar in the Loamy region is of
303 km2 (Prevot and Morelle 2012), which means according
to our prediction that the distribution of wild boar in the
Loamy region could increase by 63 to 168 km2.

Discussion

We have shown that wild boar population is able to spatially
adjust its seasonal distribution in response to change in cover
and food resources in agro-forested landscape, by increasing
the use of agricultural areas during the growing season. This
capacity of wild boar to face environmental fluctuations con-
firms the broad ecological niche of the species (Dardaillon
1986; Heinze et al. 2011; Podgórski et al. 2013; Schley and
Roper 2003).

Seasonal redistribution

The distribution of the species seems to follow the seasonal
availability of energy-rich food, mast and acorns in deciduous
forests in winter and grains from field crops in summer
(Ballari and Barrios-García 2013; Massei et al. 1996). In this
sense, shifting in wild boar can be regarded as a behaviour
following the optimal foraging strategy (MacArthur and
Pianka 1966). This hypothesis seems to be confirmed by
results from other studies, showing that when the forest offers
high quality resources, naturally or artificially, agricultural
areas are used with less intensity (Calenge et al. 2004; Meriggi
and Sacchi 2001). However, artificial feeding effect on wild
boar distribution remains unclear, and contradicting results
have been obtained, in favour (Vassant 1994) or not (Hahn
and Eisfeld 1998) of the ability of artificial food to keep wild
boar in forests. However, the use by wild boar of agricultural
areas prior to the grain maturation stages, period between the
milky and the ripeness grain stage where crops can provide
providential and substantial food resources for the wild boar
(Schley et al. 2008), contradicts the optimal foraging strategy.
Therefore, there may be additional explanations to the habitat
shift observed in wild boar.

Landscape of fear generated by hunting activities has been
shown to lead to habitat shift (Tolon et al. 2009). Although, we
could not provide any map of the landscape of fear (van der
Merwe and Brown 2008) to use as a predictor in the model, it
is likely that in our study area, the predation risk created by
hunting activities greatly influence wild boar spatial behav-
iour. In Wallonia, wild boar can be hunted by means of single
hunt all year long and mainly performed at the edge between
forest and crop field or by means of driven hunt in forest areas
from the 1st of October to 31st of December. Moreover, with
the increase in damages, driven hunt in crops (mainly maize)
can now be authorized in some case. Altogether, these hunting
activities create a landscape of fear that can alter wild boar
spatial behaviour (Saïd et al. 2012; Sodeikat and Pohlmeyer
2007; Tolon et al. 2009). This high hunting pressure at the
forest edges can indirectly favour a complete shift into crops
or constraint animals to stay in forest in order to avoid risk of
being shot. In the presence of nature reserve where hunting
activities were forbidden, Tolon et al. (2009) showed that the

Table 2 AUC±SD values of the different models for 20 replicates. Details between brackets are the number of occurrences used to train the model

Model
Growing season Hunting season All seasons

Full dataset AUC=0.731±0.024 (n=1,967) AUC=0.762±0.021 (n=1,724) AUC=0.686±0.013 (n=3,692)

Systematic sampling AUC=0.712±0.030 (n=1,334) AUC=0.749±0.024 (n=1,328) AUC=0.682±0.020 (n=2,579)

Spatial filtering AUC=0.716±0.030 (n=864) AUC=0.760±0.036 (n=858) AUC=0.711±0.025 (n=1,332)

Bias grid AUC=0.770±0.021 (n=1,334) AUC=0.652±0.026 (n=1,328) AUC=0.758±0.017 (n=2,579)

Spatial filtering + bias grid AUC=0.788±0.042 (n=864) AUC=0.672±0.040 (n=858) AUC=0.795±0.024 (n=1,332)
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response of wild boar to temporal changes in risk was to shift
home range within nature reserve boundaries. To some extent,
our results support the idea that field crops offer to wild boar
similar protective comfort than nature reserves.

The main contributing variables in explaining the presence
of wild boar during the growing season were the distance to
the forest and the density in cereals and rapeseed. It not only
confirms the results of numerous studies where distance to the
forest edge is the most important predictor of damages to crop
(Calenge et al. 2004; Saito et al. 2012) but also the importance
of crops like rapeseed, wheat and maize on wild boar distri-
bution in agro-forested landscapes (Brook and van Beest
2014; Keuling et al. 2009). Though wild boar demonstrates
abilities to cope with more open landscape, the proximity to
forest cover remains a major requirement for this originally
forests or bushes-dwellers species (Briedermann 1990;
Rosvold et al. 2010). After crops harvesting and the beginning
of the hunting season, we observed a return movement of wild
boar towards forests as demonstrated by the decrease in prob-
ability presence in the crop fields. At this moment, the dis-
tance to crop and density in deciduous forest, providers of
mast and acorns, become the major variables controlling wild
boar distribution (Brook and van Beest 2014).

Interestingly, we found evidence that wild boar relation to
forest and agricultural cover operates under a threshold dis-
tance response. The observed threshold of 865 m probably
corresponds to a distance under which individuals stay in
close relation with the forest habitat, and above which, it
correspond to individuals realizing a complete shift to crop
fields for a longer period or on the move to join a forest patch
further away. This observation is consistent with previous
research showing the existence of various strategies of habitat
use among individuals of a wild boar population (Keuling
et al. 2009; Tolon et al. 2009). Given that our analyses were
based on data considering the population scale, we cannot
conclude from our observations that the entire wild boar
population migrates in crop fields during the growing season.
However, we could demonstrate that along the year, changes
in the landscape structure and composition created by agricul-
tural cycle increase areas suitable for the wild boar and
that seemingly part of the population makes use of this habitat.
In consequence, seasonal habitat shift observed in wild boar is
more likely to be viewed as a partial shift process (Chapman
et al. 2011). Individual variation in the food/predation percep-
tion may explain why only part of the population shift
(Keuling et al. 2009; Tolon et al. 2009); however, the observed

Fig. 2 Predictors’ contribution
(in %) for the growing and the
hunting model
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shift could also be explained by a population strategy to
decrease intraspecific competition in forest habitat as observed
in other species. However, to confirm this hypothesis,
more research studies on the share and the demographic
structure of the population that perform these shift
would be required (e.g. Martin et al. 2012). From the
results obtained in this paper and according to the infor-
mation available (Keuling et al. 2009), such study (e.-
g. based on telemetry, stomach content or isotopes anal-
ysis) would clearly help to understand consequences of
habitat shift in terms of individual fitness and in terms
of damage predictability.

Compared with others studies, we did not find an
important effect of the proximity to water in explaining
wild boar distribution (Choquenot et al. 1996; Meriggi
and Sacchi 2001; Seo 2000). The important density in
rivers and streams within the study area probably ex-
plain that access to water is not a limiting factor in
Wallonia. Though the region is relatively flat, we ex-
pected that topographic variables, particularly the slope
present along the river channel could have been expect-
ed to favour wild boar presence, owing to their relative
quietness (Amici et al. 2012). We attribute the relative
weak importance of these variables to the chosen reso-
lution that does not reflect the potential use of these
areas, rich in cover and hardly accessible for hunters, as
highly suitable for the species.

We found that the habitat suitability of wild boar during the
growing seasons almost doubled. This increase in suitability
also promotes landscape connectivity for wild boar, i.e. facil-
itating movement within or along agricultural fields (Thurfjell
et al. 2009). Thus, during the growing season, the agricultural
matrix potentially constitutes an important corridor favouring
wild boar exploration behaviour and enhancing population
spread into novel habitats such as peri-urban and agricultural
areas.

The present paper confirms the ability of MaxEnt to ana-
lyse seasonal changes in animal distribution (e.g. Suárez-
Seoane et al. 2008) and to forecast distribution into novel
areas (e.g. Verbruggen et al. 2013). Regarding model perfor-
mances, the AUC values we obtained are in accordance with
results from Saito et al. (2012) that predicted wild boar dam-
age occurrences with MaxEnt. Moreover, our results support
the idea that modelling the distribution of generalist species
like wild boar results in a model with lower performance
(Evangelista et al. 2008; Grenouillet et al. 2011). For specialist
species having a small ecological niche, i.e. changes in distri-
bution are easier to understand because the requirement of the
species leads to a movement towards habitat offering the
required resources. In contrast, for generalist species having
a larger ecological niche, relating these habitat changes to
requirements is more hazardous due to the their larger diet
plasticity (Peers et al. 2012).

Fig. 3 Combined response curves of wild boar probability of presence in
relation to crops during the hunting season (full line), and wild boar
probability of presence in relation to forests during the growing season
(dashed line)

Table 3 Comparison of the binary projection for the three models with the independent observation survey. We considered the best threshold value as
the one providing the best overlap with independent observation survey

Model Best threshold Threshold
value

Area predicted
(km2)

D Warren statistic
(overlap with observations
from the 2010 survey)

Growing season Maximal training sensitivity
and specificity

0.389 366.8 0.970

Hunting season Equate entropy of threshold
and original distributions

0.195 395.6 0.976

All seasons Kappa 0.543 471.2 0.985
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Fig. 4 Relationship between the
five threshold measures and their
effect on the overlap between the
binary projection and the
independent observation survey
(btopt, balance training omission,
predicted area and threshold
value; eetod, equate entropy of
thresholded and original
distributions; mtss, maximal
training sensitivity and
specificity; etss, equate entropy of
threshold and original
distributions; kappa value at
maximum kappa). D Warren
statistic varies between 0 and 1,
with 1 meaning perfect overlap
and 0 absence of overlapping
areas

Fig. 5 Predictive map of the wild
boar distribution in the Loamy
region, logistic outputs (left) and
binary outputs (right)
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Sampling bias

By considering sampling bias in our analysis, we could par-
tially confirm the finding from other studies, showing that
considering sampling bias improves model performance
(Boria et al. 2014; Fourcade et al. 2014; Kramer-Schadt
et al. 2013). Apart from the hunting season model, we indeed
found better performance when sampling bias was considered.
According to our results, combining different methods such as
filtering and bias grid improved model performance over the
other methods (systematic sampling, filtering and bias grid).
This result suggests that sampling bias should be overcome by
combining multiple methods rather than using one method
only. We explain the different result obtained from the hunting
model by the fact that the distribution of the hunting points
was less clustered than the damages points, hypothesis con-
firmed by a nearest neighbour exploratory analysis.

Management implications

In terms of habitat management, cultivating crops highly
palatable to wild boar close to forest areas increases the risk
of presence and damages of the wild boar (Calenge et al. 2004;
Ficetola et al. 2014; Saito et al. 2012). However, our results
tend to prove that avoiding the cultivation of such sensible
crops close to the forest edges does not ensure a total absence
of damages. Due to the ability of wild boar to move over long
distances, encouraging the cultivation of these crops at a
distance from the forest edges cannot be expected as a suffi-
cient land use management measure. For a better understand-
ing of the interaction between wild boar and agricultural lands,
we encourage more studies relating agricultural landscape
configuration and composition with wild boar movement
abilities.

In terms of management of the species, our results clearly
indicate a need to consider hunting not only in agricultural
areas, which are close to the forest edge, but also to the parcel
located farther and susceptible of being occupied by the
species. It has been demonstrated that the absence or banning
areas of hunting create a refuge effect favouring the risk of
damages to crops (Amici et al. 2012). Therefore, an effort on
the management and control strategies of wild boar in these
landscapes should be promoted. Agro-forested areas seeming-
ly require adapted methods, e.g. based on new technologies
such as drone for animal detection (Chamoso et al. 2014) in
crop fields, which could help hunters in their management
activities.

In conclusion, the findings of this study confirm the ability
of wild boar to adapt its distribution in highly dynamic land-
scape and suggest the importance of crop fields as alternative
cover and food resources habitat for this species. By means of
a comparative approach between seasonal distribution
models, we have highlighted the shift in population

distribution over two critical moments of the year for wild
boar: the growing and the hunting seasons. In addition, the
prediction in the North of Wallonia may help in allocating
management efforts to locally and regionally restrict the ex-
pansion of the species.
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Abstract  

Because native species can also expand their range with invasive-like patterns and 

consequences, detecting and understanding range expansion of native species is essential to 

improving management strategies. In this study, we documented the range expansion of a 

native invader, using wild boar Sus scrofa population recolonization of former range in 

southern Belgium as a biological model. We investigated the drivers of spatio-temporal 

change in wild boar distribution by means of four hypotheses (landscape, climate change, 

human-modified environment and the lack of control hypothesis). Over the last three decades, 

the distribution range of wild boar expanded northward into agricultural landscapes. This 

expansion was characterised by an exponential pattern of spread and a mean marginal velocity 

of 5 km year
-1

. We showed that this expansion was mostly a density-dependent process driven 

by neighbouring population density, supporting the ‘lack of control’ hypothesis. 

Contrastingly, we found no support for the ‘human modified environment’ hypothesis, as 

increased area of cultivations providing cover (maize, rapeseed, cereals) did not facilitate wild 

boar range expansion. Moreover, colonization of wild boar was mostly promoted by forest 

habitat, showing the dominant role of this habitat in the population movement of this species. 

This study highlights the unforeseen consequence of the lack of population control of native 

invaders that leads to rapid recolonization of species’ former range. Expansion of wild boar 

into agroecosystem has harmful impact and suggests that management plan for this species 

should keep the population density at levels that prevent population spread. 

 

Keywords: native invader, population spread, Sus scrofa  
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Introduction 

Though biological invasion is a well-recognized phenomenon, there is still no general 

agreement on its exact definition, so that cases of increase range expansion of native species 

remains poorly considered (Valéry et al. 2013, Valéry et al. 2008, Valéry et al. 2009). Indeed, 

most commonly animals and plants are considered as invasive only if they fulfill three 

conditions: i) they must be voluntary (Long 2003) or involuntary (Seebens et al. 2013) 

introduced by humans in novel environment (Perrings et al. 2010), ii) able to establish and 

spread (Jeschke and Strayer 2005) and iii) have a negative impact (Gurevitch and Padilla 

2004, Heather and Dukes 2007, Olson 2006). However, a novel mechanistic definition based 

on the nature of the phenomenon itself was recently proposed, suggesting that biological 

invasion arises from species “acquiring a competitive advantage following the disappearance 

of natural obstacles to its proliferation, which allows it to spread rapidly and to conquer novel 

areas within recipient ecosystems in which it becomes a dominant population” (Valéry et al. 

2008). With this new definition, range expansion of native species can be considered as 

biological invasion and under these circumstances being termed native invasive species 

(Valéry et al. 2009) or native invaders (Simberloff and Rejmanek 2010). 

 

According to this new definition, biological invasion arises from the following causes: 

climate change, under-predation, and human-mediated expansion (Carey et al. 2012, Valéry et 

al. 2008). Climate-driven range shifts usually occur as a response to rising temperatures 

(Thomas et al. 2001). Absence or lack of predators prevent efficient population control which 

consequently growth when conditions are favourable and can further expand, e.g. density-

dependent dispersal following demographic recovery enabling re-colonization of former range 

by locally or regionally extirpated species (Carey et al. 2012). Human-mediated expansion 
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can occurs either directly via (re)-introduction of individuals (Acevedo and Cassinello 2009) 

or indirectly through changes brought to the environment favouring population increase and 

spread (Buczkowski 2010). Landscape heterogeneity and features that can either constitute a 

barriers hampering dispersal or a corridor connecting habitats promoting dispersal can affect 

movement and spread (With 2002). When conditions are favorable, native species can also 

display invasive-like traits. However, range expansion pattern of native species remains 

largely undocumented and consequently poorly understood (Carey et al. 2012, Valéry et al. 

2009). Identification of causes leading a species to become invasive in its native range is 

however central to the understanding of species response to human- and natural-induced 

changes and the design of mitigation strategies, including dealing with over-abundance 

(Cromsigt et al. 2013, Gortázar et al. 2006).  

 

In this study we investigated the patterns and drivers of native invader’s range expansion. To 

this aim, we considered rapid range expansion as the invasive pattern to be observed and wild 

boar Sus scrofa as our biological model. We firstly documented and characterized the spatio-

temporal patterns of wild boar expansion over the last three decades in southern Belgium, 

using information on historical patterns of distribution. Secondly, we modeled for each 

expansion phase the probability of unoccupied landscape units to be colonized as a response 

to the climatic, land use change, lack of population control or landscape hypothesis.   
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Material and Methods 

Biological model 

Among mammals, wild boar Sus scrofa is considered as one of the most invasive species in 

the world out of its native range (Lowe et al. 2004). Not only in its invasive range but also in 

its native range, wild boar has harmful ecological and socio-economical impact (Massei and 

Genov 2004, Putman et al. 2011). In Eurasia, the species has indeed expanded over the last 

three decades at the margin of its native Eurasian range (Erkinaro et al. 1982, Rosvold and 

Andersen 2008, Veeroja and Männil 2014), to such extent that the terms ‘invasion’ was even 

used to characterised this increase in its north eastern margin of the species’ distribution 

(Danilkin 2001). 

 

There are various mechanisms that have promoted the species to become a native invader: 

human-mediated environmental change, e.g. increased favourable cultivations (Geisser and 

Reyer 2005, Rosell et al. 2012), supplemental feeding or intentional stocking (Frantz et al. 

2013), milder winter conditions and a relative decrease in the European hunters populations 

(Massei et al. 2014). Also, recent studies confirmed that wild boar holds many invasive traits 

leading to successful invasions (Jeschke and Strayer 2006): early age at first reproduction 

(Servanty et al. 2009), high reproductive output (Servanty et al. 2009), generalist feeding 

strategy (Schley and Roper 2003), spatial behavioral plasticity (Podgórski et al. 2013), and 

commensalism with humans (Cahill et al. 2012). Consequently this species can easily be 

regarded as a native invader. We used wild boar as a study case since the species recovery in 

terms of population size in its native Eurasian range has been acknowledged for decades 

(Saez-Royuela and Telleria 1986) but of which the spatial recovery, e.g. processes and 
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mechanisms of range expansion favoring the species spread into new areas, remain largely 

unaddressed.  

 

In Belgium, discovery of wild boar bone remains up to the North sea attest to the historical 

presence of the species over the entire territory of Belgium until the Middle age (Toussaint et 

al. 2011). Between AD 1500 and AD 1850, forest clearance for the development of 

agriculture range together with population increase and hunting pressure restricted the range 

of many forest-dwelling species in Europe (Kaplan et al. 2009). The wild boar consequently 

disappeared in many parts of its native range (Danilov and Panchenko 2012) and in Belgium 

its distribution decreased to the south until the highland Ardenne forest. Until the mid 20
th

 

century, the population remained in this area but since the 1980 progressively started to 

expand Northwards. 

 

Study area 

We focused our study on wild boar range expansion from Ardenne area to the North. This 

area encompasses four natural regions, from south to north: Ardennes, Fagne-Famenne, 

Condroz and Loamy regions (50°25’N, 4°53’E). These regions offer a north-south gradient in 

forest and agriculture cover from highly forest in the southern Ardenne region to highly 

agricultural in the Northern Loamy region (SPW 2012). The Meuse and Sambre rivers 

channel divides the study area and is a potential barrier to northward expansion on wild boar 

(Fig. 1). The area is characterized by sub-oceanic climate with mean annual temperature of 

8°C, 900 mm of mean annual rainfall and 25 days snow cover in average. Elevation ranges 

from 50 to 350 m.a.s.l. 
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Fig. 1 Distribution map in 10x10-km grid of wild boar expansion, Wallonia, Belgium, 1981-2010. 

Data sources 

Period of colonization 

We used a survey approach to document the expansion of wild boar range in our study area. 

We questioned game managers about dates of first appearance, first animal shot and 

permanent settling within their hunting territory. We assumed hunters would recall about wild 

boar status in their hunting ground within 5-year time windows and used this value as our 

temporal time step. For each time window, survey information was geo-referenced into a 

10x10 km grid, so that a map of the spatio-temporal changes in wild boar distribution could 

be built (Fig. 1). Our grid resolution is consistent with the fact that >96% individuals have 

natal dispersal distance <10 km (Keuling et al. 2010, Prevot and Licoppe 2013). We only 

considered the earliest period of wild boar presence reported when different periods were 

recorded among several game units overlapping a same 10x10 km grid cell. 
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Colonization predictors 

We use a total of eleven variables to explore the effect (positive or negative) of the four 

hypotheses on the colonization process of wild boar (Table 1). For all distinct period of wild 

boar colonization, we calculated the value of these variables at the 10x10 km grid scale as the 

average values over the five years. 

Table 1. Independent variables used for modelling the colonization of wild boar. 

Variables 

names 

Description Unit  

Agricultural variables 

agriland Area of grid covered by agriculture crops km² 

grass Area of grid covered by grassland km² 

agricover Mean area over the 5 considered years of the following crop type: 

maize Zea mays, rapeseed Brassica napus, cereals Triticum spp. 

km² 

Landscape variables 

forest Area of grid covered by forest km² 

human Area of grid covered by human building (villages, town, cities) km² 

road Length of roads in each grid km 

rivers Length of river in each grid km 

Population variables 

ndens Mean neighbouring population density in the west, south-west, 

south, south-east and east neighbouring grids 

Animal 

shot/100km² 

Climatic variables 

tmean Mean annual temperature °C 

tcold Mean temperature of the coldest month °C 

twarm Mean temperature of the warmest month °C 

 

The lack of control hypothesis corresponds to the absence of natural predators (Commission 

2012) and the relative decrease numbers of hunters (Massei et al. 2014) combined to the poor 

efficiency of current hunting strategies (Cromsigt et al. 2013, Keuling et al. 2013). To 

measure the role of a lack of population control we used the ‘neighbouring population 

density’ variables, which the mean value of shot wild boar in the neighbouring occupied 
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grids. Hunting statistics obtained from the Walloon Public Service were used to calculate this 

variable. We predicted that increase in population size favored wild boar expansion.  

 

The human-modified landscape hypothesis corresponds to the agricultural components of the 

landscape. Here we considered three different components: grasslands, agricultural lands and 

agricultural cover. Grasslands correspond to the permanent grasslands area, mostly devoted to 

livestock. Agricultural lands (‘agriland’) correspond to all type cultivations. These two 

variables, grassland and agriland, were extracted from the Belgium National Geographic 

Institute (NGI) vector map. The third component, agricultural cover, corresponds to the 

cultivations providing shelter for the wild boar, i.e. maize Zea mays, rapeseed Brassica napus 

and cereals Brassica spp.. These crops are known to offer cover and/or resources to wild boar 

and we predicted that they would influence colonization of wild boar. Information on parcel 

cultivation was extracted from We built this variable (‘agricover’) by extracting and 

aggregating information at retrieved from the federal statistic (SPF Economie) for the period 

1980-2000 and from the Walloon Public Service (SPW - SIGEC ‘Système Intégré de Gestion 

et de Contrôle’ – Agricultural land management map of Wallonia) for the period 1980-2010. 

We predicted that the increase surface of cultivations offering shelter favored population 

expansion. 

 

Climatic change hypothesis relates to the increase in mean annual temperature (Ipcc 2014). 

To account for the effect of climatic change, we calculated for each grid over the 5-year 

period cover three variables: the mean annual temperature, the mean temperature of the 
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coldest month and the mean temperature of the warmest month. We predicted that warming 

temperature would favor wild boar expansion.  

 

The landscape hypothesis included habitat features putatively influencing occupancy 

positively (forest, rivers network) or negatively (transport infrastructures). Forest cover 

variable was extracted from the Belgium National Geographic Institute (NGI) vector map. 

Linear features (roads and rivers) are also known to influence wild boar movement, 

respectively slowing down (Frantz et al. 2012) and facilitating (Park and Lee 2003). For these 

two variables, we calculated from the 1:10 000 NGI vector map their overall length within 

each grid. 

 

Data analysis 

Range expansion pattern 

To characterize the colonization process, we assumed a concentric population spread 

(Skellam 1951) and we calculated the radial range expansion as the square root of the area 

occupied at each period divided by π (Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997). We then a linear, a 

quadratic and an exponential regression to test the pattern of radial expansion range over time 

(Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997). Finally, by dividing the slope of this curve by the square 

root of π, we estimated the marginal velocity of range expansion for each period considered 

(Lensink 1997, Preuss et al. 2014). 
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 Range expansion model 

We firstly screened predictors for multicollinearity using a threshold of |r|=0.7 (Dormann et al. 

2012). Variables that were highly correlated were: human buildings and roads, agriland and 

agricover and finally the three climatic variables. We retained human buildings because it is 

potentially attractive habitat for wild boar (Cahill et al. 2012). We also kept for further 

analysis the agricover variables because it was central to our hypothesis testing and known to 

influence wild boar distribution and dynamics (Brook and van Beest 2014, Geisser and Reyer 

2005) and the mean annual temperature in our analysis because this variable is commonly 

used to track animal range-shift under climatic change (Chen et al. 2011). 

We built a set of a priori candidate models to explore the contribution of the four hypotheses 

on the range expansion of wild boar (Table 2). Specifically, we modelled the probability of an 

empty grid to be colonized for each considered time period (1981-1985, 1986-1990, 1991-

1995, 1996-2000, 2001-2005, 2006-2010) by means of a multivariate auto-logistic regression 

model (Silva et al. 2002). We used AIC model selection criteria corrected for small sample 

size (AICc) to select for most parsimonious models (Burnham and Anderson 2002). When 

candidate models were within ∆AICc < 2, we performed model averaging to estimate 

unbiased coefficients of the parameters. To identify informative parameters in final models, 

coefficients were deemed significant when corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI) did 

not include 0. All analyses were run in R 3.0.1 (R Core Team 2013). 
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Table 2. Hypothesis tested and related model structure. 

Model no. Hypothesis Model structure 

0 Null ß0 

1 Landscape ß0 + ß1(landscape) 

2 Population ß0 + ß1(population) 

3 Agriculture ß0 + ß1(agriculture) 

4 Climate ß0 + ß1(climate) 

5 Landscape, population ß0 + ß1(landscape) + ß2(population) 

6 Landscape, agriculture ß0 + ß1(landscape) + ß2(agriculture) 

7 Landscape, climate ß0 + ß1(landscape) + ß2(climate) 

8 Population, agriculture ß0 + ß1(population) + ß2(agriculture) 

9 Population, climate ß0 + ß1(population) + ß2(climate) 

10 Agriculture, climate ß0 + ß1(agriculture) + ß2(climate) 

11 Landscape, population, 

agriculture 

ß0 + ß1(landscape) + ß2(population) + ß3(agriculture) 

12 Landscape, population, climate ß0 + ß1(landscape) + ß2(population) + ß3(climate) 

13 Landscape, agriculture, climate ß0 + ß1(landscape) + ß2(agriculture) + ß3(climate) 

14 Population, agriculture, 

climate 

ß0 + ß1(population) + ß2(agriculture) +  ß3(climate) 

15 Full ß0 + ß1(landscape) + ß2(population) + ß3(agriculture) +  

ß4(climate)  

   

Results 

Range expansion pattern 

Over the studied period, we observed a gradual spread of the wild boar margins’ range, 

characterized by a continuous radial expansion (Fig. 2). This continuous expansion could be 

fitted by linear, exponential and quadratic regression.  
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Fig. 2 Evolution of the radial expansion of wild boar in Wallonia, Belgium, 1981-2010. 

We observed no statistical difference among the three regressions tested, however the 

exponential regression (β=3.075, SE=0.032, p<0.0001, r²=0.984) gave a slightly better 

adjustment than the linear (p<0.0001, r²=0.982) and the quadratic (p=0.001, r²=0.980) 

regressions to explain radial range expansion over time. 

 

During the studied period, the mean marginal velocity proceeded at a rate of 5.04 km year
-1

. 

Temporal analysis of velocity period per period showed phases of acceleration and 

deceleration during the wild boar expansion process (Fig. 3): (i) until 1990 the speed of 

expansion was low; (ii) then it increased during until the year 2000, followed by (iii) 

important decrease in speed during the early 2000 and (iv) and finally a marked increase in 

velocity between 2006 and 2010 (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3 Temporal variation in the observed marginal velocity. 

 

Range expansion model 

During the 1981-1985 period, the final averaged model highlighted two variables with a 

strong effect: cultivations providing cover that was negatively correlated with probability of 

colonization (agricover, β= 0.20, CIlower-CIupper=(-0.50,-0.010), fig.4b) and the neighbouring 

population density that was positively correlated (ndens, β= 0.05, CIlower-CIupper=(0.03, 0.20), 

fig.4a)  (Table 3). In supplementary material Appendix 1 Table A1, we provide detailed 

results of the model selection for all colonization periods. 
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Table 3. Coefficient of the variables retained by the models averaging method along the different 

colonization phases of wild boar in Wallonia, Belgium. Bold indicates values that affect significantly 

the process of colonization.  

Period 1981-1985 1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 

 β SE β SE β SE β SE β SE β SE 

Forest 0.073 0.054 

  

0.057 0.045 0.095 0.033 0.196 0.069 0.215 0.072 0.024 0.04 

8 Rivers < 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 Roads  < 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 

< 0.001 < 0.001 

 Agricover -0.164 0.162 

 

-0.055 0.09 - - - - - - -0.011 0.033 

Grasslands -0.145 0.045 

 

-0.022 0.039 - - - - - - 0.072 0.083 

ndens 0.122 0.049 

 

0.059 

 

0.039 0.070 0.028 0.088 0.037 0.077 0.039 0.037 0.042 

tmean - - -1.272 1.313 0.188 0.671 -0.345 1.129 -0.336 1.111 -1.055 1.869 

 

In 1986-1990, three models, 5, 14 and the 7 had DAIC < 2. The two same variables (agricover, 

β= -0.06, CIlower-CIupper=(-0.30, -0.06), fig.4d and ndens, β= 0.06, CIlower-CIupper=(0.01, 0.10), 

fig.4c) had a significant effect on the colonization probability.  

During the next colonization period, 1991-1995, the model 5 and the model 12 were the two 

best models, and the model averaging showed that the forest (forest, β= 0.10, CIlower-

CIupper=(0.03, 0.16), fig.4f) and the neighbouring density (ndens, β= 0.07, CIlower-CIupper=(0.01, 

0.12), fig.4e) variables were two significant and positively correlated variables with the 

colonization probability. 

During the following two periods, between 1996 and 2005, we observed a similar scenario as 

n the previous colonization period, with models 5 and 12 being under DAIC < 2 and the 

probability of colonization of empty grids by wild boar being influenced by the forest (1996-

2000, β= 0.20, Clower-Cupper=(0.06, 0.33), fig.4h, and 2001-2005, β= 0.21, Clower-Cupper=(0.06, 

0.34), fig.4j) and the neighbouring population density (1996-2000, β= 0.09, Clower-

Cupper=(0.01, 0.16), fig.4g, and 2001-2005, β= 0.08, Clower-Cupper=(0.01,0.17), fig.4i). During 
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the last colonization period, models 8, 5 and 10 but no variables had a significant influence on 

the colonization process. 

 

Fig. 4 a-j Variables with significant relationships with wild boar colonization probability for the 

different period of time considered. 
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During this northward range increase, we observed that habitats occupied by wild boar at the 

front of expansion greatly changed, passing from highly forested (representing > 50% of the 

cover in grids occupied in 1981-1985) to highly agricultural areas (representing >40% of the 

cover in grids occupied in 2006-2010) (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5 Forest and cultivation cover characteristics of gird newly occupied by wild boar during the 

colonization process, Wallonia, Belgium, 1981-2010. 

 

Discussion 

We demonstrated that the range expansion was characterized by a linear increase in radial 

expansion in the first phases followed by an exponential trend starting the 2000’s. Our models 

support the ‘lack of population control’ (density-dependent) and the landscape (habitat-

dependent) hypotheses but do not support the climatic and the human-modified environment 

hypotheses. Despite the wide occupancy of wild boar within its native range, our research is 

the first to analyse the dynamics of wild boar colonisation patterns in agro-forested 

landscapes. Previous studies mainly focused on the expansion or arrival in peri-urban areas 
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(Cahill and Llimona 2004, Licoppe et al. 2014), corresponding more to range-filling 

processes rather than increase of range margin or recolonizing process (Carey et al. 2012).  

The expansion pattern suggests that the wild boar population almost continuously diffused in 

the environment. Such a diffusion process occurs when dispersing individuals remains in the 

neighbourhood of the parent population along the front of expansion, patterns observed in 

wild boar (Cousse et al. 1994). Over three decades, mean marginal velocity of wild boar 

expansion in Belgium was similar to estimates of an expanding wild boar population in 

Sweden (4.8±3.9 km/year; Truvé et al. 2004). Velocity however did not reach values of 50 to 

70 km per year observed in the north-eastern range of the species helped by intentional 

reintroduction (Danilkin 2001, Erkinaro et al. 1982). However, we observed increased 

velocity in the last periods of colonization, coinciding with the arrival of wild boar population 

in suboptimal habitats, poor in forest and maize cover, where animal usually respond with 

higher movement rates (Lubina and Levin 1988).  

 

Proximity to high population density is an important drivers of the colonization process in 

terrestrial mammal species (Acevedo et al. 2005, Clobert et al. 2012). This factor was already 

at the basis of the range expansion of wild boar at its north-eastern distribution margin 

(Danilov and Panchenko 2012). The recognition of the ‘lack of control’ hypothesis suggests 

that current harvest pressure along the wild boar expansion margin is insufficient to limit wild 

boar recolonization of former range. We suggest that the lack of efficiency of the hunting 

activities is a result of both the difficulties to control animal populations in heterogeneous 

environments (Skogland 1991) and the observed decrease in the number of hunters. The 

decrease of hunter is consistent with similar trends observed throughout Europe (Massei et al. 

2014, Milner et al. 2006) and Northern America (Riley et al. 2003). The decrease in number 
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of hunters likely does not allow to hunt sufficiently the species and to reach to acceptable 

population size. These observations urge on the need to reconsider hunting in our modern 

societies and to promote more positively the role played by hunters in the management of 

wildlife populations. Not only in terms of direct population control and limiting distribution 

(Saito et al. 2014), but also in its role of creating a landscape of fear influencing largely 

animal distribution and behaviour (Cromsigt et al. 2013, Tolon et al. 2009). However, role of 

hunters can be ambiguous, so that behind the ‘lack of control’ hypothesis might also lies 

others factors, not directly related to hunting effort, for which we could not account for. 

Specifically, anthropogenic activities mostly aiming at increasing possibilities of recreational 

hunting and promoting population size increase such as intentional rewilding (Hearn et al. 

2014), supplementary feeding (Milner et al. 2014) or illegal restocking of hybrid captive-

reared wild boars (Frantz et al. 2013) can occur and favour the diffusion of the species and 

explain the role played by density in the colonization process. It is important to notice that the 

population density variables is also likely influenced by climatic conditions (higher winter 

survival (Melis et al. 2006) and food availability (Bieber and Ruf 2005). 

 

Forest cover was a significant variable in the latter stages of the colonization process. This 

suggests wild boar though it entered a more agrarian landscape remains a forest dwelling 

species, and is consistent with the role played by forest habitat at both large (Danilkin 2001) 

and fine scale (Gerard et al. 1991). Our result confirm previous finding that mixture of forest 

and agricultural landscapes best explained the range expansion of wild boar (Saito et al. 2012). 

In Mediterranean regions, returns or expansions of wild ungulates are related rural 

depopulation and land abandonment (Acevedo et al. 2011, Hearn et al. 2014), in our study 
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area however, the region is characterized by an increase of the rural demographic pressure 

(Thomsin 2000).  

 

Contrary to our expectation, changes in the European agricultural policy in the 1980’s 

promoting crops potentially favourable for wild boar (van Vliet et al. 2015) did not influence 

directly the range expansion. In contrast, agricultural land was negatively correlated to the 

probability of colonization during the two first colonization periods, and slowed down the 

expansion process. While cultivation did not drive population spread, this habitat is known to 

facilitate movement at the local and individual scales (Thurfjell et al. 2009). Seasonal 

importance of cultivation in bringing energy-rich food and cover for wild boar (Keuling et al. 

2009, Morelle and Lejeune 2014), favouring fertility and population growth (Geisser and 

Reyer 2005, Rosell et al. 2012), is well-documented.  

 

The widespread increase in numbers and geographical distribution together with the ability of 

wild boar to colonize new areas within its native range questions the current status of the 

species in many countries, as whether to considerer the wild boar as a game species or more 

as a pest in some areas of its native range (Mentaberre et al. 2014, Ropars-Collet and le Goffe 

2011). The consequences of the observed expansion of wild boar in agro-forested landscapes 

can be highly detrimental considering the major influence wild boar can have on agricultural 

ecosystems (Herrero et al. 2006, Schley and Roper 2003).  

 

We suggest that careful management policies, e.g. maintain continuous hunting pressure 

along the expanding front of expansion, should be undertaken to increase the efficiency and 
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induced role of hunting activities on animal population (Cromsigt et al. 2013). However, 

management strategies aiming at controlling population should also account for unintended 

consequences due to the ability of the species to cope with high hunting pressure and by 

adapting life history strategy (Gamelon et al. 2011).  
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Supplementary material - Appendix 1  

Table A1. A priori models exploring the effect of xyz variable wild boar expansion, Wallonia, 

Belgium, 1981-2010. AICc = Akaike Information Criteria adjusted for small sample sizes; 

∆AICc = (AICc) – (AICc)min; w = Akaike weight. Only candidate models with ∆AICc < 2 

selected as final models are shown. 

Period 1981-1985 

Model no. Model set K AICc varAICc Wt 

11 Landscape, control, agriculture 7 50.62 0.00 0.37 

5 Landscape, control 5 51.65 1.02 0.22 

14 control, agriculture, climate 5 52.64 2.01 0.14 

      

      

Parameter Estimate SE CI lower  CI upper  

Forest 0.073 0.0540 

  

-0.0034   
 

0.1793 

Rivers 0.00002 1.641 

 

-0.00002   

 

0.00005 

Agricover -0.164 0.1624 
 

-0.5164 
 

-0.00940 

Grasslands -0.145 0.04546 

 

-0.1339  

 

0.0874 

Roads  0.0000004 0.000006 

 

-0.00001   

 

0.00001 

ndens 0.122 0.04863 
 

0.0260  
 

0.2188 

 

Period 1986 - 1990 

Model no. Model set K AICc varAICc Wt 

5 Landscape, control 5   

 

63.11        0.00    0.27 

14 control, agriculture, climate 

climate 

5   

 

63.30        0.20    0.24 

7 Landscape, climate 4   

 

64.26        1.15    0.15 

Parameter Estimate SE CI lower  CI upper  

Forest 0.0567   

  

0.0447 -0.0235  

 

0.1394 

Rivers 0.000008   

 

0.00001 -0.00002   

 

0.00004 

Roads  0.000001  

 

0.000003 -0.000005   

 

0.000009 

ndens  0.0586   
 

0.0396 0.01073  
 

0.1335 

Agricover -0.0555  

 

0.0903 -0.3018 

 

-0.0643 

Grasslands -0.0220   

 

0.0398 -0.1509  

 

0.0060 

tmean -1.272   
 

1.313 -4.2294  
 

0.4057 
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Period 1991 - 1995 

Model no. Model set K AICc varAICc Wt 

5 Landscape, control 5   
 

65.80        0.00    0.60 

12 Landscape, control, climate 

climate 

6   67.72        1.92    0.23 

 

11 Landscape, control, agriculture 7   
 

69.80        4.00    0.08 

Parameter Estimate SE CI lower  CI upper  

Forest 0.0950   
 

0.0327 0.03010  
 

0.1599 

Rivers 0.000004 0.00001 

 

-0.00002  

 

0.00003 

Roads  0.000007   

 

0.000003 -0.000005  

 

0.000006 

ndens  0.0697  
 

0.0276 0.0149  0.1245 
 

tmean 0.1879   

 

0.6713 -1.5820  

 

2.9409 

 

Period 1996 - 2000 

Model no. Model set K AICc varAICc Wt 

5 Landscape, control 5  

 

42.50        0.00    0.52 

12 Landscape, control, climate 

climate 

6  
 

44.43        1.94    0.20 

11 Landscape, control, agriculture 7  

 

44.69        2.19    0.18 

Parameter Estimate SE CI lower  CI upper  

Forest 0.1958   

 

0.0690 0.05802  

 

0.3337 

Rivers -0.0000005 

 

0.00002 -0.00003  0.00003 

 
Roads  0.000004 0.000003 

 
-0.000002  0.000009 

ndens  0.0883  0.0374  

 

0.0136  0.1630 

 
tmean -0.3454   1.1290  

 

-4.9873  2.4761 

 
 

Period 2001- 2005 

Model no. Model set K AICc varAICc Wt 

5 Landscape, control 5  
 

25.00        0.0    0.72 

12 Landscape, control, climate 

climate 

6  

 

26.45        1.45    0.21 

11 Landscape, control, agriculture 7  
 

26.70        1.70    0.06 

Parameter Estimate SE CI lower  CI upper  

Forest 0.2146   

 

0.0718 0.06204  

 

0.3422 

Rivers -0.0000005 

 

0.00002 -0.00003  0.00003 

 
Roads  0.000004 0.000003 

 

-0.000002  0.000008 

ndens  0.0772 0.0396  
 

0.0128  0.1717 
 

tmean -0.3364   1.1118  

 

-5.2836  3.01862 
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Period 2006- 2010 

Model no. Model set K AICc varAICc Wt 

8 Agriculture, control 4  
 

54.55        0.00    0.18 

5 Landscape, control 5  

 

55.32        0.77    0.13 

10 Agriculture, climate 4  
 

55.53        0.98    0.11 

Parameter Estimate SE CI lower  CI upper  

Forest 0.0239  
 

0.0480 -0.0310  
 

0.1950 

Rivers 0.000007 

 

0.00001 -0.000003  

 

0.00005 

Roads  0.00000007 

 

0.0000011 -0.000005 

 

0.000006 

ndens  0.0371   
 

0.0418 -0.0159  
 

0.1365 

Agricover -0.0105   

 

0.0339 -0.1027 

 

0.0678 

Grasslands 0.0724   

 

0.0830 -0.0325  

 

0.2725 

tmean -1.0550   

 

1.8690 -7.0332  

 

1.3410 
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